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ABSTRACT

since the end of the cold war in 1989 the United Nations

security council has emerged as the primary forum-of.diplomatic
crisis management for thJ society of states. The dep_loyment of
military forc"es under its aegis, in places like Bosnia and sornalia, has

increased eight-fold, the peicekeeping and'peace<rrforc€ment' budget

has incread exponentiilly, and many countries, including Australia,

have assigned forces to UN operations. The list of casualties in UN
forces hai also grown, as havl the criticisms of its military mles of
engagement andlureaucratic methods.

These six studies constitute a guide to both the operations and

the difficulties. Coral Bell provides a brief analysis of the nature of the

crises the United Nations ii attempting to rnanage, and a history of the

fall and rise of UN power since 1945. Gary Klintworth provides a

guide to the legal and political complexities of intervention in the

iomestic affairs-of 
^etr,lret 

states. Captain Russell Swinnerton (RAN)

provides an insider's account of the preparation and management of
hustralian forces for UN operations. Norman MacQueen provides a

history of earlier UN peacekeeping efforts, and shirley uthgow an

accorrt t of the uN's one apparently solid diplomatic success, the

cambodia operation. The section of the UN Charter detailing the
powers or t'tre security council is printed as an appendix. The

monograph as a whole should be very useful to anyone taking a

serioui interest in the United Nations, or in contemporary crises.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION:
THE NATURE OF CONTEMPOITARY CRISES

Cord Bell

ln his speech to the 1993 LJN General Assembly (27 September

1993) presideni Clinton called on the assembled delegates of its
member states to 'reinvenf the United Nations. lt is clear that his call,
reinforced by many other spokesmen (including Australia's Gareth
Evans with some very detailed proposals) was articulating a

widespread, almost universal, sense that the United Nations (which is
still almost essentially as designed by ib greaFPower sPonsors alnpst
fifty years ago, in 194/.4il had not been managing yerl' well in the

criies of the early nineties: Bosnia, Somalia, Angola and others.

The formal official Proctss of 'reinventing the UniEd Nations'
can hardly get under way until the review conference scheduled for
1995, and-no doubt almost evety one of irc mernber nations will want
to pres€nt views on what should be done to change the s-ystgr-n.

Indeed, the process of reform, the'reinventing', may be considerably
more difficuit and rancorous than the original inventing of the United
Nations, for in those stressful days, the final year of the Second World
War, when it was designed primarily by officials and diplornats from
the Unibd States, Britain and the Soviet Uniory there were very few
effective sovereignties able and entitled to exPress a view on the

society of states, such as it then was. Europe was mostly still under
Nazi occupatiory Africa and Asia were still largely in colonial tutelage,

Gerrnany,Iapan, Italy and some of the states of Eastern Europe were
classed as enemies, and therefore not entitled to daim any voice in the

design of the new organisation. And the peoples of the world in
general wene prcoocupied with immediate and urgent matters of
survival. So the finer points of planning for an organisation to manage

the crises of the postwar world were not matters to which they were

eager to give much attention.
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Fifty years ory the world is totally transformed, though still
disorderly enough. The effective society of states, which in 1944
consisted of iust the'Grand Alliance' (the United States, Britain and the
Soviet Union) plus a handful of tatin American and Commonwealth
countries, now runs to almost two hundred members. Some are
enonnous in power (like the United States) or in population (like
China) or in territorial size (like Russia) or in financial strength (like
fapan). Some are so small (like the tiny sovereignties of the Pacific
islands) that their whole populations would hardly fill a football
stadium, and so bereft of economic nesources that they are likely to
r€main in permanent financial dependency on larger powe$. Yet they
are all equally subjects of international law, and most of them are vote.
casting members of the UN C,eneral Assembly. The society of srqtes
has never been a democracy, but it makes a graceful bow to the
theoretical principle of the equality of sovereign states in that
provision of the UN Charter.

It is often called an anarchy, and that is true in the precise
meaning of the word, a society without govemance. Indeed, the
absence of governance is the defining characteristic of the society of
states: that is the rneaning of sovereignty. But in popular usage the
word anarchy is often equated merely with disorder. And that is
rather misleading: the vast maiorig of the innumerable daily
transactions between members of the society of states proceed in
entirely orderly fashion, regulated by established laws and
conventions. They did so long before the invention of the United
Nations or its predecessor, the l,eague of Nations. They would do so
in the sanE way if the United Nations followed the League into
history.

Nevertheless, the United Nations has become so profoundly
important since the end of the Cold War as the primary forum of crisis
management in conflicts betr,veen states (and also now in sorne major
conflicts within states) that even its severest critics would hardly wish
it to vanish without some preferable substitute being found. Actually,
during the Cold War a substitute aas found: crises were managed
directly by and between the great powers, through the use of
conventions, signals, summit meetings and other modes of
communication. That was not necessarily preferable but it did
undoubtedly have one enorrnous (and literally life+aving) success, in
that direct hostilities between the cenbal balance powers were avoided
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for the whole forty-three years of the Cold War (194G1989), desPite_a

very high level of tension between them for most of that period. So

thal sys-tem is not to be underrated, but the economic costs on both
sides of the central balance were very high: crippling on the Soviet
side. Moreover, there was a lot of 'collateral damage' in Third World
countries, though the origins of what are sometimes called the'p:ory
wars' (Korea, Vietnam, Afghanistan) owed more to local decision-

makers than to those in washington and Moscow. Policy-makers

sometimes now sound almost nostalgic for the simplicity and enforced
order of the cold war world, but its passing is not a matter for regret.

The present system is more disorderly, but more hopeful.

The reasons for the relative ineffectiveness of the United
Nations' crisis-management system during the past few years are

complex, and sonp of them reflect the nature of the United Nations

itseli: a bloated bureaucratic structure Partly occupied by people

whom their respective governments have found more convenient not
to have at home. However, mostly the difficulties originate elsewhere,

in the fact that the world has not yet invented a theory or technique for
managing crises of the kind that are at present roiling the society of

states] f'tey u.e usually not true intqnatiotul crises in the haditional
sense of crises between established national sovereign states. Bosnia,

Sornalia, Angola, Mozambique, Abkhasia, Nagorno-Karabakh, the

troubles of the Kurds and the Marsh Arabs and the East Timorese are

all crises within what are, or used to be, sovereign states. They are

problems of failed or fractured sovereignties, based on polities with
iissident groups, reluctant to be assimilated and difficult to subdue.

The society of states has never had any accepted prescription

for dealing with such crises. In the past the er<pectation has been that

the stronfest local force would prevail. It is only since the late

nineteentfi century that there have been rnany audible qualms of

international conscience about that. What is wors€, the two principles

now brought into play on such issues point in opposite directions'

The first of those principles is familiar enougtu but for

complex reasons is at present mole powerful than ever before.

woodrow wilson said, as the world was reconstructing itself after the

First world war, that 'every people has the right to choose the

sovereignty under which it will live'. Thus selfdetermination was

installd ai a principle of iustice in international politics. The United
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Nations inherited that general assumption via its primarily American
designers. One can see its continued acceptance in the ready welcorre
given to the splintering of the former Soviet Union and the fornrer
Yugoslavia. Two sovereignties were turned, in short order, into
twenty, and all were accorded membership in the United Nations
without serious quibble.

A great many of what are usually now called national states
are in facl multinaflonal states (even if unitary in form), created long
ago by the strongest tribes of a region conquering and assimilating
their weaker neighbours. So if Wilson's principle were universally
acceptd, the society of states could be on its way to a vast increase in
its numbers. But, of course, there will be resistance, probably from
most of the governments affected, as soon as they see what they have
been regarding as their sovereign territories in danger of splintering.
The reason why there was no really effective resistance from Moscow
to the splintering of the Soviet Union, and not much from Belgrade to
the splintering of Yugoslavia, or from Prague to the partitioning of
Czechoslovakia, was that the goverrunents concerned in those cases
wer€ at the time in the throes of profound ideological crises, during
which the economic and social theories which the political 6lite had
profited by (and enforced on the people) for many yearc were
suddenly overturned. They could not defend the existing system
because they had lost faith in it themselves, a process often observed in
earlier revolutions, and usually called 'the desertion of the
intellectuals'.

Something of the same sort might well be happening in what
appears to be the next potential candidate for the splintering of
sovereignty, or partition: Canada. In that case, however, it is not the
general social and economic basis of the state which is losing
plausibility, merely the political device of federalisrn But it will be
particularly important for many other societies.

One could make a case that federalism, at least between
partners who feel no true common national identity, has been looking
ever more dubious for the past forty years or so. In the early days of
dismantling the empire, British governments tended to see federalism
as an all-purpose answer for any small territories which did not, at the
tinre, seem substantial enough to make viable sovereign states. But the
federations so promoted in the Caribbean and in Malaysia fell apart in
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short order, the inhabitants of the territories in each case feeling no

corrunon identity. Since then Singapore, for instance, has shown how

well a society i-at it numbers, restricted in territory_ and dnrost

devoid of materiat neeources, can nevertheless flourish. so obiections

on the grounds that a society and its territory are too small.to rnake an

effectivL viable sovereign-state have lost force. Ethnic or tribal

communities are thereby more able and willing to -'reinvent'
themselves as potential sovereign states. If the Quebecois, why not the

Scots or the Welsh, for instance?

For Australians, the Canadian case does, of cours€, have a

particular relevance because the two societies have longtended to take

i rather 'sisterly' view of each other, and in Canada the future patterns

for Australia have often seemed to be foreshadowed. If Quebec can

secede from Canada, the possibility of Western Australia seceding

from the commonwealth (or perhaps from Mr Keating's prospective

Federal Republic of Australia) will suddenly look much more

plausible. But it is not iust Australia: other multi+thnic or

h,tlti*tior,at societies have adopted federalism as a political form,

and the splintering-off of new sovereignties is bound to be noted by

any submerged Jr atenated sectors of their populations. Every

,rri""rr, in o"ther words, offers an extra precedent for newly asp!1ng

peoples, so the process is self-reinforcing, -like 
a snowball rolling

iot""t itt. Or even, perhaps, an avalanche gathering speed'

To return to the united Nations, I pointed out earlier that its

two principles on this mafter were at odds with each other' On the one

hand, therl is this potentially explosive s)ncept of selfdetermination

as a principle of iuitice in international politics. on the other hand,

thers was 
-built 

into the original wording of the uN charter a firm
iniunction (Article 2(7)) agiinst interference in matters 'essentially

*itt it the iurisdiction' of memuer states. That ploviso was-strongly

backed and reinforced at the tirne, incidentally, by Australia's then

Minister for External Affairs (in the I-abor Sovernments of Curtin and

chifley) Dr H.v. Evatt. Policy-makers in canberra were already in

1945 ;rried about possible fuiure UN criticism of such mafters as the

treafnent of Aborigines and immigration restrictions (the then White

Australia pnlicy). both utear of poticy at the time were defended by

the government as essentially domestic matters: both have of course

beerichanged profoundly since, but there are still political sensitivities

onboth.
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One of the essays in this monograph spells out the degree to
yhijh the longstanding assumptions behind ^A,rticle 2(71 havecfanged
in the past decade or two. The goalposts have recen0y been shifted] so
to speak, as to what is, or is not, within the dornestic boundary. But
t]rc essentigl problem remains, and in its extreme form is illustrited by
the case of the Kurds. The Kurdish people have a rong and clear sef-
definition as a separate community. since there are twenty-plus
million of thern" they could dearly constitute a reasonably subsiantial
sovereign state, a middle power. And, moreover, a potentially
prosperous one, since part of their territorial base is oil-bearing. At
various rmments in the past (especially in the early 192G) theirhaim
for selfdetermination has been seriously considered by the society of
states, but has always been relegated to the 'too hard' basket, because
they have been divided between five sovereignties (Turkey, Irary Iraq,
syria and the fornpr soviet union), whose governments itt appeared
determined to maintain their holds on the territories cot cerr,id. The
Gulf war more or lesg bryke that impasse: humanitarian feering, along
with detestation of the Iraqi dictator (who had not only taunctrea tn6
invasion of Kuwait, but had earlier been guilty of atrocities against
both the Kurds in the north and the Marsh Arabi in the south) induced
the western powers to set up a'protection zone' for the Kurds on their
Iraqi territories. And that zone has evolved into sonrething very like
an autonomous (though not yet sovereign) state, with a parliament,
armed forces and some of the other trappings of independence. But
what dms that imply for the more numerous Kurds oi Turkey, who
were already in a state of insurgency against the Turkish government

3nd molnljng- terrorist operations against Turkish targets-throughout
Europe? Turkey is a valued and inlluential member of the North
a]gUc Treaty Organisation (NATO), and UN operations in that part
of the world tend to rely on NATO forces and infrastructure. And if
the Kurds are to be internationally protected in the north of lraq, why
not protect the Marsh Arabs in the soutlu who are also a dlstinct
community and also victims of saddam Hussein's atrocities? But if
Iraq were fragmented in the fashion that implies, Iran would be a still
more obvious candidaF for regional hegemony, and that would not
necessarily be to the interests of either the small Inwers of the region
or the great powers of the central balance.

The Kurds are perhaps an exceptionally difficult case, but
there are rnany others where the moral amuiguiuis of both action and
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non-action are as great as the political and strategic dilemmas

involved. And all of them, in the present climate of opiniory seem

likely to be dumped at some time into the_lap o{ th" Y"iTd Nations.

Thelnthusiasm with which the Security Council involved itself with
many such issues in the immediate post{old war pgriod diminished
quite rapidly. one of the other things President clinton said in his
r'rra spi:ctr to the General A*sembly was that if the united states was

to say yes to uN peacekeeping or peace-enforcement operations, the

United Nations itself must learn to say no.

On the indications at the end of 793, it was already Uegiruting

to do so. The long conflict between the Hutu and the Tusi peoples in
Burundi has beenittended by very regular and bloody nussacres over
the past few decades, and another of them appeared to s.in Pro8ress
in the wake of the coup of November 7993, without evoking any uN
impulse towards intervention. The existing peacekeeping.'load' was

already too heavy, and as in electrical systems, 'loadshedding' sets in

for criiis rnanagement (whether UN or not) under such circumstances.

Indeed, 'loaas[eading' seemed possibly to be extending to the

'peacemaking' operation in somalia, with other national contingents

fossibly foudwing the United States towards exit early in 1994, and not

it*.t 
""ia"nce 

of pofitical stability or economic reconstmction for the

'r€scued' society.

ln Bosnia in early 7994 the prospects seemed equally

ambiguous, and the United Nations' future role in military operations
(as ftainst essentially diplornatic ones, including peacekeeping)

equalf uncertain. It needed the extra'clout' of a NATO ultimatum
and a itussian diplomatic initiative to reduce the siege of Saraievo, and

the final outcome in the disputed territories of that region seemed

likely to be morc in line with tribd feeling than with the principles-of
liberal intemationalism which the united Nations had originally
expected to uphold.

Both episodes, however, have had sorre usefulness for the

Security Council, if only by way of warning. If th" United Nations

takes on tasks for which it is not fitted, and which it cannot sustain or
conclude effectively, it will damage itself as well as the pc'oples of the

areas concerned. Such experiences will add more impetus to the

pressures for change. The contemPorary crisis of the society of states

demands new thought about how to cope with the conllicts within as
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well as between its members. But the experience of the past will be
quite a warning for the future.



CHAPTER 2

THE FALL AND RISE OF THE UNITED
NATIONS

Coral Bell

Even in its vely earliest days iust after the second world war,
the United Nations wai far less relevant to the wellbeing of the society

of states than it is at the momenL For by April 1945, when the

founding conference was held at san Francisco, the preliminaly
conditiois of the c-old war had already been established, with stalin's

policies in Eastern Europe. Withi" a-ye$, in March 1944 the first

iesponsive Western satvb trad been fired, with Winston Churchill's
,iron curtain' speech, and the basic western strategy wa-s a\eady being

propounded it W"rnir,gtory with George Kennan's doctrine of

'containment'.

The alliances and institutions created to implement that

doctrine had the sideeffect of 'marginalising' the security aPParatus

which had been devised for the united Nations, since they provided

the western powers and their allies with far more manag_eabl9 mili!ry
**g"tt*ts, and far more convincing guarantees, chiefly viaNATO.
But it"would be exaggerating to say that the united Nations became

entirely irrelevant in security matters.- Washington in. 1950' over

forea, devised a mode of making UN sponsorship quite- a useful

adiunct to us action, and the united Nations'name continued to'come

inhandy' in that respect right up to the Gulf War. Moreover, in what

might UL."ff"a the'Uayingup' phase of-innumerable crises (as against

the"decision phase) UN mecta*sms like peacekeeping lo1ces 
and

truce observation commissions have been necessary and useful.

Nevertheless, all the great decisions affecting the life_or death

of the society of states during the forty-three ye.us 9f F" cold war
were made in Washington, Moscow and Beiiing, and the capitals of

their most important aUies, not at the United Nations' Given an

adversary Uip6tar balance of power, an! the sharp cgnllict of value

systems 
'and interests between the Western coalition and the

iommunist world, that was inevitable. In effect, the original
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theoretical basis on whidr the unied Nations was designed in 1944
had already ceased to operaE when it was formally set up in 1945, and
has only corne back inb existence since 1991.

That theoretical basis, though not officially spelled out, was a
concert of powers, such as had existed in Europe in the nineteenth
century. Under the name of the Grand Alliance it was nominally in
effect during the laE stages of the Second World War, when the great
Inwers wer€ drafting the plaru for postwar security whidr they tabled
for ratification at San Francisco. (The minor lx)wers, Australia
prominent in their leadership did rnanage to make minor changes in
the draft.) The embodinrent of the concert of powers notion was,
obviously, the secudty c-ouncil especially the right of veto accorded to
its five permanent members: the United States, the Soviet Uniory
Britairu France and China.

Even at the time, however, that privileged group
corresponded only to a distant approximation to the real distribution
of power in the world. china was in mostly because Roosevert had
assumed it would remain Chiang lGi-Shek's China, and an American
ally and proteg6. That assumption proved to be an error within four
yea$r, but a historically useful error, because it has meant that China
has been defined as a great power, a potential or actual member of the
goncert of powers, for almost fifty years now. since that is its logical
long-tery,r sta$s, the original decision represents a sort of prernature
and acridenal acturacy. France was in asa diplomatic gestuie, mostly
to de Gaulle (neither churchill nor Roosevelt was anxious to face thl
sort or argurrcnts he would have put up otherwise, though stalin did
grumble about it). Britain was already on its last legs as a great power.
!{owever, the gap between the osteruible power distribution
formalised in the security council, and the real discibution of power
in the world did not rnatter much while the security council remainea
stymied. It has begun to matter only since 1991, with the total
transformation of the central balance. so the major excluded powers
have recently hgun to signal dissatisfaction.

The implication of the post-1991 transformation of the central
balance for the security council will be addressed presently. First let
gs look at itsimpact on the General Assembly, an impact which thus
far has been almost totally disregarded by anaiysts.
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what I have called the fall of the united Nations during the

forty-three years of the Cold War was historically a doublebarrelled

pro"*. Tire first part, the fall from dfectivenest by g* Security

bouncit, was alnroit immediate an4 as I have said, probably

inevitable, sinc€ the whole infrastructure on which it was designed to

bebased had atready gone out of existence. Ttre second P_art was what

I woutd call a fall frol^ gtace, at least with the united states, on the

part of the C,eneral Assembly, and that was a much npre slow-nption

"ff"it, 
spread out over fifteeir years or so. It was also full of historical

ironies,'for it was Washington that started the General Assembly on

the process that eventually saw it growingintg an oversized thorn in
the American flesh. Whaiis more, the whole development was neatly

illustrative of the misapprehension at the heart of the origh4
A^"ti*" theory of intenmtional organisatio& the theory associated

with Woodrow Wilson.

The process started with the initial crisis of the Korean war.
In |une 195b, when the invasion began, the Soviet Union was

boycotting the Security C-ouncil T:gtilgtr ostensibly because the

Chinese c6mmunist government, which had recently installed itself in

p"** in Beiiing, tid not yet been accorded China's seat in the

Lo,r,cil. lct"atiy, it now seems far more likely $at Stali& who had

"ot"it 
ry been advised by the North,Koreans (by the previou_s Ap_ril)of

Git ph* to take over the South, wanted to reserve the Soviet

positi6n until it becanre a little clearer what the outcome would be -

irn"g his cards close to his chest, as was his wont. But whatever his

l,u;,.!, the upshot of the Soviet boycott was that the first few

resolutions authorising western intervention were able to get through

tf," S*"tity Council. 
"St o.tty thereafter the Soviet boycott was called

off, and ttrd Security C-ouncil became again ineffective'

TheUSsecretaryofStateatthetime,DeanAcheson'wasa
man of considerable inteitectual resourc€, and robust determination to

fromote the American national interest as he saw it' He had wanted'

lt a f,opua, to disinvolve the United States from East Asia after the

commurnist victory iin china, but the attack in Korea led him to
conclude that this was now impossible. So, with characteristic vigour,

he set about building the American alliance apparatus in East Asia and

the Pacific which is"still there, forty-four years later, and creating tfrc

strategic link with NATO, whiclr- also has- Petst:t*' . He saw the

Unitefi Nations as, in his own words,'a diplomatic do-it-yourself kit'
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which could still be made useful b western purposes, despite the
ocistence of the veto. so, in effect, he endowed the-General Aisembly
yrth the_capacity to be a partial (though not entirely legal) substituie
for $re.sTlity_council, by pushing through the 'irniting for peace'
resolution of 1950. washington had at the time what was often-catted
a. mechanical rnaprity'in the Assembly, because alrnost the only Third
world powers yet sovereign at that date were the l-atin Amiricans,
w.tro confd yually be persuaded to the state Deparunent point of
view. The Russians, of course, complained that the Assenibly was
ilSdl-y usurpiag the powers of the Security C-ouncil. Ths West
rcglied tlgt tt* superior rnral authority of the Assembly had been
substituted for the rrnrely legal authority of the council. And so the
rest of the Korean operation was able to remain more or less under the
aegis of the United Nations.

The flood of new members from Asia and Africa after the
winding up of the European empires in the fifties, sixties and early

T*"qT dunged entirely the balance of voting power in tte
Assembly,,so that by the mid-seventies the SAG Deparhnent
frequeltly had great problems in getting through the resoiutions it
wanted. Still worre, the Americans could no longer block the
f*]l!rg* they objected to. The nadir of their power was rnarked by
the 1975 resolution eqyting Zionism with racism, pushed through by
the Arabs with a Third world mailrity (and revoked, ieauy
symbolising the changes in power balanc€s, iir tggt).

- The griginat resolution was a llrrhic victory if there ever has

!5n on9 in diplomacy,,for it alienated tJS opinion to such a degree as
almost, for a time, to threaten the crcntinued exisbnce of the Unitea
Nations. American anger lasted for rnore than a decade. such people
as took an interest il $u subsequent conflict noticed it mostly i*i"g
the tenure of Jeane Kirkpatrick is Ronald Reagan's ambassad-or to the
united Nations in his first term, 1981{4, but actually it had become
intense well before then" during the ambassadorship or oaniet patrick
Moynihan, in the Ni:ron perid- Dstmst of the united Nations should
however, not be identified only with Republicans. If there is a specific
us political linkage to be made, it should be with neo<onservitives.
The most inlluential intellectual spokespersons of that strand of us
opinion have actually rather more often been Democrats than
Republicaru. with the end of the cold war, they have lost their
centrd organising missiory but cronservative forces in general in
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America will no doubt regrouP and recharge their bafteries during ttrc

Clinton period, and perhaps rrcmerge as a force in foreign policy.

Ttre degree of Washington's disapprobation of the United
Nations duringits Assemblydominated Phase (roughly the 1970s and
1980s) is well ionveyed by an artide whidr the Assistant Secretary of
State for lnternational Organization Affairs (the policy-maker most

r€sporuiible for the United Nations) published in 1986.1 He calls ih

an anti-American bastion, dominated by enemies of
the United States, a place where America's views are
ignored, her friends and allies unfairly attacked, and
her precious derrpcratic values comrpted and
destroyed. After a few days in the General Assembly

the question that occurs to many first-time US

delegates is: Why ilo we continuc to belong? Thg
question is no longer shocking, the idea of US

withdrawal no longer unthinkable-

He goes on to argue that the Assembly is controlled by a 'de facto

coalition of unfree states', and that:

The cynicism of an elitist diplomacy cooPerates with
the despotic c)micism of the Soviet bloc. The vested
interest of a bloated secretariat cooPerates with tlrc
petty ambitions and aimless restlessness of individual
representatives and delegates. The result is a viciously
self<entred game, a closed system disguised in the
open vesture of parlianrentary diplornacy.

That was published as late as mid-1985, but I think represents

a sort of bureaucratic parting shot for a policy that had already been

phased out at the top-political level Uy thg beginning of q".second
ileagan ternu because of the fastdeveloping Reagan€orbachev

d6tJnte. feane Kirkpatrick did not get the prornotion she was

reportedly hoping for.and was allegedly told that'confrontationalism
is out.. iler luciessor at the United Nations was a tougtU cynical,
multilingual, former Central Intelligence Agency -man 

(Vernon

Walters)] who certainty could not have put the same degree of moral

fervour into it. Bustrls envoy, Thomas Pickering, mended a lot of

Alan L Keyes, Tixing the UN', 77re Netiotul Intnat,No.4, Summer 1986'
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fences, and Bustr" in his speech to the 1992 Assembly, suggested a very
ambitious role for the United Nations, even though the arrears in US
financial contributions continued. Madeleine Albright, Clinton's
ruminse, went so far as to suggest the payment of those.urears, in her
Senab confirmation hearings. She also pointd out to the senators,
quib rightly, that the United Nations w€rs now back to ib 1945 formula
- that is, it is now Security{ouncildominated, as it was originally
designed to be back in 1944.

The Assemblydominated phase of the United Nations
(popular, of course, with the Third World) was, as I mentioned, full of
ironies from the Arnerican point of view. For not only did it start from
a neat piece of legal finessing on the part of Dean Acheson as Secretary
of State, it strikingly corresponded to the American idealist view (as
against the European realist view) of how international organisations
shoulil theoretically work That is to say, Woodrow Wilson's visiory at
the time he was putting together the Icague of Nations back in 191&
1919, saw it as a sort of 'parliament of mankind' in which each of the
nations of the world would contribute its mite of wisdom, creating a
genial consiensus that would promote international harmony and
banish the spectre of war forrever. And similar pious hopes... Those
notions in a watereddown form were integral to the sefting up of the
General Assembly side of the United Nations, just as the European
'cucert of powers' hadition was integral to the Security Council side.
So the brief dominance of the Assembly (which proved, as was
mentioned earlier, far more of a thorn in the American side than the
Security C-ouncil veto had ever been), was in its way a sort of
er<emplification of how the Wilsonian notion would actually work out
in practice.

Why did the reality, as experienced in those twenty or so
yeans, differ so much from the 1919 assumptions, and prove eventually
so rebarbative to Arnerican policy-makers? I-argely, I think, because
the original expectations were based on what has been called
'nationalistic universalism': that is, the misapprehension that American
values are universally applicable and universally acreptable.

That assumption rnay have been particularly widespnead and
unquestioned in the first decades of this c€ntury, Woodrow Wilson's
tinc, but it is still quite powerful in the final decade Bill Clinton's
tirne. Ctinton himself has, to my mind, dearly chosen Roosevelt and
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Truman as his foreign policy heroes, not wilson or c-arter, but his

secretary of state, w-arren christopher, is more in the wilson{arter
tradition, and that sector of Dernocratic Party opinion may influence,

for instance, China Policy, or human rights Policy in general' We may
in tirne thus see ttre unfoiaing of Clinton's foreign policy as proceeding

by a sort of tussle between the witson strand and the Trurnan strand in
th" D" o.t"tic Party's tradition. Particularly in view of the revived

importance of the United Nations, certainly fal Sxea!9.r alJhe.Toment

tfti" it has been since Truman's day. Only time will tell which will
prcve dominant, but in laE 1993 it seenred likely to be the Truman
tradition with Wilsonian overtones.

just after the cold war, in 199Q everyone talked of the,'revival

of the united Nations': in sone quarters it was for a while the most

applauded thing of its kind since lazams. MTI Peonfe failed to
t o'tice, however, that the only asPect of the United Nations' operations

that had changed was the r-estoled activism of the Security $uncil
Alnpst 

"""qytf,itg 
else is iust as it was. Ttre General Assembly still

sees the sa*e patiae of overblown speeches, written principally to be

reported in tlre bcal press of eaclr of the ministers (since they are

r*ary fistened to elsewhere). The secretariat is still almost as bloated,

ouurp"ia and nationalistically sponsored-as ever, though the present

Secritary-Ceneral has been irying to reform iL The economic and

social apparatus still duplicates what is more effectively fone by
regionalind functional agencies. Possibly none of those deficiencies

*i.h 
^"ttured 

when tne United Nations was on the sidelines of the

world's efforts to cope with its problems. They will matter if it
remains central to those efforts, and reform will be immensely

difficult. From almost zero members, 199 rnoves to block any one

initiative of reform might, in a moment of despair, be expected'

There is one important change however, that could PerhaP6

be achieved in this present (possibly shortlived) Phase 9f grelfpowgr
concert expansion or tnu rrrembership of the security council. If the

council is io play as crucial a role as current events suggest, it certainly
needs to be niorl representative. That ought to mean not only adding

the present excluded great powers, Germany, fapan and India (the

United States seenrs alirost t*ay to sponsor Germany and fapan, and

Russia to sponsor lndia), but also nrore rePres€ntation of the.world's

'South': *iyb" Brazil for L,atin America, Nigeria for Africa and

Indonesia fbr the Islamic world. The sort of tension that used
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previously to be expressed in the notions of the'Third world'and the
'non-aligned rnovemenf might now be more succinctly expressed as
the tensions between the'North'and the'south'. All the capltak of the
concert of powers are in the northerly reaches of the world. so are the
morc prosperous Third World countries,like Taiwan and South Korea
and sorne Arab states. Expansion of the permanmt membership in the
fashign suggesbd could be balanced by expansion of the iotating
membership, so that middle powers like Australia would get rnorc
frequent 'turns'. That also would mean a wider spread of
resporuibility for crisis-rnanagenrent decisions and in time, hopefu[y,
a wider spread of burden+haring.

There is, however, an even more important rcason for the
suggested 

- 
widening. The two most potent symbols of superpower

status at the moment are the possession of nudear weapons and
permanent membership of the Security Council. All the present
'permanent five are of course nudear powers, and as long ls that
correlation persisb, upcoming powers are bound to be temptea uy ttre
notion that to establish their diplomatic status in the world they too
must provide themselves with the nudear option. But if there wene a
number of non-nude.u powerc with permanent security c-ouncil
membership 0apan, Germany and India for starters) it would establish
that the link between the two forms of status is not necessarily
invariable. so new powers pushing for their place in the dipromatic
sun would have less incentive to believe that the nuclear roadwas the
only feasible road. It is going to be so difficult to discourage nuclear
proliferation in this post-soviet world (where ex-soviet nuclear
material is already said to be on offer in European black markets) that
any additional help for the anti-proliferation cause should be
welcomed. of course, countries which see themselves as desperately
vulnerable, like Israel, will probably still push for an independent
nuclear strike capacitl but luckily, that incentive is only present for a
v-ery small minority of the society of states. (And even thuy 

""t 
have a

cnalge of mind, as in the south African case, with a chang-e in political
and diplomatic context for decisions.)

One standar_d obiction to proposals for widening the
membership of the security council is that it would make it less
'rnanageable'. But the bchniques of lobbying and horse.trading used
at present are surely as applicable in a group of thirty or so as in a
group of fifteen. The other main objection to enlargement is, of course,
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that such a larger group would increase the number of powers able to

cast a veto. (Ihe veto cannot be abolished, or any of the present five
holders deprived of it or of their Council seats, because any such

proposals would themselves be subject to veto.) However, as I
inenUoned earlier, since 1950 there has been a way round the veto, via
the 'uniting br peace' resolution. Moreover, the reason wh-y the veto

was a problem during the C-old War years was simply thglac! of the

necessary underlying coneensus, the concert of powers. For the past

two years or so, since that concert has come at least temporarily into
opetition, the Council has never been stymied by a ve!o, even though
some of the permanent members (especially China) have not much

liked some of the resolutions passd. (Abstention does not count as

veto and a sense that casting or forcing a veto would damage the
great-power concert sserrs to have become established.)

Indeed, so uninhibited did the Council's resolution-passing
becomg it took on probably an over-ambitious load of operations.

Quite enough, in fact, to carry a considerable freight of potential
disaster. In-sornalia and cambodia the ambitions implied have been

hardly less than the reconstruction of the goverrunental ap-paratus of
those two societies (maybe their economies as well). In the Balkans

they amount to securing the survival of the six sovereignties that have

emlrged from the erstwhile Yugoslavia, and preventing the-present

hostifities from drawing in outside Powers to create a general Balkan

war - or even preventing a kind of Islamic iihad if thiles go really
badly on Kosovo. Therels abo the continuing_UN involv-ement with
Iraq,- the preservation of the Kurds and the Shia, and the imporyd
denuclearisation and disarmament process. And, most recently,

punishment of war crimes, and more responsibilities in Korea.

As well as those six areas of enormous and complex ambition,
there is an assortment of smaller tasks. Truce supervisors have been in
the Middle East since 1948, military observers in India and Pakistan

since 1949, peacekeepers in Cyprus since 1964, in the Golan Heights

since 1974, observers in Lebanon since 1978, in Angola since 1991, in El

salvador since 1991, in Western Sahel since 1991. Altogether, since

1992, UN operations have been running at a rough annlal cost of us$3
billion, andthat is without the costs of the us forces, which were uscd

in such numbers for a tirne: about 24,000, for instance, in Somalia' US

troops tend to be the most expensive as well as the most heavily
equipped in the world.
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Of course, dl that would be well worth the costs if the sysEm
were proving effective: actually preventing aggression and 'ethnic
deansing' and similar honors. But so far the two or three yearc'
experience to date of revived Security C-ouncil action have also revived
memories of, for instance, the C-ongo operation of the early sixties
which alrnost ruined the United Nations financially, and cost one
Secretary€eneral his life (Dag Hammarskj<ild) without, in the long
rury doing mudr for the unfortunate peoples of the Congo (afterwards
called Zaire), to iudge by their history in the past thirty years.

So if the Unitd Nations is to be the main crisis manager for
the turbulent emerging society of states, it needs to develop better
instmments and modalities for the rnanagement of crises. In
pa.rticular, the business of peace enforcernent, which nury entail actual
full-scale combat operations, should not be treated as a mere extension
of peacekeeping missions, where the combatants have usually more or
less fought each other to a stalemate before the UN personnel are
deployed. Peace enforcenrent will tend to require impuing at least a
sblemate, sometimes possibly even a rollback of armed forcee from
tenitory acquired by aggression. That is to say, it will involve serious,
even major, militar', operations. And the United Nations is by no
means well organised or structured for that, as was visible in some of
the operations in Bosnia.

Proposals have very recently begun to emerge for remedying
the present deficiencies. The prospect that seems likeliest at the
mornent is for the United Nations to 'subcontract' its military
operations, at least in Europe, to NATO. Something quite dose to that
is already under way: American airdrops fly from NATO bases in
Germany, the fleet watching the Adriatic coast of the former
Yugoslavia is a detachment of NATO forces, the Western powem
involved are at least as much moved by their interests as NATO allies
in the stability of relations between two other NATO members (Greece
and Turkey) as they are by their common membership of the Unitd
Nations.

Until the disintegration of the Soviet Uniory that
'approximation'between the diplomatic role of the United Nations and
the militaly role of NATO would have been either impossible or
deadly dangerous to both. But so far one of the most notable instance
of Moscods present decision-makers' identification of Russia's
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lnterests with those of the Western Powers is the reduced tendency to

maintain the old tradition of siding with the Serbs in Balkan conflicts, a

tradition that was, of course, one of the precipitating factors for the

First world war. Not everyone in Russia is happy with that change a

combination of Russian nationalists and unreconstructed communists

could overhrn pres€nt polig, along with Yeltsin. If that happen$,
the prospects wbuta sn-ddenty grow rnuch bLacker, not only for the

n"U.at s ir,a tf,e United Nations, but for the world as a whole. But if
final settlerrrcnts in the erstwhile Yugoslavia are satisfactorily

guaraneed, perhaps through the North Atlantic Cmperatiorr Council,

It could rpe"h up the existing process of integration 9f-the 
old Warsaw

pact 
"d 

(even including- Russia) into the Western security

community. Provided, of Jourse, that Yeltsin and Kosyrev- or like-

minded successors continue to make the relevant decisions in Moscow'

If the evolution of Russia's relations with NATO proceeds in

that way (and the Stae Department seems to be skilfully coanng it
along ai present), it will obviously create an aPParent Power bloc (a

sort 6f 'Nlorthern Alliance from Vancouver to Vladivostok, as the l,ast

secretary of state, fanres Baker, once said) that will look very

formidaLle to the resi of the world, and perhaps sharpen North-South

tensions. That, in turn, would further strengthen the case for

expanding ttre security c-ouncil along the lines suggested earlier, in
orier to 

"*r" 
So.rtf,ern apprehensions. One of the important side

effects of such an e*pansion would be to expand T9 PTloPj revive

the Military Staff C;nrmittee, which is constituted by the Chiefs of

Staff of the permanent members or their representatives - rather low-

lwel representatives in the past since they were never actually allowed

to do anything. But legally the task of overseeing_ the military

operationi of tie United 
.-Nafrons 

is assigned b/ fu lharter to the

friiUtuty Staff Committee, so tl6t if the United Nations becomes more

seriousiy involved in combat operations, the case for reviving_ it to
function as originally intended 

-rnay 
become stronger' 

--Th9 
United

States has, howevei, a very firm mind-set against allowing any

substantial American forces to be put under non-American command.

That is perhaps a special case of a prgblel that any

government mighi find hard O resolve. What precisely is the moral or

fiofiU-f pstifiition, for instance, for 
^sending 

a young man from

bhtgor io die, if necessary, to prevent Serbs from shooting Croatians

or vifo verm, especially rnt"t tf,ey have been killing each other for
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centuries now, and may still be doing it centuries hence? In iust about
all societies, the cronvention is that soldiers, and indeed these daya
civilians, wlll, if necessary die for the assumed national interest or
cornnxln interest of their own nation or community, as determined by
its decision-makers of the moment But none has as yet a convention
that its citizens can be expected to die for causes very remote from
their national interests. Indeed, one might say that existing
conventions are at odds with the idea. Soldiers who enlist to fight in
other people's wars bnd to excite disapproval, and are usually called
mercenaries.

The nature of the UN forces likely to be necessary for the tasks
of crisis rnanagenrent (preventive diplomacy it is called in tJN-speak)
and the limitation of hostilities wherc they have already been
occuring must obviously be determined by the nature of the most
probable kinds and locales of crises and the hostilities that are to be
expected as a aonsequetrc€. And here one has to say that Bosnia,
Somalia and Cambodia seem to present the likeliest 'models',
deplorable though they are. That is to say, hostilities over 'turf
between'tribes'or dans or political warlords, within what has been in
the past one sovereign state.

It must tlrl.t of cout€e be assumed that any existing sovereign
state has a prescriptive right to remain one single state. The fact that
from three effective sovereignties - the Soviet Uniory Yugoslavia and
Czechoslovakia - twentyone sovereignties have now evolved is
testimony enough to that. But the example of those astonishingly
rapid devolutions of sovereignty (fairly low hostilities except for
Bosnia) will undoubtedly affect the attitudes and expectations of other
groups who have felt themselves submerged in an alien sovereignty.
As was mentioned earlier, the world is full of sovereign states (federal
or even unitary) which are in fact multinational or multi-ethnic
empires built long ago. Tinre out of mind for the world as a whole, but
submerged nationalities tend to have long menrories. And may now
have new hopes. If Ukrainians can rnaintain themselves as a sovereign
state after three centuries in the shadow of Russian power, why should
Kurds despair? Or Biafrans or Basques or Scots or East Timorese? Or
many another such community. Once it has been established that
sovereignties can be rapidly created in the way that has occurred in
Eastern Europe and the Balkans and C-enhal Asi4 the forces that in
the past have operated to prevent such developments must seem
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weaker to those who aspire (wisely or not) to change the context in
which they live. But not many cenbal governments will ,glve uP

without a fight. So the society of states must expect a gryd deal of
turbulence wt ile ttre Process works itself out. That rnay take at least

the rest of this decade, perhaps much longer. The united Nations will
be inescapably burdened by some very dangerous choices in the

process. hor lhe question oi what political entities may F accorded

ihe status and rights of sovereign states is resolved these days bI th"
symbol of admission to uN nrembership. During the breakup of the

ersttnrhile Yugoslavi4 Cermany seems to have 'iumped the gunl by
diplomatic recognition of slovenia and croatia, and that in effect
tuhea the hostilities launched by Belgrade in Bosnia into an
international rather than a civil war. But suppose the Russian

Federation begar to go the sarne way, and Tatarstan, for instanca,

declared itself a so*'ereign state, in defiance of Moscow? Is the United

Nations going to uphold the right to sovereignty 9f Su- twenty
republics that might ionceivably emerge from the Russian Federation,

as it at present upholds the sovereignty of the six states that have

emergedfrom the Yugoslav federation? The costs and risks would be

impossiute to contemplate. so the old principle that. sovereign$r

befongs to those who can successfully assert it in arms might prove to

be the relevant one. But even that does not solve all the problems,

especially the issue of whether the would-be sovereign state is entitled
to buy aitns, as in the case of Bosnia, to establish or defend itself. The

atmoit autornatic tendency to slap an embargo on arrlrs sales to the

contending political entities is really intervention in favour of the

eshblished sovereign in the territory concerned, sinc€ that govemment

will tend to have interitea practically all the armaments of the old
political entity, as the Belgrade government did in the case of Bosnia-

That is not the only problem to have emerged in the United

Nations'spasm of operational experience in the post{old war world.

lndeed, it would be possible to say that these few years' experience

have provided more reasons for pessimism than for optimism in
considering whether the United Nations as at praott structureil can

prove 
"r, "If"cti.r" 

instrument of crisis nurnagemext, given the kinds of
irises that must be expected in the next few decades.

The one piece of evidence against that iudgement is the

oukonre in Camddia, where the years of effort by assorted officials

and political leaders at the United Nations and elsewhere (especially in
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Canberrd do seem to have eventuated in the restoration of C-ambodia
as an effective sovereign menrber of the society of states, offering
(despite its rnanifold problems) some hope for the economic and
political future of its people. (A more detailed account of the way it
was done is provided in chapter 6.)

Elsewhere it would be difficult to argue that any of the rnajor
UN operations provides much cause for satisfaction. The outcorne in
Bosnia has been called by one of its chief architects (Lord Owen) 'a
peace made in hell'. The state of Somalia two years after the US
marhes waded ashore seemd politically even less promising than it
had been before that time, though there has been economic
improvenrnL The war in Angola has been as vigorously pursued
after the UN-sponsored elections as before them. If one contrasts the
l,aborious manifold layers of paper-shuffiing characteristic of UN
operations with the direcbress and secrecy possible for instance in the
negotiatiors wNch produced the Israel-PLO agreement under
Norwegian auspices, the evidence seems very clearly against the
United Nations, for which s€crecy would seldom be possible.

What might be called the details of UN operations in the field
have also been a cause of irritation, or even outrage, arnong the society
of staEs. Reports, for instance, of Bulgarian troops involved in black-
market and drug-running operations in Bosnia, by the use of UN
vehides and stores. Or an Italian comrumder in Sornalia refusing to
obey an instruction from his UN superior on the ground that he only
took his ordens from Rorrn. Television pictures of a US helicopter gun-
ship mowing down women and children in Sornalia, in furtherance of
an operation originally launched for purely humanitarian putposes, to
ensur€ that food got through to the starving. ln Bosnia the United
Nations'Rules of Engagement seemed so tight that they prevented UN
forces from protecting terrified refugees, or ensuring that food
supplies reached besieged cities. In Somalia they seemed so loose that
aknost anything was permissible in order to hunt down a Somali clan
leader believed to have been responsible for the death of some
Pakistani soldiers.

During ib forced glowth as peacekeeper and (still more
dangerous) peace+nforcer in the early 1990s, the United Nations did
begin to overhaul its procedures. The small group of officials
designated for the control of these operations at UN headquarters did
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eventually change from nine-to-five, Monday-to-Friday working hours

to twenty-four-hour operation, seven days a week. fhe peacgkeeptnq

budget ixpanded about lFfold, and the number of boops deployed
rose-fromlbout ten thousand to about eighty thousand, with another
seventy thousand perhaps in prospect for Bosnia. But that rapid
erpansion produced a financial carelessness and an enonil)us
po-tential foi comrption, as for instance in the procurement of rnore

ihan eight thousand extra vehides in C-am6ia, or the 'donation' of
US$26 milion worth of property to the government in Namibia.

So it was not surprising that by the time of the 1993 General

Assembly propts for the reform of the United Nations seemed, as was
rnentioned earlier, about the most popular item on the intemational
agenda. The most radical change as far as international crisis

mranagement is concemed, would undoubtedly be the creation of a
'crisisieaction forcp under the United Nations' own auspices, a sort of
uN foreign legion made up of career professional soldiers of many

nationalities, paid by and taking its orders from the United Nations

only.

That would obviously be expensive, but the Present operations

also are expensive. The potential force would not aspire to undertake

the whole iange of military operations: naval and air support,logistics,
supplies and equipment could remain the re-sPonsibility of security
Cddncit membeis iupporting the Council resolutions under which the

UN legion -as opetiting. The UN legion would be restricted to Land

forces,'perhaps ionstitu-ted as a mechanised infantry division (air-

mobile), with stateof+he-art equipment (supplied by NATO?)' Its

officers and ncn should be recruited from existing armed forces as

fully trained professionals, volunteering to serve the United Natioru
(at genuinety ti."it otrt request) for a specific term of years or a specific

opeotior.. 
-They 

would dearly need adequate comrnand of a conunon

tatgUuge ptobaUty Englistr, but there are a considerable number of
aniea forces round the world where that would not be a problem.

Under such an iur.rngement, the death of a young Arnerican or
Australian or Englishman would no longer be a moral respo_nsibility or
a political Uability for the goverrunent in Washington or Canberra or
dndon. He mig-ht well becorrre a hero in his own country: an idealist

who had put hiriself into harm's way in the interest of some concept of
international stability or iustice rather than merely the national interest
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of his orvn society. Only some such mode of divorcing the hurnan
costs of UN operations from individual governments seems likely to
maintain enough consensus behind them to assur€ their continuance
as the golng gets rougher. Already by 1994 one could hear indicatioru
that the society of states had taken on more than it bargained for, in for
instance Prcsident Clinton's call in his 1993 Assembly speech for'a UN
fut 91 say !o'. The US Congress became restive about tJS troops
ftlt i"g in Somalia, and more resistant to the idea of US deployment
in Bosnia as s(x)n as it became clear that some casualUes haa to Ue
expected even from humanitarian anrd peacekeeping operations.
Consequently, fry warlord in the affected areas couta *e[-draw the
condusion that the way to abort an UN operation was to kill a few
American hoops or aid workerc.

Ttrus far the notion of a UN 'crisis-reaction force' has been put
forward principally by academicsf since political leaders are
inevitably inhibited by the thought of the financial cost to taxpayers.
But considen the Gulf War cost about US$20 billion to fight, in
addition to its horrendous toll in human lives and suffering, ana tne

{estmction of property in Kuwait and lraq. If, in late fuly 199e when
the signals of a possible invasion had already become quite audible,
F. 9f*ity C-ouncil had not only sent a strong warning to lraq but
had d:nloled its rapid reaction force to the Kuwlit UoraeitairUftea Uy
the United States or other NATO members), then the human ani
financial costs of the war might have been avoided" similarly, if such a
force had been available when Bosnia was enrerging-from the
wreckage of the old Yugoslavia, the decision-makerr in Serbia and
Croatia mig-ht have been detened from invasion. No such speed of
movement is possible when national contingents have to be raised: it
wiu be recalled that five months (August 1990 to fanuary 1991) elapsed
before the multinational force in the Guu was ready for operations.
The uN legion would not have to be cqual in force to the local forces
involved: it would be a symbolic 'tripwire', like the US forces
deployed across the potential soviet invasion paths into western
Europe in the earliest days of NATO.

The United Nations rernaine, as Acheson called it, h
diplomatic do-it-yourseU kif, and only the great powers have the
means to'do it'effectively, though others can help. Coruidering how

As fq lnstance Edward Luttwak ln the Alsfrzlim, f 2 January 1993.
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recently it has begun to function in the nranner originally intended, it
is really rrnre surprising that it has managed to attempt so much than
that it has not managed to 'delivey' any very satisfactory outcomes in
most operational areas. If the underlying concert of powers sunives
the strains imposed by events in the collection of battlefields that were
once a country cdled Yugoslavia, the present Phase nury come in tirre
to seem its baptism of fire.



CHAPTER 3

THE UNITED NATIONS'POWER TO
INTERVENE IN THE DOMESTIC SPHERE:

THE CHARTER AND POLITICS

Gary Klintworth

The rule against external interference in what was previously
the privaE business of a state no longer applies when that business
impacts on the conscience, the security and perhaps even the
environment of the rest of the world. This development may yet
become one of the most important effects of the post{old War effort
to build a new world order. SAtes c.rn no longer kill, beat, starve, rape
and otherwise mistreat their own citizens, or engage in 'ethnic
cleansing'free from the prying eyes of their neighbours and the rest of
the world.lnterventionism, however, may also lead to certain negative
consequencEs, guch as the prolongation of a civil war, and unrealistic
expectations of a UN organisation already overstretched.l

In the past, if people were being killed in droves by their own
government, the international community might condemn that
goverrunent and otherwise wring its hands. But a meaningful response
only came from states compelled to intervene for reasons other than
mere altruism. The intervening state was usually a neighbour
concerned about issues of security or vital economic interests. India,
for example, invaded East Bengal in 1971 because it felt threatened by
waves of refugees. The Vietnamese invaded Cambodia lul.lg7gbecause
they felt they had to defend themselves against Khmer Rouge attacks.

Occasionalll, the international community condoned what
might be described as humanitarian intervention (for example the
Indian intervention in East Bengal in l97lr, applauded it (the
Tanzanian overthrow of Uganda's Idi Amin in 1928), and sometimes

For a soepdcal view on interventionisn, see Stephen fohn Stedman, The New
Interventionists', F_oteign Afrabs, Vo\:n, No.l, 1993, pp.1-16; and Stephen Van
Evera, 'American lntervention in the Third World: Less-Would Be Betteri, Snroiu!,
Vol.l, No.l, Autumn 7991,pp.1-24.
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tacitly endorsed it (the overthrow of the central African Empire's fean-
Bedel Bokassa by French toops in 1979).

Vietnam, on the other hand, was criticised by the UN General
Assembly in annual resolutions from 7979 through to 198? for what
was generally seen as an illegal use of force in Cambodia,
notwifhstanding the brutality of the Pol Pot government. There

seenred, in thiicase at least, general agreement, as l,auterpacht had

written earlier:

The UN Charter and Human Righb
The idea that there is'a right to intervene'when human rights

are at stake seerns to be revolutionary because it challenges the sanctity
of what had hitherto been a fundamental principle of international
law: that states cannot interfere in the intemal affairs of other states.3 It
is, in fact, an idea that is not so revolutionary. Eminent international
lawyer, H. Iauterpacht, suggested in the 1950s that there was' even

then, a substantial body of opinion, and of practice, in support of the
view that there were limits to the discretion of a state to do as it
pleased, so that:

when a state renders itself guilty of cruelties against

and persecution of its nationals in such a way 9s to
denytheir fundamental human rights and to shock the
conscience of mankind, intervention in the interest of
humanity is legally permissible.a

The rights of the hurnan Person are well established. The

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, for example, has been in
eistence since 1948. It calls on the world community to promote and
protect civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights of the

that by virtue of its Personal and territorial
suprerrurcy, a State can treat its own nationals
aciording to discretion.2

2 y Oppenhein" Intanutbtul Lew: A Tr4,tirl, ed. H. Lauterpacht, Vol'I, Pcecc

Gpniirans Green & C-o, [.ondon, New York and Toronto, Eth edn 7955)' p312'
3 ior-L IJN Secretary4eneral, Javier Perez de Cuellar, 'Secretary4eneral's

Address at universitlof Bordeaux" 22 April 1991, United Nations Press Releas€

. SrciSM/4560, New Yorl24 APril 1991.r OppentreinyPucc,d-lauterpacht,p312.
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individual.s There are lnternational Covenants on Civil and Political
Rights and on Economic, Socid and Cultural Rights, the Geneva
Conventions, the C*nocide C-onventio& the Nuremberg Principles and
various UN resolutions. All of these instruments create a body of well-
established international law for the protection of human rights and
the punishnrent of crimes against humanity. ln additiorU the UN
Charter states in its Preamble that one of the aims of the United
Nations is:

to reaffirm taith in fundamental human rights, in the
digruty and worth of the human perso& in the equal
rights of men and women and of nations large and
snrall.

Artide 55 provides that the United Nations shall promote:

universal respect for, and observance of, human rights
and fundamental freedoms for dl without
distinction...

In other words, there has always been an obligation on states
to protect and prornote the rights and the dignity of the individud.
Indeed, under the terms of Article 56 of the Charter, member states
pledge'to take joint and separate action' to acNeve the humanitarian
purpo$es set out in Artide 55.5 Furthermore, Artide 2(41of the Charter
provides that:

All Members shall refrain in their international
rnelations from the threat or use of force against the
territorial integrity or political independence of any
state or in any other manner hcottsistent with the
Puwov* of tlulJnitedNations litalics addedl.

The uret important provisions are:
o that the inherent dignity and inalienable rights of all rreurbers of the human

family are the foundadons of freedom, iustice and peace ln the world;
r that every one has the right to life, liberty and security of the person;
e that no one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading

treatm€nt or punishment;
r that no one strall be subjected to arbitrary arres!, detention or exile.
Artide 56 provides that:

All Members pledge themselves to tok iokt .ntl *putb ectim in
cooperation with the Organisation for the adrievesrent of the
purposes set forth in Artide 55 [italics addedl.
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Article 2(4) suggests that the use of force is permissible, or at

least it is not excluded, if it is employed to uphold the aims and

purposes of the uN Charter, amongst which are the promotion and

protection of human rights.

Most states, however, demanded a niurow reading of Artide
2(4), s that the emphasis was on the prohibition of any use of force

except in selfdefence. while most governments were PrePared to

accdrt the universality of hurnan rights in relation to certain pariah

stat€rs, such as south Africa, fuw accepted the notion that 'human

rights have no geographic boundarie-'' when they !ne1n5ly9s became

thi subiect of diticism-. Most states, therefore, invoked Article 2(7) for
the right to conduct their domestic affairs as they pleased. Article 2(7)

provides that:

Nothing contained in the present Charter shall

authorise the United Nations to intervene in matters

which are essentially within the domestic iurisdiction
of any state or shall require the Members to submit
such matters to settlement under the present Charter;
but thb Trnaple slall not Tsudice the applicntion-of

mforcanent measurs undu Clnptr VIl [italics addedl'

The idea of 'a right to intervene'on humanitarian grounds and

to violate the borders oJ a sovereign state was seen as an excuse for

abuse of the weak by the rich and powerful. Interventionist states, it
was feared, would reiort to the humanitarian rationale to achieve illicit
obiectives and, if unchecked, the practice would lead to world anarchy,

or at least regional hegemonies. Professor Richard Falk, for example,

believes thodwho atgte in favour of intervention are too naive about

the imperial tendenciei of big, dominant states.T

until recently therefore, any suggestion that there was'a right
to intervene' or that ihete *us a principle of humanitarian intervention

tended to be retcted by states lnd aiademic commentators. Michael

Akehurst, writing in 1i84, argued that state practic-e supported the

view that humanitarian intervention was illegal.s Professor lan

Brownlie, an eminent international lawyer, maintains that forceful

Richard Falk, Hunun Nghts oul Stab fuoeteignty (Holmes and Meier, New York'

l98l), p.4.
ft{i.f,lh Akehurst, 'Humanitarian Intervention' in Hedley Bull(d.),Intaention m

WoildPolitia (Clarmdon Press, Oxford, 1984), p.94'

7
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intervention'by a state in the territory of another state on the grounds
that human rights require protection or a threat of force against a state
for this re.rson is unlawful'.9

Advocate of the principle of non-intervention often refer to
tle 27 fune 1986 iudgement of the International Court of justice
concerning the United States and Nicaragua. The Court said'the use of
force could not be the appropriate method to monitor or ensure ...
respect lfor human rightsl' and that therefore the United States was'in
breach of its obligations under ostomary international law not to
intervene in the affairs of another state'.I0

Stanley Hoffman, on the other hand, suggests that
humanitarian intervention is legitimate, if ambiguous, in practice.ll
Others accept that'certain extreme circumstances iustify and require a
temporary departure from a non-violent world'and indeed that 'there
may be cases in which it becomes a positive duty to transgress' the
principle of non-intervention.l2 Even Richard Falk recommends
interventiory though with 'extreme caution' and preferably by
'collective decision through an intemational organisation'.l3

A Right to Intervene
The balance of opinion in favour of 'a right to intervene' to

protect human rights has shifted, however, because in the post{old
War era security considerations are no longer paramount.l4 lhe
United Nations has been freed to play its intended role, not only as the
centrepiece of an international collective security system, but also as
the premier intemational organisation responsible for protecting and

l0
11

t2

Ian Brownlie, 'Humanitarian Intervention' in fohn Norton Moore (ed-), ltw end
Cioil Wer in tlu tioden, t{orld (Ihe fohns Hopkins University hess, Baltimore and
london, 797 4), W 277, 226.
Niceregu_v.Unitcd Stetq of Anwiu 0986), ICJ Reporb 14, pp.134t35.
!tanf91 Hoffman, The Probleur of Intervention'ti Heatey BirU (d.),Intcnentisr h
WorA Poljtirs (Clarendon hess, Oxford, 1984), pp7 24.
fean-Pierre L Fonteyng The Customary- 

-lnternaHonal Law Doctrine of
Humanitarian Intervention: Ib Currmt Validity under the uN Charter', Ailfonb
Westcttr Intcnulioaal Lew lounal, Y91.4, 1974) pp2@, 242,269. See abo Ftugh
Smith,'Humanitarian Intervention: Morally nighi,-LegaUy Wrong|,Cuneat Affdrs
Bullctin, Vol.68, No.4 Septeurber 1991,p.4.

$"t rld F& !.cga Oda in a Vblat World (Princeton University hess, hinceton
New Jersey, 1968) pp.15G1 61, 16f..
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promoting human righb. For the first time in its history the United
Nations is in a position to respond to international public opinion and

the views of rnost of its members.

This shift has been reinforced by the impact of global
communications. Television, in particular, has had a profound effect
on international public opinion" because it thrusts the plight of
suffering people into living roor$ around the world. Public opinion
around the world is fairly unanimous and increasingly vocal in
demanding an end to systematic cruelties, torture and killing in
whatever country they occur.

Recent authoritative statements by leaders from France,

Britain, the United States and Russia (four of the five permanent
members of the Security Council) suggest there is a positive

willingness to intervene in the domestic affairs of states when human

suffering is such that it'shocks the conscience of mankind'. As French

President, FranCois Mitterrand, obscrved, policies of non-interference
in the affairs of'other countries have their iimits.ts Australian Foreign

Minister, Gareth Evans, agreed.l5 This is so, according to the former
uN secretary4eneral, favier Perez de cuellar, because the world has

reached 'a stage in the ethical and psychological evolution of Western

civilisation inwhich the massive and deliberate violation of human

rights will no longer be tolerated'.l7

Reflecting this consensus, over 135 member states in the UN
General Assembly called on the security council to use force to stop

the practice of 'ethnic cleansing' in the former Yugoslavia'l8

The permanent members of the UN Security Council share, for
the moment, a common vision of a new world order. They seem

prepared to give a more dynamic interpretation of crucial Articles 2(4)

lna ZtZl of the UN Charter. The last line of Artide 2(4) and the last two
lines of Article 2(7) allow the Security Council - if it chooses - to

l4

15
t6

17
18

William I. Duch and Barry M. Blechman, IGeping tlu Peacc: Tlu Unitul Nations in
tlu Encrging Workt Order (f\e Henry Stimson Cater, Washington rc.' 1992).

Reported in the Australbn,l June 1989.
Evins was addressing the C-onferene on Aushalia and Hlnan _Rights at the

Australian National Uiiversity's Centre for International and Public law, reported
1n the Ctnbene Tines, 18 lulY 1992'
'Secretary4eneral's Address at University of Bordeaux.22_fP4-1D1: 

- - .

United states Information service (usIS) wireless File, EPF210, United Nations,25
August 192.
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override the non-intenrention rule and apply enforcement measures
when it determines there is a threat to regional peace and stability, as
provided by Chapter V[re Read broadly, Artides 2(4) and 2(7) enable
the United Nations take account of the purposes of the United Nations
including, intu alia, the protection of human rights and, in that context,
the preservation of peace. Putting this another way, it can be said that
the UN S€curity C,ouncil has always possessed the potential to exercise
'a right to intervene' if the domestic affairs of a state can be seen to
imperil regional security.

LIN Seauity Council Resolution 688

LJN Secudty C-ouncil Resolution 688 of 5 April 1991, on the
Iraqi/Kurdish questiorg was the first significant step taken by the
United Nations to give protection of human rights priority over the
sovereignty of a state's borders. Resolution 688 demanded that Iraq
end its repression of the Kurds and allow immediate access to all those
in need of assistance in all parts of lraq.2O The UN Security Council,
while referring to Article 2(7) of the UN Charter (on non-intervention
in rnatters essentially within the dornestic jurisdiction of any state),
based Resolution 688 on its iudgement that lraq's repression of the
Kurds had led to a rnassive flow of refugees across intemational
frontiers and that this threatened the regional peace.2l By August 1992,

Chapter VII's Artide 39 provi'des that:
The Security Council shall deterurine the existence of any threat to the peace,
breadr of the 1xace, or act of aggression and strall make recommendations, or
decide what msrsures shall be taken in acurdance with Artides 4l and ,[2, to
maintain or restore international peace and security.
Artide4l provides that
the Security Corurcil may decide what measures not involving the use of anred
fore are to be eurployed to glve effed to ib deci.dons, and it may call upon the
Mecrbers of the United Nations to apply gudr measures. These may indu&
complete or partial interrupdon of eonomic relations and of rail, sea, air, pctat
telegraphic, radio, and other meana of cosrmunications, and the severance of
diplomatic relations.
Artide 42 provides thah
Should the Seorrity C-oundl consider that measures provided for in Artide 41
would be inadequate or have proved to be inadequate, it uray take sudl action by
air, sea, or land fores as may be necessary to maintaln or restore international
peae and security. Such action may indude deuronstrations, blockade, and other
operations by air, sea, or land forces of Menbers of the United Nations.
United Nations Security Council (LJNSC) Resolution 688 (1991), UNSC 2982nd
Meeting, New Yclg 5 April l9l.
ibid-
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a 'no-fly zone, was i^pos"d over half of Iraq south of the 32nd parallel,

a significant curtailment of Baghdad's airspace: gqet 1longer
-"uirtur were threatened by the United States-led 'dlied coalition'if
Iraq continued 'to repress its own people" in violation of Resolution
688.2

Bosnia-Hen egovina

The United Nations' newly discovered intervention principle
was applied to Bosnia-Herzegovina. uN security council Resolution
ZZ0 oi i3 August 1992 authorised the use of 'all necessary measures',

including the use of force, to facilitate the delivery ?i-food and

medicinJ to beleaguered civilians in Bosnia-Herzegovina.23 Resolution

zQ following the precedent set by Resolution 688, reaffirmed respect

for the sovereignty of Bosnia-Herzegovina, but stated that the situation
inside Bosnia-Heizegovina constituted a threat to international peace

and security and that the supply of humanitarian assistance was

important f.it tftu restoration of peace and security.2a

Somalia
The basis on which the intervention principle rests - that there

must be a threat to the regional peace - was eroded somewhat in the

case of Sornalia. UN Security Council Resolution 794 of 3 December

1993 authorised 'all necessary mealrs to establish as soon as possible a

secure environment for humanitarian relief operations in somalia'.2s

uke Resolutions 688 and 770, Resolution 794 determined that 'the

magnitude of the human tragedy'was such that it constihrted'a threat

to -intemational peace and security' _and that this required 'an

immediate and ixceptional response'.25 In reality, however, the

situation in somalia was strictly a humanitarian problem that
presented no significant threat to regional peace and security. UN

22 usIS wireless File EPB&!, Washington, 26 August 1992. For a discussion of the

UN Charter and Resolution 6SS, see David f. sctreffer, Ridrard N. Gardner and

Csald B. Helman, Threc Vicuts on thc lsstu q Hull,lurjtlrbn Interocntiotr (United

Stat6 Instihrte of Peace, Washington rc, 19921,
23 USIS Wireless File, EPF,[?1, United Nations, 13 Augttst 1992.
24 ibid25 -S* 

n" Unitut Neliorc enit thc Situatbn in Srintatb, Reference Paper (Department of
Public lnformation, United Nations, New York, 15 December 19/21' p' 17'

26 ibid
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forces in the United States-led Operation Restore Hope went to
Sornalia simply to do what President George Bush called'God's work';
that is, to get food through to desperate and starving Somalis.2T While
the United States'pursuit of Somali warlord, Mohamed Farah Aydid
hame an example of the way in which a humanitarian mission can be
sidetracked, the principle that there is a moral obligation on the world
community to intervene to rescue people from the effects of a natural
disaster or acts of inhurnanit5r remains even stronger than before.

The Precedent

The precedent set by Resolutions 688, 770 and 794 is this:
where refugees flee in sufficient numbers from an oppressive and cruel
government and cross international borders, thereby threatening the
regional peace, the United Nations can decide to intervene under
Chapter MI of the Charter on the grounds that there is a threat to
regional security.

This means that if the UN Security Council had been in a
position to exercise its authority in the past, it might have been able to
stop or lessen the killing that occurred in Uganda and East Bengal. It
could have prevenhd the spiral of misperceptions and the decade of
rvar in lndochina that flowed from Pol Pot's reign of terror in
Cambodia. It is perhaps not unreasonable to conclude that had the
Vietnamese intervention in Cambodia been conducted under UN
supervision, it would have been treated as a legitimate humanitarian
action rather than, as it was, as an illegal act of armed intervention.28

Widespread brutality by a government against its own citizens
will not, of c)urse, always trigger a consistent UN response. In many
cases, the target country rnay be too big and too powerful. In other
cases it may simply be too peripheral. But systematic and widespread
brutality iruide a country will usually generate a flow of refugees and
cross-border incidents. This occurred in Uganda East Bengal and
Cambodia and is ongoing in Iraq and Bosnia-Herzegovina. It means
that whenever a state's government mistreats its people that state

Reported in Naosunelq 14 Dec€mber 7992"p.13.
Se for example IJN C*neral A*seurbly Resolution $/19: The S;ituation ln
Kampuchea, 3 November 1988.

27
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becomes - potentially - a target for forceful intervention by the United

Nations.

The rulg howevet would not seem to apply in situations

where refugees are unable to flee in large numbers either because they

have been 
-litted, or because they are contained within state borders,

such as on East Timor, a small island; or in Burma, where the State

[.aw and order Restoration council has been able to close the

country's borders.

Guidelines for Hurnanitarian Interrrention

Despite these uncertainties, it seems that the international

communityis willing to condone intervention in certain circumstances.

Given agrbment amongst the permanent members of the Security

Council,"the following ctit"ti" mi-ght be taken into account:P

o The human values threatened ought to be fundamental ones,

involving extreme deprivation such as to shock the conscience

of mankind.s

o There must be a sustained, largeecale loss of human life or an

imminent risk thereof - it ihoutd not be a few isolated

incidents.

r The state against which rneasures are to be taken must have

shown itsel-f to be unable or unwilling to prevent systematic

cruelty and widespread persecution of its citizens'

Adapted from Garv Klinh,vorth, Vietnam's Interoention in Cantbodie in Inlnrutiopl
;iG;;ti"t C'ou"*-"nt Publishhg Service C-anberra, 1989). see also-the

"r[ai 
Uv Lee H. Hamilton, Military Acdon Necessary at Times', Washingtott-Post,

itffii1sl l9i;-*a sutb"ta Haifi,'Bcnia and Somalia: Strategic-kgal a1d

Moral"Dimensions of Hunanitarian Intervmtion" Reptt from the lrsulyte^llr
pnl*ptv trut Pfilic Poticy (University of Maryland), Vol'12' No'3/4
iffi[iTr"ulgiz i.t.roi'" ,**t legit analysj. of u"rio,rs humanitarian

;t""d;;;d p"JiuL criteria for intervdtion, see ved P' Nanda, "Tragedie in
N;rth" lrag UUeria" Yugoslavia, -and Haiti:- Revisiting^ the VSlllI of

Humanitarian' Intervention "Utrd.n'' lnternational l-aw', Denoa lound ol

Inbraatbnat lant ead Pdicy, Vol.2O No2, 1992,p3O5'

Falk lists the following as categories of severe hlman righls offenceg: q;TS1"'
offiaJ,""1" ,large.sLle officilal terrorism, totalitarian gorrernane,-a-dulii,*:,"
refusal to safrsfy basic human needs, ecocide and war crimes' :i€e Ealx' nwnan

Nghts enil Statc fuureignty' P.159.
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o The activity of the target state, if unchecked, has the potential
to present a threat to regional peace and security.

o There has been a failure of peaceful negotiations, thus leaving
few alternatives in a fast-moving situation.

o The LJN forca should act with impartiality and
disinterestedness, untainted by ulterior motives.

o The proportionality rule: there should be a minimum impact
on authority sFuctures inside the target state (although clearly
the overthrow of the government is likely to be unavoidable).

r The operation should be limitd and as non-coercive and
neutral as possible amongst the potitical groups inside the
target state.

o There should be a prompt disengagement and withdrawal.
Occupying forces should not stay on for non-humanitarian
PurPoses.

o There should be supervision of the operation by the UN
Security Council rather than one dominant actor taking
control.

Many commentators would add the requirement for the
permission or at least the concurrence of the host government or the
warring parties, especially in a situation of ethnic conflict.3l While
desirable, as in Bosnia-Herzegovina, it may not be forthcoming in
other situations; for example, where there is no recognisable
goverrunent, as in Somaln, or where the government concerned, such
as Cambodia's Khmer Rouge in7975-1978, would be certain to oppose
any form of outside intervention.

Who Intenrenes and When?

The new world order sought by the permanent Members of
the UN Security C-ouncil and the robustness of UN operations in
southern Iraq and somalia point to possibilities for UN intlrvention in
future. But where is the line to be drawn? There are, for instance,
Tibetans in China, Moslems in Aceh and Armenia, Tamils in Sri Lanka,

3r
l"Uq.t-9*-Rg -a1d Mats B€rdal,'Outside lntervention in Ethnic C-onflicts',
Suniogl,YoL3i, No.l, Spring 1993, pp.11&142.
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East Timorese in lndonesia, Bougainvilleans in Papua New Guinea
and Palestinians in Israel. Many other cases of inhumane government
might be found if one searched the prisons of the world. But a line can

be drawn between these cases and the acute situations covered by the

guidelines mentioned above. LJN intervention on humanitarian

lrounds should be an option of last resort triggercd after peaceful

ivenues have been tried and when there is an ongoing, systematic

violation of human rights on a relatively large scale. It is not a matter

of intervention in every civil war, or in situations where the violations
arre an aberration or of a relatively minor nature. Tibet, Aceh,

Bougainville, Israel and similar situations Pres€nt a problem of a

different order of magnitude to the suffering that occurred in East

Bengal and Pol Pot's Cambodia.32 Other means, such as diplomatic
preis*e (in the case of Israel, which is, after all, allied to the United
States), mediation (in the case of Bougainville) or economic sanctions
(in the case of Burma), may offer the best and most acceptable means

for an improvement in the human rights records of the governments

concerned.

Key questions are what is to be gained from intervention and

who will iay tte costs, both financial and in terms of casualties to

military personnel. The problem for the united Nations may simply be

one of-knowing when not to intervene. lntervention for humanitarian
purposes 

^uy 
teua to intervention in a civil war situation that could

irrot,or,g cotrflict, rather than hasten its condusion. Unless the

bperati-on is relatively simple and low risk, as Somalia was initially
considered to be, and unleis it has the financial backing of the world
community and the concurrence of the warring factions, as in
cambodia, few countries will wish to become involved. They will not

want to get caught fighting aimless 'low-intensity conflicts'in remote

parts of the wortd or become bogged down in prolonged,-dangerous
ind unpredictable guerilla wars in the less remote parts of the world

iust for-the sake of morality.33 The United SAtes is reluctant to become
'the'world's 

policeman' unless its overriding national interests are at

stake. The 
- 
fapanese and Australian governments said their

peacekeepers in c-ambodia would be withdrawn if hostilities resumed.

turopean states are apprehensive of the cost in lives and rnateriel if

In Cambodia and East Bengal, deaths numbered in the hun&e& of thousands.

On the moral dilemmas posea for the United States by- $e m9^of the !1]4 lf"t,
see Edward Lucb Making Peace' , Forcign Policy, No.88, Wintu l9/2, pp'l3il'liL

32
33
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they try to stop the practice of 'ethnic deansing' in Bosnia-
Herzegovina.

The dilemrna for the United Nations is to find a safe and
satisfactory balance between protecting human rights, preserving the
rights of the state, maintaining credibility amongst member states and
safeguarding the lives of UN personnel. The familiar parallel is when
an adult endangers the life of a child. A neighbour may feel bound to
interuene. Should a neighbour or bystander try to rescue somebody in
danger from a pereon armed with a shotgun? Does not a parent have
the right to privacy in his or her own home? What if the police fail to
arrive? Clearly, there is no easy answer as circumstances will change.
In each case, however, as individuals, as citizens of sovereign states,
and as members of the world community, we have a moral obligation
to try to stop systematic violence being inllicted on innocent mery
worrpnand children

A LJN Standing Anny
These issues suggest the need for some form of credible UN

ready reaction force. The UN Secretaqy4eneral, Boutros Boutros-
Ghali, in making the suggestion for a United Nations standing army,
said its availability, being on call and ready to serve the needs of the
United Nations, would help deter aggression and other acts likely to
cause a breach of the peace.s Such an army could be established with
contributions from the armed forces of member countries. They would
however, need to be carefully chosen and well trained in the light of
the negative behaviour of some of the UN battalions that were
engaged in peacekeeping in Cambodia and Somalia. The costs for such
a force would be a fraction of the amount currently spent by the world
on anns and armies. The impartiality of the intervention could be
assured by adiusting the composition of the forces and rotating the
nationality of the comnrander of the army acrording to the politics of
the particular circumstances dernanding intervention. This would
forestall the risk of one strong power exercising dominant control over
the manner of the intervention, as the United States has done in
relation to Iraq and Somalia. On the other hand, it also raises the

Y USIS Wireless File, EPFz, United Nations, lg Iune 1992
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prospect that the United States, the world's strongest military Power,
might not always be prepared to participate.

Intervention by the United Nations on humanitarian grounds
could provide a practical and workable alternative to the dangerous
nemedy of self-help. It could overcome the complications and
misperception that arise when states resort to unilateralism, as

Vietnam did. LJN intervention would probably be acceptable to npst
states because the world body, as a collective international
organisatiory could reasonably be expected to be impartial, consistent,
transparent, and limited in its obpctives.

Other Issues

As well as human rights, the issue of possession of weapons of
mass deshuction by certain states has been added to the international
agenda. Intrusive United States-led UN inspections throughout Iraq
have implications for other states on the nuclear weaPons threshold
such as North Korea.

The United States and Japan have persistently obiected to
North Korea's alleged nuclear weaPorui Prograrnme. The United
States, moreover, is suggesting that llongyang's accession to the
nuclear safeguards agreement under the lnternational Atomic Energy
Agreement will not be sufficient - Ilongyang must als-o guarantee the
destruction of all existing nudear processing facilities.s

What if there is non<ompliance? In 1981, lsrael tried to justify
its destruction of lraq's nudear facilities as a surgical operation
designed to ensure regional peace and security. South Korea's Minister
for Defence, Lee |ong-koo, has hinted at a similar resPonse to stop the
development of nuclear weaporui in the North.s

This brings us back to the UN Charter's article 2(4), that:

All Members shall refrain in their international
relations from the threat or us€ of force against the
territorial integrity or political independence of any
state, or in any othq mannq inconsbtent with the

Purposs of tlu United Nations [italics addedl.

l9 Reported rn the Sydney lvbning Hneld,29 July f 991.
ro AustrdbnFiruncielRaDino,30September 1991.
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If, arnongst the purposes of the United Nations, there is a duty
- a higher purpose - to save future generations from the scourge of war
and O protect and promote human rights, in addition to solving
conflict by peaceful means, then, arguably, force can be used to
achieve c€rtain objectives that are consistent with those purposes.

European vensus Non-European Values
The collapse of communism has given some countries

confidence that human righb and democracy offer a panac€a for the
social, economic and development problems of the world. Those
countries advocating limiAtions on state sovereignty in the interests of
global community values are, in the main, developed European states.
Opposing them are what might be roughly categorised as non-
European states with developing economies. This has led to reiteration
of the old charge of cultural imperialism.3T

Commentators from Asia daim that progress towards
democracy was historically very slow in the West and that, therefore,
democracy cannot be easily or simply transplanted to modemising
Asian societies that are undergoing rapid and complex change. They
argue that most Asian pmple want good goverrunent and economic
growth rather than the hedonism, rampant individualism and
contentiousness that they perceive as the hallrnarks of the Western
democracies.$

A similar split between the East and the West was reflected in
the intemational response to China's Tiananmen massacre. Only
developed European countries in the Pacific region have vigorously
pushed the hurnan rights issue against China. No Asian country has
done so.39 The Japanese position has been equivocal.s

37 RJ. Vincmg Hwnmr Kghts md latrrnational Reletions (Cambridge University Prese

^o 
for Royal lnstitute of lnternational Affairs, Cambridge 1988), p.l@.co See lusuf Wanandt Tluman Rights and Democracy in the ASEAN Nadons: The
Next 25 Years', ASEAI,I-ISIS lvbnilor, No.5, October-December 19t2, p.7; Lee Kuan
Yew, 'Deurocracy and Human Rightr', Arctrelie and World Afiairs, No.16 Autusrn
19.3, p.5; and Noordin Sopiee, Director General of Malaysia's Institute of Strategic
and lnternational Studieg, interview, Car$anTirncs,2 August 1993.
See Gary Klintworth (ed.), Chine's Crisis: Intenetiotul Impliactiras, Canberra Papere
on Strateg:y and Defence No.57 (Strategic and Defence Studies C-entre, Australian
National University, Canberra 1989).
Toshiki Kaifu Japan'e Vision', Forcign Policy, No.80, Fall 199Q W2835.
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The same divergence between Asia and the West emerged

over human rights in Burrna. At an ASEAN meeting irl Kuala Lumpur
in Iuly 1991, 6e West called for sanctions to force Rangool'1 ruling

dV, ,t" State Law and Order Restoration Council, to stop blatantly
ig"6ti"S the people's voic€ that was clearly expressed in popular

elections' in May 1990141 The ASEAN r€sponse, in contrast, was

typified by Thai iioreign Minister Arsa Sarasin's comment that Asian

stites h"d their own- way of doing things and that the Western

approach betrayed a lack of Western understanding of Asian political

complexities.l2-

This concern that riclv developed, mainly European economies

wene penalising Poorer, developing economies was shared by

Indoneiia. President Suharto said that industrialised nations were to

blame for most of the world's environmental problems and they

should not blanre developing natiols for utilising their natural

nesources to improve living standards.s

|ustwhatistheappropriateyardstickforprisonconditionsin
Australia, China or Maliysia? Who decides whether blacks in the

southern states of the Uniied States are less oppressed than blacks in

South Africa? Should standards drawn from countries with rich'

developed economies aPPly to poor, underdeveloped, oveqpopulated,

third- ;d fourth-world- 
-countries? 

Why is one country targeted and

not others?

Allmenandwomenarebornfreearrdequalindignityand
rights, according to the universal Declaration of Human Rig-hts. Their

ecinomic circumstances, however, are distinctly unequal. China, for

example, }Ets 22 per cent of the world's population, *i.th l'2 billion
peopll, on 7 pei cent of the world's cultivable land. Australia's

irop,rtuUot of barely 17 million in a vast, underpopulated continent

i,ui 
" 

p"r capita income thirty or forty times higher than China's.

china's position is that the premature application of western

standards of human rights and democracy will lead to chaos and

ultimately to the disintelration of the state. In such circumstances, all

fuuth Chila l,noning Posl, 25 fuly 1991.

ibid.
noia*t Suharto was speaking at an international energy conference in fatarta

"o 
g O"t"bo 1991; he 

"dd"d 
th-"t Indonesia was planting more trees than lt was

cutting down' See the CmDerta Tittus'g october 1991'
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Chfurese will suffer. Chinese leaders are even more convinced of the
correctress of their iudgenrent following developmenb in Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union. Rather than calling for democracy,
China's circumstances - its huge populatiory its tradition and its need
to maintain stability - require central control and political
authoritarianism. In such a poor country, Beijing's State Council insists
that human rights can only extend, for the time being at least, to the
right to be fed, clothed and housed. In a lengthy Whib Paper on the
subject, the State C-ouncil said that the right to sustenance was the
foremost human right for the Chinese people and that in its absence
other rights were irelevant.4

The report by the Australian human rights delegation to China
dismissed this kind of response as an argument too commonly heard.
It clairrred that economic change in Orina could not work without
political change.as Others argue that there is therefore no hope for
China because no communist party will ever share power in a pluralist
political systern

Senator C,areth Evans also rejects the 'cultural relativism'
argunenL He said that UN documents made it clear that human rights
and human dignity were inalienable, unchangeable and universal.G
Burmese Nobel Peace Prize winner Aung San Suu Kyi would agree.
She said 'everyone should be entitled to human rights' and-'the
proposition that the Burmese are not fit to enioy as rnany rights and
privileges as the citizens of democratic countries is insulting'.47

Condusions

Despite the often inconsistent behaviour of individual states
and the gap htween those values esteemed in Asia and those held
high in the West, there is some conunon ground. First, most countries
of the world have re-affirmed their support for the principtes that
human rights are universal, notwithstanding differences in historical,

4
45

6

\ijhg Rmiao, VoL34, No.44 rl-10 Noveurber 1991,p.8.

W gl tlu Austmlien_Hwun Nghts Dclegetbn b Chitu, l*26 luly I9t)7
(Ausbalian C;ovenrment Publishing Sendce, Canberra, 1991).

lenator C,argth Evans, speech to tlie Ada Society, New York,26 September 1991.
For a useful discussion of husran rights and cultural relativisuu- see Vinor!
Htonn Nghts erul Intatetbnel Rzlatrbas, drapter 3.

4qg +_l r" K,11, Ffrnon fom Feat Ani OtIra Writings (Penguin Books, New
Yoila l99l), pp.l75 tr.
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cultural, religious, economic and political systems; tha! all states have

an obligatio-r, to promote and protect human rights and other

fundam6ntal freedoms; and that 
-the 

promotion and protection of
human rights is a legitimate concern of the international iommunity.aS

second, tf,ere is a growing human rights regime and a sufficient body

of UN practice at d'lea"t ed opinion to conclude that, as a general rule,

the world will not easily sAnd by with arms folded in the face of
massive violations of human rights. Assistant legal adviser in the US

state Department, David stewart, put it more_bluntlY._He said that

humanitarian intervention was legd if the uN security council found

that there was a threat to international peace and security and if it was

not aimed at the territorial integfity or political independence of a
state.49

These ideals are in fact little more than a reiteration of the

principles written into the uN charter in 1945. The difference between

inu" *a now is that the united Nations and the'civilised' states of the

world seem willing - even if the means have yet to be decided - to take

meaningful steps fo save succeeding generations from the scourge of

war, to-promofe social and economic progress. and encourage resPect

for humin rights and fundamental freedoms. As in the past, however,

the occasions*when meaningful steps might be taken will depend least

of all on alhuism and very much on shategic, political and economic

factors. Hurnanitarian considerations, while of increased imPortance,

will still be subpct to the overriding geopoliticd interests of the

permanent members of the UN Security Council, and to the relative

diplomatic and military clout of the target state and its critics. This

may not be a bad constraint on what might otherwise become a rash of

interventionisrn

4E

49

Part II, paragraphs 1, 2 and3, Vienna f,leclaration and hogramrne of Action on

Human Righb,25 June 1993.
Reported ii USIS Wireless File EPR15, Wastrington, 7 fune 1993'



CHAPTER 4

THE PREPARATION AND MANAGEMENT OF
AUSTRALIAN CONTINGENTS IN UN

PEACEKEEPING OPETTATIONS

C-aptain Russell Swinnerton RAN

The imperfect ability of the United Nations b 'unite our
strength to maintain international peace and security'l within the new
world disorder has become a popular topic in the media, at seminars
and in strategic discourse. The Australian Parliament's Senate
Standing Committee on^Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade reported
on the subject in 1997,2 and the Australian Department of Defence
issued a peacekeeping policy paper in June 1993 on the future role of
the Australian Defence Force (ADD.a Witfrin this discourse, there has
been little attention paid to the processes of negotiation between the
United Nations and troopcontributing countries, and how troop
contributing countries select, prepare, consign and manage their
contingents through a particular operation. The effectiveness of this
process can be decisive in achieving the military aims of an operatiory
and subsequently, in satisfying the requirements of a mandate.

The aim of this chapter is to explain the processes through
which a troop<ontributing country negotiates with the United
Nations. It suggests factors to be considered in deciding on
involvement in a particular operatiory and the steps necessary for
preparing and managing a contingenL These processes, however, must
first be situated within the context of the changes to UN operations
that have occurred in the last few years.

1

2
Preamble to the Charter of the United Nations.
Repo{ o{ the fusbalian Senate Standing C-ommittee on Foreign Affalrs, Defene
qnd Trade, Uaiud Natiots Paekaping Ml Austnlir (Austratian Covemment
hrblishing Sendce Canberra, 1991).
Austra-lian_Deparlnent o! Defence policy paper, Puekeping poticy: Ttu Futuz-
Austtaliea Deft:nct Fuu Rdc (DefenceDepir6nintat puUUcaiiois, Canterra, 1993y.
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In 1993 Australian involvement in UN operations reached an

all-tillE high - over 20(x) service men and women were serving

overseas ot Uttl or related operations in Marclua Although this

number was reduced to 640 in May (with the end of the unified Task

Force (UNITAF) deployment to Somalia and the return of HMAS
Ctnberrc from sanctions-enforcement operations in the Red Sea), this

still represented a high level of engagement by Australia's historical

standards.

Historical Development of LJN Peacekeeping

UN peacekeeping operations (using the generic term
,peacekeeping to deicribe ttre range of operations- currently
,roa"ttut itU -have increased in number and complexity in the past

seven years. Although many of these operations differ in extent from

'tsaditi-onal' peacekeeping, they are all operations in the absence of an

enemy and will be dealt with collectively in t$s- paper. Of.fensive

op"t"tio^r conducted by the Uniled Nations following either the

Kor"ut or Gulf War models (where an aggressor or enemy is

identified) will not be discussed.

From the establishment of the uN charter in 1945 until 1987,

thirteen peacekeeping operations werre mounted. The 1987

peacekeeping budget was US$aenm. Between 1987 and 7992, a further

iourteen opeiationi were ordered. The 1991budget was US$819m, and

in 1992 US'$f .e bilion (US).s A total of 52,000 trooPs were deployed at

the end of 1992.6In 1993, UNITAF operations in somalia resulted in
the deployment of a further 37,000 trooPs, which reduced to 28,000

with the establishment of united Nations operation in somalia
(IJNOSOM) II.

The rapid increase can be partly credited to po{{old War

instability, andpartly to the revitalisation of the Security Council with

the end 6f tf," i rpeipon'et rivalry that provoked the use of the veto.

The additional compiexity and the greater range of possible duties for

contingents has increased the ringe of concerns that must be

Information orovided by ADF Command Centre, Headquarters (HQ) ADF'
F;;-v;lk;'rt d.:itu;d"g an Effectioe united Netb* (Ford Foundation, New

Yort*7993),p.29.
The Cost of i'eae', Uzity, No37, April1993, p.8'
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considered before a decision to conbibute to a particular operation can
bemade.

Peacekeeping evolved in the context of the Second World War
'ideal conflicf, of hostilities between formed bodies of disciplined,
uniforrned troops. The United Nations took a referee's role, policing a
demilitarised zone between forces. Examples of the early use of UN
forces in this traditional way include: for armistice supervision in the
Middle East, through the UN Truce Supervision Organisation
(UNTSO) established in 1948; to separate forces in the Middle East
through the UN Emergency Force (UNEFI) established in7957;and, in
maintenance of a ceasefire, through the UN Military Observer Group
in India and Pakistan (UNMOGIP), established i^7949.7

Today's conflicts, and the attendant roles of peacekeepers, are
very different. C-onflicts tend to be intra-, rather than inter-, national.
There can be several factions, difficult to distinguish without uniforms,
identifiable only by ideology, or political or familial affiliation. Leaders
often cannot speak for their factions, and sometimes cannot control
them. Tlrere are no dearly delineated geographic boundaries between
combatants.S

In the past, United Nations impartiality was underpinned by
the consent of the parties-in-conflict to the presence of the United
Natioru, where the United Nations was supervising an agreed
ceasefire. Now, there rnay be no government or authority - no one to
speak for the factions - yet the United Nations rnay be forced to
intervene because of humanitarian concerns.

The traditional defence of the UN military observer in the face
of conflict has been his unarmed neutrality. Even formed units
deployed for traditional peacekeeping are lightly armed, for self-
defence only. 'Impartiality without favour or affection is required of all
members of the Force.'9 When the United Nations takes sides, and
intervenes against one faction, then impartiality and neubality are lost.
The entire force may becorne targets or potential hostages whether

7

8

9

Indar Jit,Rikhye, Thc_Thany end Ptacticc ol neac*epkg (C. Hurst & Companp
london, 1984), pp.149.
bnn_.ty{1c${ay_and farat^Chopra, Second Generation Multinational eperations',Tlu Washingloa Quarvrly,Svnner 19/2, p.714.
International Peace Acadesry, The Pua*epcrs llenilhok @ergamon hess, New
Yorh 19&4), p.55.
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present as unarmed observers or as an armed unit for Peace
enforcement. The effect of UN operations against the Aydid faction in
Somalia has resulted in non-govemmental organisation (NGO) aid-
workers and purnalists also becoming targets.

Types of Operations

Boutros€hali's An Agenila For Peace describes 'traditional'
peacekeeping (of the'referee.and-teams' variety) and also explores the
iaaitionat functions implicit in the charter that are now expected of
the United Nations: the'three P's plus one'of preventive diplomacy,
peacemaking (induding^peace enforcement), peacekeeping, and post-
ionfl ict peace building.to

Mackinlay and Chopra take this analysis further in describing
a range of missions in 'Second Generation Operation' which exist

beyond peacekeeping. Their methodology classifies levels and types of
operations wtrich may be (and have been) conducted by UN forces, on

the basis of the extent of force likely to be used. They describe Itvel
One operations as traditional peacekeeping, incl'rling military
observer missions and deployed peacekeeping forces, where
impartiality and neuhality provide the force's defence. lcvels Two and

mree are characterised by a greater potential for the use of force, and

the subsequent need for a higher order of organisation, military
effectiveness and information management.

Ievel Two operations are those resulting from conllicts within
a state, rather than between states. The five types of operations in this

category are preventive deployment, internal conllict resolutiory

assis-tance to i civil authority, protection of humanitarian relief
operations, and guarantee and denial of movement.

kvel Three describes higher intensity operations, including
sanctions enforcement.ll These operations resemble conventional war
rather than peacekeeping, and are envisaged to be directed towards an

identified aggressor or enemy, although they have the same end-state

requirement, of restoring the 'intemational peace and security'

t0
1t

Boutroo Bouhos-Ghal+ An Agendtlor Peace (United Nations, New Yotk,19421,
Mackinlay and Chopra, 5e6nd CLneration Multinational Operations', p.116, and
as revised in their A-DraJt c-orcept of second c-eneralion Multl|/u,lio'trl oqeratiotts 7993

(Brown University, Providence, Rhode lslan4 1993)'p!/.
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demanded by the LIN Charter. They may also be conducted in series or
parallel with more traditional peacekeeping, often with blurred
boundaries, as occund on the lraq/Kuwait border after the Gulf War.

lllre role of the peacekeeper or UN serwice nran or wornan is
different in this new environment of internal conllict. The progression
towards Level Three operations involving the application of arrrred
force to its ultimate extent - for example, the conduct of offensive
operations against Iraq using the provisions of Chapter VII of the UN
Charter - raises new problems. A more effective and responsive
comrnand and control environment is required, for example, along
with proper information management (information both as intelligence
and as feedback from the area of operations).l2 It also requires a higher
order of preparation and rnonitoring for Australian contingents
deployed on such operations.

Criteria for Australian Participation
The decision to cpmmit Australian forces to a particular

operation must be situated within this context of a higher tempo of
operations, and more complex operational mandates. It is difficult to
be prescriptive about the factors leading to a decision for involvement.
The Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade
providerJ an omnibus list of considerations,l3 whidr are reflected in the
Australian Department of Defence policy paper on peacekeeping.la
These lists are careful to indude all possible factors for consideration.
In practice, the following itenrs wilt be of particular relevance to
Defence planners:
o Australia should contribute to operations that allow the

strengths of the contingent to be used to good advantage. The
ADF rnay possess technology, military competenc€ or
impartiality well-suited to a particular conllict or situation.
The expertise needed for chemical weapon destruction in lraq,
for example, was more readily available in Aushalia than in
some nearer contributors, and earned Australian forces
considerable credit for their competence and initiative.

ibid"
Report of the Ausbalian Squte Standing Committee on Foreigr Affain, Defene
and Trade, United Netfuns Pcaetzzpkg enl Austrdb,p.l35.
Defene Policy Pag, PercekceVing Pdio1, p-12.
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Australia should contribute to an operation if that involvement
is particularly influential or decisive. The provision of
communicatioru support to MINURSO (the United Nations
Mission for the Referendum in Western Sahara), for example,
made the Australian force an essential rrnifyi.S component of
a very diverse mission.

The operation should have an achievable end-state. In concrete

terms, this may simply be an arbitrary enddate, as in Somalia,
or a mandated aim or conclusion, such as the referendum in
Western Sahara - although it has yet to be achieved.

The training or other benefits to the force deployed will also be

a factor. Operations such as UNITAF in Somalia offer
particularly effective training in low-level land operations in
an arid region similar to Australian conditions. UN service in
general is good taining for operations, and considerable

anecdotal evidence is available describing the value obtained
in the development of individual and unit operational skills
which can be employed subsequently in the defence of
Australia. A UN deployment is in many respects comparable
to a maior exercise for the development of skills. In the event
of a sudden deterioration in the domestic strategic situation, a

force deployed on UN operations could often be redeployed in
the defence of Australia iust as quickly as from a major ADF
exercise in a remote area of northern Aushalia.

Finally, Australia's willingness to support a particular
operaiion must depend on the financial situation - whether the
dbfence budget can suPPort the operation' or whether

supplementation can be provided. Generally, LJN

reimbursement covers less than half the additional costs of a
deployment.ls Australia cannot afford open-ended or
disproportionately large commitments; the conhibution
should also reflect Australia's size.

15 Australian Defence Department additional outlays on pealeleePlng have totalled

approximately $A50mbver the past three- years, of which the United Natioru is
expected to reimburse rl4 per cmt (ibid., p.9).
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Regional Participation
There is a view that Australia should only commit to

operations in our geographic rcgion, where there iue direct,
quantifiable benefits to Australia.ls That is, a contribution should be
based on Australia's, rather than the United Nations', interests. This
view seems difficult to sustain because of the difficulty of defining
both 'region' and 'national interests'.

Regions would seem to exist through social, economic,
cultural, religious and ideological links, not iust geographical
proximity. Whilst distance can be considered a factor in consideratioru
of national defence, it has less relevance when dealing with the
commitment of Australian forces in support of the United Nations'
global objcctives.

The corollary, that only regional players participate in regional
conflicts, is just as difficult to sustain. Regional players are often
unable to influence a regional conflict because of their historical or
cultural involvement in the development of the conflict. For example,
Australia would be unwelcome in a UN operation in Bougainville, and
ASEAN alone was unable to provide forces for UNTAC in C-ambodia.
fire respective regions have been quite unable to bring Cambodia or
ex-Yugoslavia to any form of solution: hope seems to lie in the
internationalising of a conflict, rather than in restricting it to a regional
context.

This is not to say that no role exists for regional organisations.
They are often well-placed, by their context, to assist in peacemaking
(of the negotiating kind) and in national reconstmction after peace has
been established. Their expertise and cultural sympathies can often be
of use to the Secretary€eneral in providing early indications of
developing intemational problems, and in suggesting solutions to
problems.

Counties with historically high levels of support for UN
operations, such as Canada or the Nordic countries, presumably see
their national interesb being served through vigorous support of
peacekeeping on a global basis. One can argue a similarly global aspect
to Australia's national interest. This is distinct from domestic political
concem and the support of the population for UN operations. This will

15 Panl Dibb 'Peaekeeping Dellects Defence Force', Austrelbn,2T May 1993.
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of course always be a factor in a democratic country in deciding where
and when to contribute to UN operations.

Planning Operations

This chapter will not deal with the adequary or otherwise of
early-waming systems providing an indication of a developing
requirement for UN involvement. When warning of an impending
operation is received, by whatever means, then the process of
negotiation between the United Nations and potential trooP
contributing countries starts. This raises the question of the adequary
of the UN structure to properly appreciate a developing problem, and
to formulate strategic plans.

It would seem tar preferable for the United Nations to be the
principal headquarters to mount and conduct extended peacekeeping
or Chapter Vllbperations on ib own.17 The altemative, of delegating
control to another country, might result in the Secretary€eneral losing
conEol, or might cause the operation to be open to criticism for
operating in execution of a non-IJN agenda. Delegating the task also
risks achieving an imperfect translation from Security Council
Resolution to force mandate.

Perhaps it is unrealistic to consider the United Nations
acquiring the means to conduct the necessary sbategic and operational
planning for combined operations as large and diverse as UNITAF in
Sornalia. The United Nations is a political, not a military organisation.
This is its strength (and its weakness, in military organisational terms).
The Military Staff Committee is not structured or empowered to
conduct the necessary planning at strategic and operational levels to
form a force and provide it with the necessary resourc€s to conduct ib
mission. To do so would require a much larger military staff to fulfil
the intercultural position between political (Secretary-

General/Security Council) and military (the Force Commander) levels.
l a.y event, some countries might be unwilling to commit troops for
enforcement operations with inadequate planning. Perhaps only the

17 Chapter VII of the UN Charter deals with 'Acdon with respect to threats to the
peae, breadres of the peace, and acis of aggression'. It allows the Security Council
to take 'sudr action by air, sea or land forces alr may be necessary to maintain or
restore international peae and security'. This drapter authorises the use of force.
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United States has the planning capacity to consider operations of this
scale.

For less complex operations, the United Nations should be
able to concentrate an adequate staff to conduct strategic planning. It is
not sufficient for the United Nations, at the pofitical level, to simply
appoint a C-ommander and give him a task, expecting him to conduct
strategic planning on the United Nations'behalf. The selection of the
mision should be assisted by military staff, to ensure that it is
intelligible and achievable. Decisions of the Security Council should be
turnd into military orders for the Commander, rather than political
directives. There is also a range of supporting strategic issues to be
resolved before the Commander can proceed with his own planning.

Once an operation has started, there remains a need to monitor
progress and to present this in an intelligible form to the political level
(Security Council). There must be feedback, so that the extent to which
political objectives are being achieved can be measured, through the
pursuit of the military mission. The failure to manage change within
the area of operations and provide strategic-level oversight can have
serious consequences. The difficulties faced in Somalia in UNOSOM II
seem in part to derive from a poor conc€ption of the mission of the
force: Italy threatened to withdraw its forces 'because of concern that
the operation was losing sight of its humanitarian objectives'.l8 To
monitor progress needs a headquarters staff - whether within the UN
bureaucracy, assembled for a particular operation, or in a headquarters
in the delegated controlling country.

In the early stages of planning, particularly for extended or
secondgeneration operations, considerable liaison is required between
the headquarters of troop<ontributing countries and the principal
planning headquarters. The United Nations' current system for dealing
with boop<ontributing countries is cumbersome. Lessons learned do
not seem to be preserved in planning for new UN operations, and in
many respects old mistakes continue to be made.l9 The overworked,
understaffed Secretariat is assisted by ail hoc seconded military staff,
who may have only limited erperience of the UN system (and in some
cases, only limited experience of military planning).

18
19

Phillip McCarthy, 'All the C-ares in the World', Agc, 17luly 1993.
Mackinlay and Chopra,'Second C,eneration Multirutional Qperatioru', p.llS.
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It will oftenbe useful to both the united Nations and Australia

to attach an officer to New York at an early stage to participate in the

planning procEss. The United Nations is not a military headquarters,

lr,a snEt an attachment is important to ensure inforrnation is

exchanged. If HQADF was planning a combined operation with
anotheicountry, it would be customary to exdrange liaison officers

early, and 
";abtistr 

direct liaison between branches of the

headquarters to facilitate planning in parallel.

There is universal gmdwill, however, despite these structural
difficulties, and operations are mounted in spite of the staff

procedures, rather than because of them. Although eadr operation is

diffuter,t, from the perspective of a troopcontributing country there

are some cornmon flatures. Some operations are sufficiently small or

have such short lead+imes that the procedures described here do not

need to be followed. For significant operations, most of these steps are

present, however.

Operations tend to begin with a 
-general. 

canv.assing for

expressions of interest. At this stige, tle UN Secretariat will approaSlt

thi office of a conhibuting country's Permanent Representative, with
information about a developing-operation.2o The Secretariat will
usually approach at a working level, to the Defence Attache or one of
the diiiloilatic staff. The information is passed back to Australia by

cable and telephone, normally to both the Departments of Defence,

and Foreign Affairs and Trade.

within Defence, the possibility of a developing operation (and

the likely nahrre of any Ui.I teqnest) is discussed with the single

Service bffic"t (who provide the forces) and Land Headquarters
(normally the montting operational-level HQ), and with the

lnternational Policy Division bf Defence, which liaises with Foreign

Affairs. A picture is developed of the sorts of ways lhe ADF could

contribute ii requested, andihese are discussed with the Chief of the

Defence Force ('CDF). .dt this stage, the Minister for Defence's senior

Attach6s are also consulted (they wilt usually have read the cable and

have raised it with the Minister) and the options are discussed' If it is a

clear situation for Aushalian involvement, then the Australian Mission

will be advised tfiat Australia would consider an informal requet,

20 Ausbalia maintains in Nerrv York an Ambassador to the United Natio:rs with a

,rr"il 
"tuff 

*hich includes a Defence Attach6 of c-olonel (equivalent) rank
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expressing any preferences for the nature of the contribution. It is
unlikely that the mafter wiU be raised formally in Cabinet at this stage,
although the Minister nuy discuss it informally with the Minister for
Foreign Affairs and Trade, and the Prime Minister. An informal
request should follow, indicating the United Nations' preferred areas
of Australian contribution.

On the basis of the informal request, HQADF will normally
prepare a formal submission to the Minister. (On sorrc occasions, this
is deferred until after the formal request, particularly if circumstances
are changing quickly.) This submission will provide options for ADF
involvement given the intemational imperatives of the case, with full
estimates of the resources involved. This submission will cover, intq
alia, the impact on other ADF operations and capabilities, the likely
threat to the force, and the likely benefits that would accrue in training
terms.

The short notice normally does not allow the matter to be
formally programmed as an item for Cabinet consideration: the
Minister for Defence may go to Cabinet with an unscheduled below
the line' submission to obtain government approval for the operation.
For an operation which is one of a series, or which is in execution of a
previous Cabinet determination, he may obtain the concurrence of the
Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade by letter,
out of session.

If potential involvement is approved, the Australian Mission is
instmcted to advise the united Nations of the basis on which Australia
would wish to receive a formal requesl This will address such things

"s 
qe prefened length of the deployment, the number of boops, and

ryef-errd deployment date, and planning will proceed in anticlpation
of the formal request. The deployment will not cornmence, however,
until the formal request has been made and accepted.

There will be occasions during crises when the immediate
application of a body of tnined, disciplined UN troops will defuse a
situation or at least prevent it escalating. This cannot normally be
achieved using the proc€ss described above, and the united Naiions
will often seek to deploy observers from an existing operation (or
o_perations). The procedure here is for a dual approach. The UN Force
commander will be advised that the united Nations is seeking to
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move, say, ten observers from his comrnand to another operatiory and

ask the Commander to call for volunteers.

At the sanre tinre, the secreariat will advise the Permanent

Representatives of relevant countries, se€king approval .to 
r.{eploy

their observers to the new operation. Ideally, no observer should move

without beit g a volunteer and having the concurr_ence _of the

obserrrer's co.iot y. Given the problems of tinc zones, HQADF wi1

often hear hom the operation area of a calling for volunteers,before the

united Nations approaches the Australian mission in New York.

The decision to intervene is a political decision. once the

decision is takerU however, there are a number of military preparations

necessa{y before an operation can be mounted. Once the operation has

been approved, HQADF prepares 
-f9T luy documents: a Warning

Order,'i--oncept for Opeiatibns, CDF Directive, and Operational

lnstn'rction (OPINSD.

A Warning order will be sent to the service chiefs and the

appropriate Opera-tional Commander, once there are firm indications

tf,it ui op"tatiot is likely. This will provide an authority to exp91{

resources for the preparation of a contingent. This is necessaqy if uN
deployment timetables are to be met.

At the same tinc as the Directive and OPINST are hing
prepared, a Concept for OPerations is staffed to pass information

Lp*atds'. Depending on the nature of the operatiory this either

itiotttt" the Minister or seeks his agreement or decision on the concePt

for the employment of the Australian contingent-. This will normally be

discussed'b1 cDF with the Minister. once the co19ep1 has been

approved oi noted, the Directive and oPINST will be issued. (In

p'rictice, planning is proceeding concurently at all levels, and drafts

ire being-exchanged to facilitate the planning process')

A CDF Directive to Service Chiefs and Operational

commanders is then issued, directing the service chiefs to form or

assign a unit, and provide appropriite support- (logistic, personnel,

traiiing etc.i. fnii will pr6vide a mission for the Operatiornl

Comminder, and indicaie the level of command assignment

authorised. ihe Operational Commander will then interpret this and

issue a tactical directive to his contingent commander. The statement

of mission will be based on the appropriate security council
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resolution, and will contain any limitations that the Australian
government seeks to impose. It is not simply a banscription exercise: a
Security Council resolution does not translate well into a statement of
mission. Ttris is not normally a problem for peacekeeping - the UN
Comrrunder will provide the necessary amplification in due course.
But with an operation like UNITAF in Somalia, where Australian
contingents rnay be more likely to use force, it is important that their
irutmctions and limitations are as wellexpressed and unambiguous as
possible.

A CDF Operational lnstruction will then be issued, glving
Rules of Engagernent (if operating under national rules, or directing
obedience to UN rules), aim and objectives, roles and tasks, etc. This is
the key planning document that triggers a range of supporting
instmctions covering movements, health, logistics and other aspects.

The nrovenrent and deployment of a contingent for
peacekeeping will normally be a UN responsibility. For some
significant (usually higher level) operations, such as the Unified Task
Force in Somalia and Multinational Maritime Interception Force
operations in the Red Sea, Ausbalia will manage and fund deployment
and maintenance of the force as voluntary contributions without
reimbursernent.In other cases, the United Nations will determine how
deployment will proceed (airline tickets for small parties, chartered
aircraft for large groups, drartered aircraft or ships for heavy
equipment) and a notice to move will be established by HQADF
around the planned deployment date.

Equipment is also a UN prerogative. Part of the'contract' will
cover what equipment is provided by the contributing countr5r, and
what equipment will be provided by the United Nations. Unless it is a
voluntary contribution, the United Nations pays for through-life costs
and depreciation of Ausbalian-supplied equipment.

The detailed training, preparatiory and day-today
rna&rgement of Australian contingents is the responsibility of the
lppropriate operational commander and headquarters. For essentially
land-based operations, the Land Commander Australia will prepare
his own Directive and Operation Order on receipt of the Directive-and
OPINST. For Multinational Maritime lnterception Force operations in
the Red Sea, the Maritime Commander issues orders (as the Air
Comnrander would for particular air operations). An operation with
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overlapping responsibilities will be planned by one commander with
appropriate support from the others. So, in the case of Somalia, if an
aii transport component had been added to the force, the land
Commander would have received planning assistance from the Air
Commander but would have continued to be the responsible
Operational Commander.

It will usually be preferable to base a contingent on an existing
unit or subunit. This has obvious benefits for preparatio& and for
achieving cohesiveness in the field. In some cases it will be necessary

to tailor the unit to the particular circumstances of the missiory
particularly when a specialist capability is required. In general, joint
manning will be pursued when particular effectiveness or training
benefits will arise from the combination of joint skills and experience.
It will rarely be beneficial as an exercise for its own sake.

Command and Control
The question of the extent of command that the United

Nations may exercise over an attached force is an important issue. In
Australian (and NATO) doctrine, there are four levels of command
authority which rnay be assigned, and it is helpful to apply a road-
transport analogy to understand their relative importance. These

definitions are indicative rather than prescriptive: the particular level
of authority transferred can be varied to suit the circumstances of the
operation.
t Tactical conbol is the lowest level of command that can be

transferred, and normally applies to a single role or mission in
closely defined circumstances. A passenger in a taxi exercises
'tactical control' of the driver.

' Operational control allows for greater authority over a range

of defined roles. Roles other than those assigned cannot be

adopted without reference to the parent authority. Scheduling
and tasking authority is conferred, along with the authority to
direct changes between previously-agreed roles. A driver
hiring a car has 'operational control' of the car and the
activities he wishes it to perform.

t Operational command is like a long-term lease. Reassignment

throughout the full range of roles is normally permitted
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without reference to parent commanders, imd compleF
freedom of tasking is permitted. This is the highest level of
comrnand requircd by an operational commander.

t Full command is like car ownership. The Australian Defence
Force will never delegate full command of Australian forces to
any non-Australian comrnander. It carries with it the full
burden of logistic and other support, and all the functions
such as recruiting training, and reseftlement that are
necessa{y for the maintenance of a defence force but are an
unnecessary burden for an operational commander.

The United Nations does not use these terms, but operates on
the understanding that forces assigned will'act under the guidance of
operational plans, orders, directives and instmctions issued by the
Force C,ommander'.21 Australian contingents are normally provided to
the UN under operational control, in execution of a specific statement
of roles and tasks.

When any level of command authority is assigned, residual
comrnand remairu with the commander assigning command. The
delegation of operational control is like hirirg out the car - Australia
still pays the registration and insurance. Operational control is
delegated for a specific set of roles and tasks, often with a set of
limitations. If a national contingent commander receives an instruction
or order outside the approved roles and tasks, he is required to inform
his higher headquarters in Australia, requesting guidance.

The ADF does not gtrve carte bhnche, but retains a very dose
interest in the employment of the force. If the United Nations wished
to change the rnandate of an operatiory it would first canvass the views
of tsoop contributors, so that forces assigned could be authorised to
conduct additional roles.

Once the deployment into the operation area is complete, the
chainof<ommand is followed for any subsequent operational rnatters,
and for managing the flow of inforrnation from the operation area to
government. A maior incident involving Australian forces (and
sometimes one nol involving them) will be reported by a national rear-
link to land Headquarters, and by Land Headquarters to HQADF.

2l Internadonal Peae Acadesr y, Perccbepers Handfuk, p.47.
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HQADF (through the ADF Command Centre) would then tell the

Minister. Because the rear-link is administrative and not operational,

and because the united Nations has been ill-equipped to obtain and

disseminate information in the past, HQADF will sonretimes hear of
incidents from other sources firs[ diplomatic and media reporting arc
the most co[unon avenues.

The Secretary€eneral's reports on operations are the formal
way that feedback is provided, and meetings of troop<ontributing
countries are occasionally held in New York. ln the past, the United
Natiors has not been particularly good at keeping contributing
countries informed of the progress of operations or of the well-being of
contingents. In many areas, the united Nations apPears resentful of
national administrative rear-links, and of any hint of national

commanders referring orders and directives back home for guidance.

There will always be a conflict between the legitimate

requirements for information of the commander holding residual
command and the Operational Commander's need for autonomy in
command. tn the Past, UN Headquarters in New York, with its 9-to-5

work day, could not satisfy these legitimate information requirements.

trhe uniied Nations' recent adoption of a 24-hour information and

activity cEntre is long overdue, and may lead to the development of
sufficilnt tmst in the flow of information for administrative rear-links
to revert to their intended role.

The administrative rearlink should in no circumstances be

used by a national contingent commander to seek darification or
nationai approval of orders or directives that lie within the approved
roles and-tasks of the contingent. A graphic demonstration of the

difficulty this causes for the Force commander was shown in the

dismissal of General Loi, the Italian contingent commander in
LJNOSOM II. Under-Secretary4eneral Koffi Annan, Director of
Peacekeeping Operations in New York, stated:

We got into a situation where the Italians did refuse to
take-certain tasks they had been assigned because they
were waiting for instructions from Rome. This is

unacceptablelnd it can be very dangerous.z

Zl Quoted in 'uN Sacking of General Angers ltaly' , Canbrra Times, l6luly 1993' p.6.
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It goes without saying that there should be no
misunderstanding between the United Nations and a boop
contributing country about the extent of the roles and tasks approved
for the contingent, and the extent of command authority assigned to
the United Nations. The adoption by the United Nations of standard
NATO terminology for command and conhol would be helpful in this
regard.

Financing Operations

Financing operations remains a concErn with several troop
contributors. The slow pace of payment of assessed conbibutions often
forces the United Nations to delay payments to conhibuting countries.
The United Natioru reimburses individual peacekeepers a mission
subsistence allowance to cover their food and lodging costs but formed
units are provided with rations by the United Nations, and the
contributing country is paid a small daily rate per member, termed
troop reimburcement allowance. For each Australian service nun or
woman, the United Nations will reimburse between about one.third
and one-half the additional costs of deployment. In addition, Australia
will also have to pay its assessed contribution to the cost of the
operation. Operations like Somalia TNfTAF) and later phases of ex-
Yugoslavia may also be conducted on a voluntary contribution basis.
This is popular with the United Nations, but not so popular with
contributing countries. Some innovative solutions to funding are being
considered, and it rnay be possible for full costs to be paid by
'sponsoring'countries who are unable to commit troops.

- For mapr operations in the past, the Minister has sought
supplementation of the Defence vote from the Deparbnent of
Finance/Treasury, of an amount equal to the additional costs of the
operation. 'Minoy' operational costs have been borne from within the
programme. Any UN supplementation was then paid directly into
consolidated revenue. The question of funding is currently under
r€view, however.

Issues for Consideration
UN operations have increased in complexity and number in

the past six years, dramatically so in the last two. Australia is now at a
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historically high level of contribution to UN operations, although.not
dispropor-tionatety so when compared to like countries. Measured_by

the number of peacekeepers deployed, Australia is presently the 39th

largest contributor; after its cambodian forces r€turn, Australia will
ra"t lStf,, with 115 peacekeepers deployed. The Netherlands ranks
11ttL23

The decision to commit Australian forces to a particular
operation is of course a political decision. The criteria to be considered
in making a decision have been widely discussed. Factors considered
should not be Umited by parochial concerns, but should give due
weight to the benefits arising from a broad definition of 'region'.

Once the decision is takery there are a number of lssues that
need to be addressed before a unit deploys. while Australia has its

own national doctrinal preferences, it is important that no

misunderstandings arise with the United Nations on issues such as

command assignment and the nature of the mandate. Once deployed,
the unit will operate to the extent of its authorised roles and tasks, in
accordance with either UN or coalition Rules of Engagement.

Criticism of the United Nations has become commonplace in
the rnedia, and in numerous institutions and seminars world-wide.
Problems do exist with relationships between the united Nations and

troop<ontributing counbies, particularly concerning 
-shategig

plarrning and flows of information. The increased number and

iompleiity of operations have helped highlight these shortcomings
ana minimised the expression of the United Nations'shengths.

At the strategic level in troop<ontributing countries, there is a

requirement for a headquarters staff who can provide a link between
thd poutical level of government, and the operational level of the

military; a headquarters staff who speak both political and military
langUages. It is an intercultural position vital to the functioning of both
levels. There is a similar need within the United Nations. Once this has

been fully recognised, the strengths of the united Nations will have an

opportunity to overcome its weaknesses-

The effective functioning of strategic headquarters within both
the United Nations and a troopcontributing country depends on

reognition of the interrelatedness of their respective roles, and of the

23 McCarthy,'All the Cares in the World.
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of information flows between UN forces and both
headquarters. The effective performance of strategic headquarters
should lead to coherent directives containing achievable aims and
missioru, with proper limitations adequately expressed. From these
directives, military comnranders can produce military orders that will
lead to the attainment of military obpctives. The attainment of military
obirdves, however, will only ever be a necessary condition for the
achievenrent of political aims; it will never be sufficient.



CHAPTER 5

UN PEACEKEEPING IN THE COLD WAR
DECADES AND THE TRANSITION PERIOD,

1956-1989

Norman MacQueen

fhe Emergence of PeacelceePing

The first indication that the united Nations might be able to

salvage sonre kind of security role for itself which was both'legitimate

and eifective came in 1956. it followed the Anglo-French-Israeli attack

on Egypt in response to President Nasser's nationalisation of the suez

Canaf 
'The 

ciriumstances of this particular crisis were such that a
generally acceptable uN military role,appeared feasible. Acting on a

t""uaiuLoponsored C*neral Aisembly resolution, Secretary4eneral
Dae Ham;^rkiold set about planning a multinational miliAry
intirvention-t Tire 'United Nations Emergency Force' ruNEF [) was

despatched to suez in November 7956, and ',peacekeeping' was born.

The rnandate of the force was to secure and supervise the cessation of
hostilities, to oversee the withdrawal of British and French forces, and

to remain as a buffer between the EgSrptians and the Israelis'2

These responsibilities were to be typical of, the_operational

obiectives of futuie UN forces for three decades. Also characteristic

wis the nature of the ten contributing states. All of them were

essentially 'middle powers" '... big enorrglr', as c-anadiarn Prime

Minister Lester Peirson put it, -'to discharge with effect the

responsibilities we undertakb ... t oi Uig enoyg!_fgl others to fear us'.3

A number of the countries participating in UNEF [ - such as canada,

Finland, Norway and sweden - would later be familiar as regular

contributors to 
-uN 

peacekeeping and observation missions. Most

1 C*neral Assenrbly Resolution 998(E9I),4 November 1956. The force renrained in

olace until the eve of the 1957 war when Egypt demanded ib withdrawal.
2 iir; 6*t commander of LJNEF t, the Canidian General Bums, has written an

"-.""t 
of the background and operation of the force. E.LM. Burns, ktuun Areb

ewllsraeli (&rk lrwin, Toronto, 1962).
3 O""-t"d 

"'1,t 
Fabian, htdiers uit1,ut Enenics. Prepating tlu lJniteil Natilns pr

F-"r*"pirrg(Brirot<ingp Institutio& Washington DC, 1971), p'E8'
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importantly, the geopolitical context of the Suez operatiory which
made UN intervention possible even in the depths of the C-old War,
was also to recur in future operations. The crisis lay outside of the
central area of superpower shategic competition of the tinc. The two
subryquent peacekeeping forces (as opposed to military observer
missions) which were established in the Congo and Cyprus wene
likewise distanced, at least at the time of their cieatiorl from primary
superpower interests.

The operation in the C-ongo (ONUC from the French initials
opqatbn iles Nations Llnis au Congo) ran from 1960 to lg64.rtbecame
eventually one of the most bitter and destructive conflicb of the c-old
War and, at one point, threatened the existence of the United Nations
itself- ONUC provided one of the sharpest illustrations of the power of
the gravitational pull exerted by cold war bipolarity on *rl unitea
Nations. The operation began as a difficult but apparently rnanageable
post<olonial'law and order' intervention. Through increasing external
support for the various factions in the conflict, however, it quickly
developed into a mairr contest between the superpowers.4

The relative forrnality and predictability of UNEFs operations
in Suez were entirely absent in the Congo - and an important point
was illustrated as a result. 'Peacekeepingias peacekeeping is virtuatty
impossible to sustain in an informal, that is to say politically fluid,
operational setting. Identifiable antagonists with identifiable and
consistent positions and objectives, and at least a minimal respect for
the'rules of the garne', are essential requirements for 'conventional',
interposi tionary peacekeeping.

In the absence of these preconditions, if the force is not to
become rcdundant, a drift towards the enforcement of desired
behaviour and goals becomes difficult to resist. The role of oNUC in
the politics of the C-ongo is still contested but, having early on moved
away from 'peacekeeping' towards enforcement as the only apparent
route to a restoration of law and the prevention of fragrnentatiory the
force becarne a participant rather than an arbitrator. In a crisis which
was rapidly becoming co-opted into the broader cold war conflict,
tlis participation was to prove virtually fatal - not just to oNUC but
also to the United Nations as an organisation.

{ Thu establishmmt and inirier mandate for ONUC were authorised by secuity
Council Resolution f 80960),f 4 luly f 960.
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A recurring difficulty for ONUC lay in the interpretation and

execution of an ambiguous and changing mandate. Divisions within
the Security Council, and the uncertain extent of the
Secretary4eneral's authority, created repeated and often disastrous
confusions on the ground. As the mandate came increasingly to
involve enforcement rather than interposition, and as the whole crisis
moved ever closer to the centre of Cold War competition, political
pressune on the force became exheme.S The association perceived by
both the Soviet Union and the AfreAsian grouping, between
Hammarskjdld's rumagernent of ONUC and Western interests,
constantly threatened the legitimacy of the operation. The Soviet

Union continuously challenged the neuhality of the Secretary{eneral
and at one stage moved to have the office replaced by a toika of
bloc-appointed representatives. The fundamental incompatibility of
collective security with bipolarity, first exposed in Korea, was
highlighted again in the Congo ,rs ONUC slid away from
'peacekeeping' towards a form of partial, non{onsensual collective
security.5

The problems confronted by the UN force in Cyprus
GINFICYP) from its creation in 1964 illustrate some rather different
problems which were nonethcless inherent in peacekeeping within a
potarisea system.T As in the case of Suez and the Congo, the Cyprus
problem was one of post-colonial adiustment. It was also remote from
the centres of superpower comPetition of the time. The indirectly
contending parties, Greece and Turkey, were both in fact members of
NATO. UNFICYP's difficulties did not arise from any Cold War
implications thrown up by the conflict as such' They did, however,
derive from a conflict between the superpowers, in the still-bitter
aftermath of the Congo operation, over the authorisation and financing

of UN peacekeeping in general.s

5

7

8

ONUCs mandate was extmded to embrace the maintenance of the territorial
tntegrity of the Congo and the removal of foreign mercenaries through a numb-er
of *orrity Council-resolutions during the course of the operation. Amgng the
more sigrrificant - and conboversial - were 151(1961), 2l February 1961, and
169(1%l), 24 Novenber 1951.
For a detailed aeount of the Congo operation see Georges Abi-Saab, nt Ulit n
Neliotts Opntilm in tluCongo,196L79& (Oxford University Press,Oxford" 198).
LJNFICYP was established by Security Council Resolution l[J6<796/), 4 Mardr
1964.
On the background to the Cyprus crisis, the formation of UNFICYP and the initial
phase of its operations s,xj the participant account by Michael Harbottle Trc
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The Soviet Union objected to peac€keeping costs being treated
as'normal' UN expendihrre to be supported from the regular budget
and by compulsory specid assessmenl The operation has been
financed on the basis of voluntaly contributions and by the
contributing states covering much of the costs of their own
participation. As a r''esult, LJNFICYP has been dogged by financial

and periodic withdrawal by contributors.g The financing
crisis triggered by the Cyprus commitment led, like the Congo conflict,
to wider problems for the United Nations as an institution. In 1964, the
first year of the operation, no vote were taken in the General
Assembly on any issue. To have proceeded normally would have
raised the'un-raisable'constitutional issue of voting rights for states in
default of financial obligations.

Ttre problem of financing was to bedevil peacekeeping right
into the 1980s, when the United States, which had hitherto borne the
greatest single burden of peacekeeping costs, itself defaulted on
assessments. Soviet suspicions in the 19CIs about the hostile'bias'of
the United Nations had now, after the intervening expansion of
membership and consequent change in political complexiory been
taken on by the Reagan administration. Where Moscow had objected
to what it saw as the pursuit of Western objectives by the Unitd
Natiors in the earlier period, Washington now resented the perceived
anti-Western orientation of the General Assembly. The results for
peacekeeping were, of course, the same.

There was, however, an intervening period in the 1970s when
peacekeeping departed from the earlier pattern in its strategic
underpinnings and in the respective attitudes of the supelpowers. For
a tinp there appeared to be the first glimmerings of a new consensus
on peacekeeping. The two operations established in the wake of the
1973 war - UNEF II in Sinai and the Disengagement Observer Force
ruNDOD in ttre Golan Heights - were supported by both the United
Sates and the Soviet Union as rneans of controlling their respective

Imptbl Soldrlz (Oxford University heso fq Royal Institute of Internadonal

^ Affalrs, London and New Yorh 1970).t The Sovbt Union was sup'ported in lts stand by Frane, hesident de Gaulle,s
&lve fc lndependence ln foreigp policy being at ite height at this tlme. The
Frodr pcidon on the ffnancing of LJNFIffP .h*g"d orUy in te89, tw€nty years
efter the Cgretalb departure.
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regional interests.l0 The operations coincided with the high-water
mark of il4tentc and represented an acceptance of the need to restrain
regional clients to protect the stability of the central relationship. The
Soviet Union agreed to contribute to the financing of both operations.
Moscow also agreed at this time to Soviet military participation in the
UN Truce Supervision Organisation (UNTSO) in the Middle East, a
gesture of considerable symbolic importance. In short, Soviet policy-
makers appeared to have acknowledged the potential importance of
UN peacekeeping as a tool of ddtente.

There was, however, a dose symmetry between the Soviet
attitude to LJN peacekeeping and the state of superpower relatioru.
UNEF II carne to have a central part in Henry Kissinger's Middle East
diplomacy and contributed to the peace process leading to the
Egyptian-Israeli Camp David agreemenL Moscow was not, however,
willing to be an active participant in this process unless it could be
seen to benefit the stability of the superpower relationship. By 1979
this relationship was beginning to deteriorate again. That year the
Soviet Union reiected the renewal of UNEF II's mandate in the Security
Council. The United States then took the initiative of creating a
non-UN Western 'peacekeeping' operation - the Multinational Force
and Observers (MFO) for Sirni which was deployed in 1982 (wittl
Australian participation). As the Cold War set in again for the 1980s,

peacekeeping once more became an essentially marginal activity.

The United Nations lnterim Force in Icbanon (LINIFIL),
established in 7978, began in a spirit of reasonable superpower
cooperation.ll It was the misfortune of UNIFIL, however, to be
conceived in a period of ddtente but to be required to operate through
the resumption of the C-old War. As a result the Lebanon operation has
had to confront the maior administrative and operational problems of
ONUC and UNFICYP amidst the murderous complexities of the
Middle East. Like the Cyprus operation it was beset by difficulties over
financing, with both superpowers at some point withholding

10 The fore were initially authorlsed by Security Council Resolutions 3{+O(19y'3\,25
October 1973 (UNEF II); and 350(194), 31 May 1974 (IJNDOF). For an account of
both operatiora see Anthony Verrier, Inbraatbrul Peecelwpiag: UniWl Natfums
Fqca in a Troubled World (Penguin Books, Harrrondsworth, Middlesex, 1981),
oo.99-117.1l tfNml was created by Security Council Resolutions 425/426<79re), t9 Mardr
198. On the political and operational dilficdties facing the force see Verrier,
Intcrruttmal Pcecekccping, W. 1 1&1,14.
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asses$nents. And, as in the Congo, the UN force in kbanon has had

continuous problems over the nature, extent and viability of its
mandate. Operating against a complo<, shifting background of factions
and alliances, it has proved virtually impossible to follow a consistent

line in pursuit of mandated objertives. There has also been concern

that security council nrembers were not using all the diplomatic
resources avaitabte to them to assist in the forc€'s accomplishment of
the rnandates they themselves had agreed.l2 Finally' in an atmosphere
of routine and extrerrc violence, UNIFIL has been handicapped by the
conventional restrictions on the use of force by peacekeeping units.

The Ddinlng Characteristics' of Peacekeeping

Despite the diversity of the peacekeeping experience in
practice, there developed in the 1960s and 1970s a tendency to see it as

i f"Uy articulated, classifiable technique. An assumption had emerged

that peacekeeping wiltt an entity which had sprung fully armed, so to

speak, from the biow of Dag Hammarskitild at the time of Suez. ln fact

this view was something of a victory of conceptualisation over

empirical obsenatioru

Peacekeeping operations have always been draracterised by a
high degree of improvisation - in forrnation, operation and ohjectives.
The sample for analysis has anyway been too small to provide much

statistical significance. Until the developments of the late 1980s there

had been only six UN peacekeeping forces properly speaking, and a
further six military observer missions.l3 However the tendency of the
social sciences towards definition and categorisation set iry and created
an impression of peacekeeping as a mudr more'finished' proiect than
the messy circumstances of regional conflict could ever allow.r{

t2

13
14

5e Brlan Urqrharq, 'Beyond the Sheriffs Pcse', Srrr"iill ,YoL32, No.3, May-June
190,p.D9.
Se Ap'pendtx tr.
Anorili the more tmportant general works on FadeePinS whidt_peftape
contriFuted lnadverteitly to this misconception are: Alan lane, Tlu Polilics 1f
Pacctacphg (Chatto e Winaus for Institute of Shategic-Studi"sr-London, 1969);

Cnbriella {cner, Tlu llniul Natiots Etnagmcy Fucc (Columbia Unlversity hese,
New Yorl" 1953); Lincoln Emmfeld ct el., Intrrlu,tknal Militery Forces: Tlu
Questi.n of Puetrephg in ot Ansl ewl Diwning World (Little Browr, Bosto&
f 964); David W. Wainhouse ct el.,Inlrrtutiotul Paczktwhg at llr &ossruds Qotus
Hopkins University hess, Baltimore 1973).
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Clearly, though, if peacekeeping emerged as a means by which

the United Nations could have some security function in the conditioru

of the c-old war, it had b differ from the 'formal'but unworkable
mechanism that already edsted - collective security. tt is in relation to
the precepts of collective security that the defining characteristics of
peadet eeii"g are usually clarified. The contrast can be made under

io* heaaiigs, concerning obiectives, rnethods, consent and

participation:

Basic Objectiaes

While the fundamental obiertive of collective security is the

defeat of 'aggression', peacekeeping is concerned with the

containment of conflict. Collective security seeks to impose a

political settlement while peacekeeping aims to create the

conditions for political agreement.

OpuationalTeduiques
The means by which collective security obiectives are achieved

are identical to those of any other military campaign. They
involve united military action against a designated adversary
in pursuit of set mUitary and, ultimalely, Political go4s.
Coliective s€cudty implies'enforcement'. Peacekeeping, on the

other hand, involves 'interposition' between competing

factions, and the use of force in limited and strictly controlled
circumstances (usually only in selfdefence).

Consent of Parties

Collective security is 'imposed' on a situation by the rnaior

powers acting, theoretically, in the interests of the broader
intemational community. Peacekeeping operations, in
contrast, depend crucially on the acquierence of the
antagonists. This is the principle of 'host-state consent'.

Conhibutore

Depending as they do on force maiar,e, collective security
operations imply direct participation by the big powers. In
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contrast peacekeeping draws its contributing forces from the
'middle' and smaller powers which offer no threat, either
military or ideological, to the host state or to larger strategic
interests.

The problern with these supposed characteristics is that the
theoretical model has rarely had even a 'nodding acquaintanceship'
with the political and operational realities facing the peacekeeper on
the ground. The 'ideal type' of peacekeeping outlined above has not
been recognisable for long in any of the operations mounted by the
United Nations. Virtually all of them have involved enforcement
action at some point or other. Often Security Council mandates will go
beyond the simple maintenance of barrier and policing functions. As
already noted, in the Congo between 1960 and 1964 enforcement of
mandates became a much more significant part of the operation than
'interposition' and the entire project assumed aspects of a collective
security operation, albeit lacking in collective support.

The peacekeeping principle of 'host-state consenf has often
been difficult to sustain as well. Antagonists are frequently, as in
Cyprus and Lebanon for example, not states or even statesupported,
but informal groupings which might appear, disappear, coalesce or
fragment during the course of the operation. Even when the presence
of a force is consented to by the protagonists, that consent can be
withdrawn while the peacekeeping force remains (in the Congo and,
from time to time, in the Middle East). Similarly, 'consent' is not
always s)mon)nnous with 'support'; the distinction has been an
important one in Israel's attitude to UN peacekeeping.

The principle that contributing states should be middle
powers rather than large ones in terms of disposable resources was
generally maintained in the 1960s and 1970s. Although transport and
logistical support was often provided by the major lx)wers, they were
rarely involved in a direct peacekeeping role.Is The term 'middle
1rcwer', however, took on a political connotation as well as its original
one concerning resources. The peacekeeping powers wene seen as
'between' East and West, occupying a median line of disinterest in the
bipolar contest. Gabriella Rosner sums up the received wisdom: 'no
"neutral" country would welcome embroilment in a Cold War issue; no

15 Two exeptions have been British participation in the Clprus force and the Frmdr
contingent in LJNIFIL Special historical circumstances were present in eadr case.
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"uncommittedn nation would receive with cordiality soldiers from the
guperpower€ on its tenain. And thus the ... "middle powerg" conre to
thi rescug.t0 In reality, however, peacekeeping remained an

essentially Wesbrn activity in participation as well as conception right
into the 1980s. During the period of Hammarskidld's Secretary-

Generalship, up b his death while mediating over the Congo in 1961,

Soviet and-East European officials in the Secretariat were deliberately
excluded from peacekeeping planning and rnanagerrrenLlT later,
Soviet suspicion of the whole peacekeeping Proiect ruled out
participation by any county of the Eastern bloc. As a result, although
the contributing states werc ralely among the ideologically more
commitbd, they were generally identifiable as part of the Western
bloc, and often indeed active participants in the Western alliance
system.

The roll of contributors to the six maior forces formed up b
the mid-1980s (excluding military observer missions) does not consist

of a concentration of states equidistant from the centres of global
power.ra Eleven countries contributed to three or nrore of the six
operations. Of these, three were members of the North Atlantic
Alliance: Canada (all six operations); Denmark (three) Norway (three).

Four were European neutrals: Sweden (five operations); Finland (five);

Ireland (four); Austria (four). Among these only Sweden could
reasonably be derribed as neutral'by conviction" Finland and Austria
having been neutralised and Ireland remaining out of NATO only
because of the imedentist daim against Britain. The four other
contributors were Ttrird World states: Indonesia, Ghana, Senegal and
Iran (three operatiors each).Iran's contributions were all made prior to
the revolution of 1979 whe& under the Shah, it was fundamentally
pro-Western in its external relations. The contributions of Ghana,

Senegal and Indonesia span periods of differing orientations in each

statels foreign po[cy. None, therefore, can be considered consistently
pro' or anti-Western. During the period only one member of the

Warsaw Pact participated in any operation. Poland provided
engineering specialists for the 'dltente peacekeeping' of UNEF II and

t5
17

18

Rcner, Tlu llnital Nettms hnergency Fme,pJl9.
Andrew byd" Fiften lvbt on i porttaer kg: A Histmy of tlu UN S.rrlrity C-ottril
Methuen" Lon don l97l), P 32.
C-onddered here are the Suez, Congo, Cypus, Sinai, Golan Heighb, and l.ebanon
operations. See Appendix II.
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UNDOF.I9 The picture is not one of peacekeeping by'middle powers'
in any ideological sense.

The reality of peacekeeping, in terms of obpctives, methods,
support and participatiory has therefore departed considerably from
the principles imposed on it by its political and academic partisans
since the 1950s. How far do the new international circumstances offer
an opportunity of redressing these discrepancies between theory and
practice?

Nanibia to Nicaragua: A T.Jew Peacekeeping'?

The late 198G saw a number of new operations established
while the process of transformation in superpower relationships
accelerated. Did these operations, as far as the circumstances of their
establishment and the nature of their activities are concerned, offer any
indication of future prospects?

The United Nations Transition Assistance Group (tlNTAG) in
Namibia was in fact established by the Security Council in 1978 'to
ensure the early independence of Namibia through free and fair
elections under the supervision and control of the United Nations'.20
Civilian work began immediately, but it was mone than a decade
before intemational and domestic circumstances permitted the holding
of elections and the deployment of military forces and police by the
United Nations. UNTAG's major activities inside Namibia began in
March 1989. The overall strength of UNTAG, both civilian and
military, was about 8000 and included some 4550 troops and 1200
police (Australia supplied personnel to both elements). Altogether,
military contingents were providcd by 21 countries.

Despite a major crisis in April 1989 before the force was fully
deployed, when the UN official in charge called on South African
troops to resist an allegcd maior incursion of SWAPO guerillas from
Angola, the operation was successful in achieving the objectives of its
mandate. The elections were held in a calm and peaceful atrnosphere

19 Th-e nationality of the force commanders up to the mid-1980s gives a slightly
different picture, with a lesser concenhatiorof Alliance members and a great&
representation of Third World states. Austria and India provided five
commanders each, Finland four, lreland and Sweden three each, Brazil two, and

,n Canada, Ethiopia, Ghana, lndonesia, Nigeria, Norway and Peru one eadr.zv Security Council Resolution4|5(1978),29Scptem&t'197E.
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and the resulb were accepted both in Namibia and abroad as a fair
reflection of the voters' wishes.

The Namibia operation provides a number of illustrations of
how peacekeeping and ib place in global politics underwent a

transformation. UNTAG was the biggest UN undertaking since ONUC
in the C-ongo in the early 1960s. There were, superficially, a number of
other similarities between the two operations beyond their size. Both
were designed to ease the solution of post-colonial problems in Africa.
Both were concerned with issues indirect to, but impinging uPo&
superpower relations. But while the C.ongo crisis and the United
Nations'role in it very soon brought direct confrontation between the
superpowers, no such danger threatened in Namibia. Conditions in the
broader international system of the late 1980s were wholly different
from those of the 1960s.

A significant feature of UNTAG was the range of conhibutors.
The participant states carre from a broader sPectrum of UN members
than had been usual in previous operations.

Of the five European states providing either infantry or
military observers, two - Finland and Ireland - were neutrals,
Yugoslavia can be described as 'non-aligned', and the others - Poland
and Czechoslovakia - were Warsaw Treaty signatories. The importance
of this is not that UN peacekeeping was now redressing the'Western
bias' of the previous thirty years, but that concern over supposed
balance was becoming irrelevant. In short, with the dissolution of bloc
politics at the centre, there was now a considerably enlarged body of
middle powers' for the United Nations to draw on. A similar
illustration is provided by the United Nations lran-Iraq Military
Observer Group (UNUMOG), which was established by the Security
Council in fuly 7987 'to verify, confirm and supervise' the Gulf War
cease-fire.2l UNIIMOG consisted of 350 military observers from
twenty-six countries -.rmong them Hungary and Poland.

I'ne- three other UN operations created during the
'de'polarisation' of the international system in the late 1980s are
significant in another sense. The establishment of the Good Offices
Mission for Afghanistan and Pakistan (LINGOMAP), the Angola
Verification Mission (LAIAVEM), and the Observer Group in Central

21 SecurityCouncilResolution 598(f987),28luly 1987'
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America (ONUCd would have been very unlikely at any earlier
perid in the United Nations' history.z Each of these operations
touches di"ectly on an area which had been of direct conc€rn to one or
other of the superpowens. It will be recalled that one of the cenhal
characteristics of crises 'suitable for treatment'by UN peacekeeping up
into the 1970s was remoteness from the direct interests of the
superpowers. There were admittedly apparent qualifications to this
rule. A problem might move closer to the centre of these interesb once
the United Nations was already committed, as in the Congo. More
significantly, in the early 1970s ilEtente permitted the controlled
rruuvrgement of Soviet-US interests in the Middle East by the United
Nations. These cases did not, however, detract from the basic principle
of non-intervention in areas of primary superpower interest. It was
widely accepted from Hungary in the fifties to Cuba and Vietnam in
the sixties that the United Nations should have no mediating role in
the central concerns of the maior international actors. Now, though, in
the late 1980s, UN peacekeeping was being used by the superpoweni
not merely to maruge their competition as it had for a time in the
seventies but, it seemed, as a tool in the damantling of that competition.

Prospects for the 1990s

In the discussion so far four key elements of UN peacekeeping
have emerged as particularly significant to its past performance and,
by extension, its future prospects. These are:

the institutional setting from which an operation is
established;

the area, both geographical and political, in which the
operation takes place;

the nature of the operation in terms of the balance between
'interposition' and'enforcement';

the contributing states from which an operation's contingents
are drawn.

LJNAVEM (Angola) was established by Security Council Resolution 626(1988),22
December 1988 and ONUCA (Centsal America) by &4{1989),7 November 1989.
LJNGOMAP was proposd initially by the Geneva Accords on Afghanistan (April
1988) and confirmed by Security Council Resolution 622(1988),31 October t98E.
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All four are closely inter-related and have been determined largely by
the nature of relations within the Security Council at any one tinr.
How might the cunent transformation of these relations affect those

elements in the future?

The lnstitutional Setting

The starting-point for the consideration of this question should
properly be the same point from which peacekeeping operations
themselves begitt the Security Council in New York. It is here that the
transformation in relationships impingm directly on the peacekeeper

on the ground.

The sea change at the United Nations was firstly due to the
fundamental shift in Soviet foreign Policy under Gorbachev. ln the
Security C-ouncil the new Soviet approach was concerned primarily
with participation. To a large extent this could be seen as a conscious

embrace by the Soviet Union of a multilateralist alternative to an
increasingly unviable globat unilateralism.E

ln this Moscow was following a road already well trodden by
a range of middle and small Powers who exploited an activist role at
the Ufuted Nations i$ a means of enhancing their impact on the global

system. It would be misleading to compare Soviet LJN policy in the late
1980s with that, say, of Sweden or Ireland in the 1960s, but there are

perhaps similarities in ttteir respective use of the organisation. The
UniteO Natioru provided all of them with a means of asserting their
identity as 'international good citizens' and acquiring the prestige that
attaches to that identity. A multilateral virtue could thus be made of
the reality of limited unilateral capability. A maior part of this good
citizenship for Sweden and lreland, arrd for the then Soviet Union as

well, was a firm commitment to the peacekeeping role.

The new Soviet position manifested itself in a number of
initiatives between 1987 and the break-up of the Soviet Union. Most
concretely, the Soviet peacakeeping 'debt', the accumulation of unpaid
assessments going back to the 1960s, was cut dramatically from
US$200 million to US$125 million with a timetable for the paymmt of

23 On the nerv Soviet 'muldlateralisur' rmder ptestoikt, see Thomas G. Weiss and
Meryl A. Keele!, Mccowts uN Policy', Foreign Policy, No.79, Suurmer 1990
pp9*rr2.
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the remainderby 7992. (The then US government also committed ibelf
to the payment of assessmenb defaulted on from 198Q when the
Reagan administration began to apply financial sanctions against the
United Nations to secure reforms. The American'debt'amounted to
about US$500 million and the administration aimed to eliminate it by
t995.r24

A secure funding basis is the size qua nan of effective
peacekeeping but there are other areas of central conhol and
administration upon which the reforming light of the new Security
Council regime needs to shine. The prospects for such illumination
seem hopeful. Among a range of encouraging moves has been the
resurrection of the General Assembly's Sfcial Committee on
Peacekeeping Operations (SCPKO), established in 1965 but soon made
moribund by political divisions and formally suspended in 1983. In a
report adopted by the General Assembly in October 1989, the SCPKO
urged reforms and initiatives in a number of specific areas.25 The
Secretary4eneral was asked to create a 'peacekeeping register' of
potential contributors and the specialist services they might offer. This
stopped short of a request for specific earmarking of national forces,
rnooted at various times in the 1960s and 1970s, but it was a step along
that particular road. UN members were also requested to institute
peacekeeping training programmes for both military and civilian
personnel who might at sorne time form part of an operation.

On the vexed question of financing, the SCPKO had no
concrete proposals to make beyond suggesting the creation of a special
fund for voluntary contributions, but it did underline the importance
of an adequate fiscal base. More practically, the Committee called for a
standardised 'status-of-forces agreement' to be devised, which would
provide the basis of 'host+tate consent'. In general, the SCPKO report
and the General Assembly's respons€ to it portrayed a much more
'upbeat' attitude to peacekeeping than at any time in the past. One
important initiative in peacekeeping management which reflected this

4"A*t"" _R -No1t9n and Thomas G. Wei$, 'superpowers and Peaekeepers',
Sumioal, VoL9, No2, May-June 1980, pp2lL2l9. Debt, however, renains a
probleur.
Ceneral Assembly Document SPC U/6, 27 October 1989. The SCPKO had
origrnally been set up by the General Assembly's Special Political Committee to
undertake a 'Comprehensive Review of the Whole Question of Peacekeeping
Operations in all their Aspects'as part of the effort to overcome the divisions over
financing.
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new institutional abnosphere was the creation in january 1990 of a
headquarters ?lanning and Monitoring Group'. This addressed

conc€rns over the sonrewhat casual and unsystematic control of
operations which from time to tirrc seemed to dominate the approadt
of the Secretarial

Gapolitical Area of Operatiots

The second asPect of the peacekeeping role whiclr was

identified as significant in any consideration of change was the
'acceptable' geopolitical area of operations. In other words, the areas

where the United Nations was'licensed'by the Cold War suPerPowens

to keep the peace. The fundamental change which took place in this

after the mia-fggOs has already been noted. Afghanistan, Angola and

central America indicated a rethinking of traditional notions of
superpower'spheres of inlluence'and the United Nations' role within
th6m. (The undertaking in Cambodia provided an even sharpgr
indication of this development and the extent to which it may alter the
peacekeeping agenda.)

The immense problems of dorrnant nationalism and ethnic

division which loomed in central and eastern Europe as the political
map of the region was redrawn have produced further actual and
potential areas for UN intervention. The simultaneous removal of both
3lo"i* hegemony and internal authoritarianism has re.invigorated a

range of erritorid and intercommunal tensions within and between a

number of states which had been assumed by oubiders to be long
dead. ln many of these situations the united Nations could prove to be

the only agency, national or multilateral, whose mediation was

considered appropriate and accnptable.

So far the colossal economic and political difficulties
confronting subsaharan Africa have had remarkably few
repercussions for the region in the form of international conflict. In
general, the pressures have been contained within national frontiers.
Wittr ttre exception of the Tanzania-Uganda war of the late 1970s,

international conflict in the region has usually been provoked by
essentially non-regional actors such as South Africa and Libya. It is not
clear, however, how long this situation will persist. Given the general

ineffectiveness of peacekeeping by regional organisations (of which
the Organisation of African Unity in Chad provided ample
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illusbation), the United Nations may againbe drawn into the region. It
must be assumed that, emerging from the new regime in New York,
the central nranagement of any such operations would lean more
towards the Namibian example than the Congolese one.

Nature of Operations

The third significant aspect of peacekeeping to be considered -
the operational balance between interposition and enforcernent - is
related b the question of 'permitted' areas. Previous restrictions on the
geopolitical range of peacekeeping and on the 'robustness' of its
obiectives were in a sense the price the United Nations had to pay for
maintaining even a minimal security function. How far, though, will
this minimalism continue to be a feature of UN operations in the 1990s?

At the 'rnaximalist' end of this spectrum, of course, lies
collective security and the full panoply of Security C-ouncil powers
under Chapter VII of the Charter. It is conceivable that, as Security
Council mandates become firmer (tnving emerged from a firner basis
of consensus), the obptives and operational nature of peacekeeping
could change in sorne significant directions. It is possible, for example,
that reward and punishment (both physical and political) of
protagonists rnay be rnore effectively applied than in the past. The
Middle East may be one area in which the peacekeeping effort might
acquire a rnre 'enforcement-oriented' approach. The more rigorous
pursuit of its mandate and less restrictive Rules of Engagement would
certainly be welcomed by the contributors to the Lebanon force, for
example. In the past a drift towards enforcement has usually spelled
trouble for peacekeeping operations - a rule most dearly illustrated in
the Congo. Such Uouble, however, was invariably generated at the
cenhe as a result of superpower perceptions that their broader
interests were under threat. The fundamental redefinition of these
interests which has been taking place at the United Nations and
elsewhere might be expected to break the automatic association of
enforcement with contention.

Contributing Stata
The final element of peacekeeping practice which could

undergo a mapr transformation is the range and identity of
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contributing states. The notion that the ideal peacekeeper is or should
be a'middle power'in terms both of neeources and of political identity
has, as we have seen" always been questionable. Yet a distinct corPus
of peacekeeping states did emerge in the 1950s and 1960s, some
formally neutral, some merely with 'an honest facn' diplomatically
speaking. Among any list of these states one would have found
Sweden" Ireland, Austria, Norway, Denmark, Canada, and Finland. An
outer circle would have included Australia, New Zealand, lndia, the
Netherlands, Yugoslavia, Ghana and others. How far do recent

developmenb suggest that this grouping is likely to alter and in which
directions?

To lmk first of all at the 'middle power' dass itsef it is clear
that this has bc.en considerably expanded by recent developments. The
former Warsaw Pact and Soviet areas are now made up of
independent-minded smirll and middle Powers rather than satellites.
This, as we have seery has already made an impact on peacekeeping,
with Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia participating in recent
operations and presumably prepared to do so in the future. One major
new contributor, however, could be Germany, which with unification
will form a new middle power of considerable resources. The new
state is likely to experience serious conc€rn over its international image
and military posture. This concern will be felt both internally and
externally. UN activism in general could well address the irnage
problem - and peacekeeping participation, in particular, the
corresponding military one.

A further expansion of the middle'power'caucus' might also

come from the recent'demilitarisation of South American politics. A
mapr UN role for their recently depoliticised armed forces might
appear an attractive option to civilian goverrunents in a number of
states in the region. Aside from providing work for idle hands before
something else.does, it offers both an alternative self-image for the
military and an opportunity of resocialisation through inErnational
contact. Argentin4 Peru and Uruguay have already contributed to
LJNIMOG on the lran-Iraq cease'fire line while UNAVEM in Angola
has a Brazilian commander. Post-Pinochet Chile is another country
whose military could be a suitable candidate for UN duty. A
peacekeeping role might permit the Chilean army to regain something
of the constitutionalist image it lost so dramatically in 1973.
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One of the proposals of the Special Committee on
Peacekeeping Operations report of October 1989 was for regional
cooperation by potential participants. The recommendation referred
specifically to the organisation of conferences and seminars. More
thoroughgoing cooperation has, however, been experimented $'ith in
the past The Nordic countries (SwederU Norway, Finland and
Denmark) have developed relatively sophisticated pint training and
preparedness schernes since the 1960s. A further extension of local
cooperation could conceivably lead to the provision of 'regional'
contributions rather than the conventional national ones. This would
permit the participation of smaller, poorly resourced states which
could only contribute as part of a larger unit. Beyond the advantages
for the United Nations and peacekeeping, such schemes could have
considerable collateral benefits for the international relations of the
regions themselves. Clearly, some regions would be more appropriate
to this type of cooperation than others. Western Europe might be one
mapr participant in this, with'European Union'units being provided
for LIN service.

But more remote and less integrated areas might also be able
to participate in this. The South Pacific perhaps is one of these. The
two regional metropolitans, Ausbalia and New Zealand, are already
identified as mairr participants in peacekeeping. Fiji is one of the new
generation of Third World peacekeepers, with extensive experience in
UNIFIL and with the non-UN Multinational Force and Observers in
the Middle EasL Papua New Guinea, the other regional state with
significant rnilitary resources, has repeatedly expressed interest in IJN
service. A regional training and preparedness programme could
provide an opportunity for participation in peacekeeping, not iust by
these larger states but by the paramilitary and police forces of the
smaller ones as well. There already exists, moreover, a sbucture which
could provide the initial basis of such cooperation in. the form of the
Australian Defence Cooperation Programme (DCP). A scheme of this
type would serve not only the interests of UN peacekeeping but those
of the DCP itself. It would contribute to the'promotion', in the words
of Senator Evans echoing those of the Dibb Report and the Australian
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Defence WhiE Paper of 1987,'of shared perceptions of the region's
sbaEgic and security interests'.6

The most intrigurng question about the widening contributor
base for peacekeeping concErns the role of the permanent rrrembers of
the Security Council themselves and in particular, of course, the
United States and Russia. From the beginning the United States

provided considerable transport and logistic suPPort for various
operations. It did not, however, contribute forces on the ground. The
former Soviet Uniory aside from its irint participation with the United
States in the Middle East Truce Supervision Organisation from the
mid-1970s, remained entirely apart from peacekeeping until the late
1980s, when Moscow's new enthusiasm for the United Nations led it to
consider the direct contribution of troops as well as the provision of
training assistance.z Whether or not Russian army contingents would
be widely acreptable by host states, even in the new climate, remains
questionable. Nevertheless a number of scenarios in which great-
power forces would take a more active part in UN peacekeeping may
be suggested.

The existing logistics role of the larger Powers could be
extended, without any significant political consequences, to cover the
provision of a range of specialist personnel in areas like signals,
engineering and medicine. tt is the provision of such technical services
which lays the heaviest burden on middle-power contributors. Aside
from answering a considerable need, this would also have the effect of
allowing all concerned to beconre accustomed to a wider and
potentially expanding role for these nations without running the risks
inherent in their immediate'front-line' participation.

Another more radical proposal for burden-sharing in
peacekeeping is that United Sates and Russian forces should be held
in visible but passive reserve while the more usual middle Powers
perform the norrnal day-today peacekeeping duties. Thus:'UN Peace
keepers would continue to deploy in their traditional manner, but
superpower military backup would demonstrate international resolve.

Austmlb's Rtgio,tal Scrrlrity, Ministerial Statenrent by Senator the Hon. Gareth
Evaru QC, Dicember 1989 (Departurent of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Canberra,
1989), p.45. The pcsibility of an enlarged regional security regime in the fuhrre
remalns operu
Weiss and Kessl€!, Mccow's UN Policy', p.102,.
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Without being a continuous sourc€ of provocation on the ground they
would nonetheless be available should the Secretary4eneral call tlrem
into action'.2E In its essentials this idea is close to the traditional notion
of ctcllective security as a process of escalation from non-military
pressure to great-power intervention. ln this case, though,
'conventional' peacekeeping is substituted for ttre economic and
diplomatic sanctions envisaged as the first steps in enforcement under
Chapter VII of the Charter.

WhaEver the future of the conEibutor base in terms of precise
national composition and regional origirl there is one ireducible
requirement: it will have to widen dramatically simply to provide the
required numbens. Even before the creation of the operations of the
l,ate 1980s, the traditional middle'power contributors were stretched to
meet the commitments in Cyprus and the Middle East. Similarly,
whatever the actual improvements made to the system of financing
peacekeeping, they will have to generate more money as well as

reforming the basis on which it is contributed. The new operations
since 1988 have increased annual peacekeeping costs exponentially.
Whether or not the new thinking on peacekeeping on the part of the
great powers will extend to tlrc underwriting of costs of this order is
problematical.

The cash no(us in fact provides a useful corrective to more
general overoptimism about the prospects for peacekeeping. Many
uncertainties still exist in the broad area of great power relations which
will fundamentally affect the institutional basis of peacekeeping in the
Security Council. For one thing, the future direction of Russian and
CNnese foreign policy - on which the prospects for a new UN security
reginre largely depend - cannot be predicted with any confidence.
Neither the personalities nor the processes curently involved in
reshaping the international relations of those countries have any
guaranteed pennanence. While there has as yet been no sign of
significant disagreement over an enhanced role for peacekeeping, the
perceived interests of the veto-holding members could in particular
cases undermine the most far-reaching new thinking.

Optimism about the prospects for peacekeeping also tends to
rest on the assumption that the great powers see multilateralism as a

28 Norton and Weiso,'superpowers and Peacekeepers', p215,
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forergn policy goal in itself and not merely as a useful implernent in
pursuit of traditional unilateral obiectives. In other words, it is

issumed that the developrrcnts since the late 1980s have created a

permanent condition of international relations different in kind and
not;ust degree from the il^tente of the late 1960s and 1970s. At that time
the-supelpowers were willing to use peacekeeping as a useful tool in
the management of their relations while remaining committed to
unilateralist foreign policies.

The developments 
" 

,;;;, obviously denote much more
fundanrental changes in the international system than those of the

earlier period, but the future remains in doubt. Central to effective
peacekeeping, for example, is a clear Security Council manda-te and the
wittingness or tne great powers to use all leverage at their disposal to
ensure its accomplishment. This, of course, involves the acceptance of
a selfdenying ordinance: in effect, these nations must voluntarily
restrict their own room for diplomatic nulnoeuvre. This is an issue that
goes to the centre of the multilateral-unilateral dichotomy. There is

lttle proof as yet of this degree of multilateralism in peacekeeping in
ttre tvtidab East, for exarnple. It remairu to be seen how far it will
persist in C-ambodia.

firere is also a possible paradox to be confronted if the great
powers were indeed to commit themselves wholeheartedly to the
multilateral resolution of regional conflict. Multilateralism by
definition involved the abandonment of the bipolar contest. As
bipolarity declined, so obviously did the magnetic force it exerted on

the system as a whole. A situation which saw the great powers united
in asserting clear mandates for peacekeeping and using all leverage to

ensure these mandates were achieved might, ironically, be a situation
in wHch such leverage was eventually less effective. At the o(treme
this developnrent could in fact provoke a reaction against what
regional actors might see as an attemPt by the great powers to impose

a cbndominium through the agency of the Security C-ouncil.

There is no dear guide, therefore, to the future state of UN
peacekeeping. The developments of 7989-94 in this area of
international- relations, as in all others, moved at a speed and in
directions which virtually defy prognosis. Yet while uncertainties
renurin, and while nurny assumptions about the 'new peacekeeping'
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need to be considerably qualified, there can be no question that the
security functions of the United Nations have undergone maior
bansformation All that can be said with any confidence is that the
direction of the transformation will follow dosely that of ie
underlying cause - the dissolution of postwar bipolarity. Peacekeeping
was, in conception and in performance, the child of that bipolarity. The
precise natune of its adulthood will only be revealed when the
dirnensions of the new polycentricism fully emerge.



CHAPTER 6

CAMBODIA: AN EARLY RETROSPECT

Shirley Lithgow

The UniEd Nations' operation in Cambodia was its rost
complex, though no longer its largest, to date. ln Cambodia the United
Nations expanded its baditional peacekeeping role to bring about an

end b hostilities, repatriate and resettle refugees, carqy out a

rehabilitation and reconstruction Programme, and ensure the
obcervance of human rights, but it was principally its role in civil
administration and in conducting the elections that makes the UN
mission in,cambodia sudr an innovative and ground-breaking aspect

of international peacekeeping and conflict resolution. The united
Nations was wel experienced in peacekeeping operatioru but had
never attempted before anything as intrusive as the direct control of
the civil administration of one of its member states. Nor had the

uniEd Natioru ever taken the primary responsibility for organising

and conducting elections as distinct from monitoring them.

The process of finding a negotiated settlement to the
Cambodian civil war proved to be very long and complex. There were
four internal parties to the conllich the state of c-ambodia (soc) (the

pro-Vietnamese communists); the Party of Democratic lQmpuchea
(tte Khmer Rouge or Maoist communists); and the two
non<ommunist factions, the l(hmer People's National Liberation Front
(KPNLD and Prince Sihanouk's United Front for an Independent,
Neutral, Peaceful and Cooperative Cambodia (FUNCINPEC). The
Khrner Rouge, KPNLF and FUNCINPEC had been in an uneasy

coalition since rggz. All parties were immensely distrusfful of each

other and reluctant to reach any form of accommodation.

Cambodia was also a focus for great-power conflicts, with
China supporting the Khmer Rouge and Prince Sihanouk, the Soviet
Union supporting the SOC, and the United States and its dlies
supporting the two nomorununist resistance grouPs. The regional
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countries were also involved in the civil war, with Vietram aligned
ryith the SOC arrrt the ASEATI nations with the others.

Failure to resolve the Cambodian cronflict, therefore, held the
poEntial for increasing regional instability, particularly in the conFxt
of superpower confrontation, regional polarisation and even a regional
arms race.l As well, the flow of refugees continued to cofuront
countries in and beyond the region with mairr moral, economic and
social problems.

Background to the Cambodian Conflict
The modern tragedy of C-ambodia begat in March l9Z0 when

Prince Norodom Sihanouk, the Head of State and head of the
goverrunent, was overthrown in a military coup led by Marshal lon
Nol and took up residence in Beijing where he set up a
government-in-exile. Over the next five years Lon Nol's hold on
pows declined in the face of the continuing Vietnamese war (which
increasingly infringed on C-ambodia), internal comrption, and external
threat from Sihanouk's supporters allied with the l(hmer Rouge
guerillas. On 17 April 1975, the Khmer Rouge captured Phnom Penh
and overthrew the [-on Nol regime. Sihanouk returned as Head of
State, but when tlre brutality of Pol Pot's Democratic Kampudrea and
the very limited power of his own role became obvious, Sihanouk
resigned (in April 7976l,and was placed under house arresL

The virulently anti-Vietnamese attitude of the Khmer Rouge
led to border clashes with Vietnam, and eventually to an invasion by
Vietnam on 25 December 1978. On 7 january 1979, Vietrram captured
Phnom Penh and a few days later the People's Republic of Kampuchea
(PRKI was prodaimed. The new goverrunent comprised
pro'Vietnamese communisb who had previously defected froh the
Khrrpr Rouge.

The PRK (renamed the State of Cambodia in April 1989) held
power in Phnom Penh throughout the 1980s. The Viebramese army
reinforced PRK control over most of the crcuntryside, but Vietnam ani
the PRK could not fully overcome the resistance of the Khmer Rouge,
secure in its western bastions.

I Careth Evans and Bruce Grant, Attst'rllie's Forcign Relatims Melbourne University
hess, Melbourne, l99l), p2G.
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In june 1982, the Coalition Government of Democratic

IGmpuchea (CGDK was established, bringing the two
noniommunist parties, FUNCINPEC and the KPNLF, together with
tlre communist Khmer Rouge. The three factions were united only in
their opposition to the PRK and were supported by the Chinese, the
Americans and the countries of ASEAN.

Vietnam and the PRK launched regular offensives against the

resistance forces. A mapr offensive in 1984-85 resulted in heavy

fighting and many refugees crossed the border into Thailand. In time
Camboaia became a burden on Vietnam, as it was an obstade to
Vietnam's economic developmen! a drain on Soviet-supplied
nesources and above all a liability in Vietnam's efforts to achieve better
international standing and support. Viebeam announced in january

1989 that it would withdraw its forces from C-ambodia by September

of that year.

Efforts to Find a Solution
Vietnam's announced intention to withdraw its forces from

Cambodia improved the chances for negotiating a settlement to the

Cambodian conflict. The crucial factor in bringing about a settlement

was that the Khmer Rouge could not be effectively isolated and

marginalised, and its military influence nullified, while it continued to
be supplied, especially by China, with arms, money and diplomatic
support. Unless China was PrePared to nrodify that support, then

ineipective of what efforts were made to negotiate a settlement, the

continuation of bloody civil war was inevitable.2

China's primary stated obiective in C-ambodia was to oppose

Vietnamese hegemony in tndochina; thousands of years of
Sino-Vietnarrrese friction underlay China's approach- China saw

Soviet influence in Vietnam and Viebramese influence in Indochina as

part of a policy of encirclement by the Soviet Union. As the Soviet

iJnions interest in regional conflicts waned under Mikhail
Gorbachev's leadership and relations between China and the Soviet
Union improved, China no longer felt threatened by the Soviet Union,
and while it still opposed Vietnamese hegemony in Cambodia, it saw

this more in regional rather than global terms. Moreover, China (and

2 rbrd-,p.212.
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for that matter Vietnam) knew that without Soviet support it woutd
not be feasible in the long run for Viebram to maintain its position in
Cambodia.

China consistently maintained that it would grve a
commitrrnnt to cease military support to the Khmer Rouge, and
support a ceasefire, only in the context of a compreheruive settlement
agreed to by all Cambodian parties which guaranteed the future
independence and neutrali$r of the country; that is, a C-ambodia which
gave no weight or sucrour to China's enemies around its borders.
Only a UN peace settlement $eerned capable of delivering that.3

The Australian Proposal
In response to the diplomatic deadlock and deteriorating

military situatiory on 24 November 1989 the Australian Minister for
Foreign Affairs and Trade, Senator Gareth Evans, launched an
initiative designed to end the fighting and give the Cambodian people
an opportunity to determine their own destiny. The Aushalian
proposal drew on ideas of a neutral UN interim administration put
forward earlier by Prince Sihanouk and US Congressman Stephen
Solarz.

The core of the Australian proposal for a comprehensive
settlement was that the United Nations would assume responsibility
for the adminishation of C-ambodia during the interim period between
the establishment of a ceasefire and the emergence of a new
goverrunent following an election conducted and supervised by the
United Nations. A UN involvement in the transitional administration,
together with a UN military force to monitor the ceasefire and
cessation of external military assistance and a UN role in organising
and conducting the elections, was to ensure a neubal political
environment conducive to frce and fair elections.4

An enhanced role for the United Nations that would supervise
.rn interim Cambodian administration circumvented the SOC's
objection to the inclusion of the Khmer Rouge in a coalition
goverrunent and the CGDK's objection to recognising the SOC as a
basis for a settlement.

ibid
ibid, p.2r1.

3
4
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While what was being proposed was inherently difficult and
complex, a numhr of factors seemed to indicate that a settlement of
the C-ambodian conflict might be achievable. The United Nations had
been able to dernonstrate new vitality and credibility through its
success in facilitating an end to the lran-Iraq war and the Soviet
withdrawal from Afghanistan and ie role in implementing the
Namibian settlement. As well, the transformation of East-West
relations brought dose collaboration between the United States and
the Soviet Union in a number of international disputes, including
Cambodia, and this had strengthened rnarkedly the collective
authority and inlluence of the five permanent members of the UN
Security C-ouncil. Further, as the effects of the historic changes in the
Soviet Union and Europe worked their way through to the Asia-Pacific
region, it was becoming dear that the Soviet Uniory Vietnam and
probably China (which was seeking to restore its international image
following the Beijing massacre) were more interested than before in
achieving a Cambodian settlement.S

From early 1990, the Australian proposal received
unprecedented support from the major Powers and came to form the
basis of the framework agreed to by the five permanent members of
the UN Security Council for a peace settlemenL By September, the
Cambodian parties accepted this framework in its entirety as a basis
for settling the C-ambodian conflict, but it was another twelve months
before the C-ambodians finally reached an agreement on the settlement
text.

The Comprehensive Political Settlement

The Agreenrenb on a Comprehensive Political Settlement of
the Cambodia Conflict were signed on 23 r3ctober 1991 by the four
Cambodian parties and the international participants in the Paris
Conference on Cambodia. The settlement committed the Cambodian
parties and those supporting them to a Pennanent ceasefire, the
holding of free and fair elections, and the adoption of a new
democratic constitution all under the supervision of the United
Nations through the United Nations Transitional Authority in
Cambodia ruNTAO.

5 Mioi"toirl Statemmt by Senator Evaru, Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade,
Senah, 5 Decerrber 1990.
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The UN mandate in Cambodia went far beyond that of
traditional peacekeeping, and included comprehensive efforts to
achieve genuine national reconciliation and a transition to democratic
government. In addition to haditional peacekeeping tasks, such as the
verification of the withdrawal of foreign forces and the supervision of
the ceasefire, UNTAC was responsible for creating a neutral political
environment conducive to free and fair elections; a task which
involved a 'direct control' function in respect of key areas of the civil
administration of Cambodia in the transitional period.

As well, LJNTAC was responsible for the cantonment and
demobilisation of the Cambodian armies, the organisation and conduct
of the elections (not just for monitoring them), the repatriation and
resettlement of rnore than 365,000 Cambodian refugees and displaced
persons in camps along the Thai{ambodia border, advancing efforts
to ensure the observation of human rights, and for the rehabilitation of
essential Cambodian infrastructure during the transitional period and
the post-transitional reconstruction of C-ambodia.

Over the perid of UNTAC administration, C-ambodian
sovereignty was vested in the Supreme National Council (SNC), which
was chaired by Prince Sihanouk and comprised representatives of the
four Cambodian parties: the SOC, which was the administration in
place in Phnom Penh, and the three former resistance parties - the PDK
(the Khmer Rouge), KPNLF and FUNCINPEC.

Under Article 6 of the comprehensive Agreement, the SNC
delegated to UNTAC'all powers necessary'in the bansitional period
to ensure the implementation of the Agreements. The transitional
perid begatr with the signing of the Agreements on 23 Octobet 7991
and conduded on 24 September 7993, when the l2Gmember
Constituent Assembly, elected in the UN+upervised elections,
adopted a constitution and transformed itself into a legislative
assembly.

Given the difficult physical and health environment, the lack
of infrastructure, transport difficulties, language difficulties, the
potentially fragile character of any ceasefire, the difficulty of
monitoring guerilla forces, and the sheer daunting size of the UN
operation in Cambodia, implementing the Cambodian peace
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settlement was likely to be more difficult than rnost other uN
peacekeeping operations.5

Implementation of the Peace Settlement

In late 1991 there was a real political imperative for the quick
deployment of the LJNTAC force. But there was also a realisation in
parts of the United Nations that early and full deployment were

iogistically and organisationally impossible. The risk of undue delay
in tte deptoynrent of UNTAC was the possibility of an_erosion of
commitrrent to the settlement on the part of both the c-ambodian
parties and some rnembers of the international community.T There

was also the risk that the uN operation itself could become too drawn
out, with a consequent ballmning of costs.

On 28 Februaryn 1992, the tJN Security Council approved the

overall plan for UNTAC. The estimated total budget was US$158

billion ana $re plan called for 15,900 military personnel,3,600 civilian
police and 1,020 administrative personnel from more than 30 countries.
The Secretary4eneral's Special Representative, the Head of I'JNTAC,
was Mr Yisushi Akashi of fapan and the I'JNTAC Military
Commander was Lieutenant€eneral lohn Sanderson of Australia.

However, the UNTAC force was not deployed in the effective
manner anticipated in the operational plan The gap_between
signature and implementation was five months, and UNTAC was not
fully operational until luly or August 1992. The forc€'s 12 battalions

were not deployed until mid-1992. The 3,600 civiltan police element

was not fully i" the field until |uly. The centrally important civil
administration component was not effectively up and running in the
provinces until the end of September, several months behind schedule.

Other components were also affected to varying extents.

International and UN Response to PDKNon-compliance

Failure by the UN Secretariat to ensure that UNTAC was

provided with adequate staff and facilities, to make a timely beginning

5 E atuandGrant, Attslnalie'sForeinnRdetions,p-211'
7 tti.L Warner, ;Cambodia: Lbsons of I,JNTAC for Future Peaekeeping

operations" paper presented to the lnternational Seqrinar on uN Peacekeeping
Canberra,2l-24 lvlardt 1993, P.3'
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to its crucial task of supervising and controlling key areas of the
existing Cambodian administratiory left an opening for Khrrer Rouge
allegations of UNTAC bias towards the SOC and gave the Khmer
Rouge an excuse not to fulfil its obligations under the terms of the
settlement"

On 9 May 1992, Sandersory after consultation with the parties,
called for the conunencetnent of Phase II of the peace process (the
cantonment, disarming and eventual demobilisation of 70 per cent of
the four C-ambodian armies) from 13 June 1992. It was estinrated that
abut 150"000 soldiers from the four C-ambodian armies had to be
cantoned and more than 300,000 weapons securd.

The PDK refused to comply with a number of requiremen[s
for comrnencement of Phase II, including refusing full access by
UNTAC to all areas under PDK control. The PDK based their refusal
to cooperate on two complaints: first, that LJNTAC had not taken
adequate steps to verify the withdrawal of all Vietnamese forces from
Cambodia; and, second, that the SNC needed to becrcme, in fact, the
'unigue' authority in Ctmbodia.

Vietnam had provided Akashi with information on the
withdrawal of Vietnamese forces from C-ambodia and had assured him
that no Vietnamese forces remained in Cambodia. However, as far as
the PDK was concerned, 'Vietnamese forces' meant not iust mi[ta{y
unib but also the ethnic Vietnamese settlers, who the PDK alleged
included large numbers of disguised Vietnamese soldiers and spies. A
population of around half a million ethnic Vietnamese had lived in
Cambodia before the Khmer Rouge era. Since the signing of the Paris
Agreements large numbers of Viebr.unese artisans and labourers,
attracted by the economic opportunities offered by LJNTAC, flowed
into Cambodia.

Akashi made it dear that he was not prepared to crcuntenance
any racially based discrimination against the Vietnamese in Cambodia
and that he regarded the Vietnamese settlers question as being entirely
separate from the question of verification of foreign troop withdrawal.
The issue of Vietnamese settlers was one that could only be resolved
by a democratically elected goverrrrnent of C-ambodia.

As to the issue of SNC authority, the PDK became more
iruistent that'the SNC and LINTAC in consultation and cooperation
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r€tain State power in Cambodia during the transitional period'. Sated
in these Erms, the PDK's position on the status and powers of the SNC
was a clear misinterpretation of the settlement text and a return to
their old demand for a share in interim C-ambodian government and
tlre complete dismantling of the SOC administration. Akashi
responded that such a dernand was quite unacceptable as it
undermined the whole basis of the comprehensive settlement.

The Ministerial C-onference on the Reconstruction and
Rehabilitation of C-ambodia, held in Tokyo on 22 fune 1992, provided
an opportunity for the international signatories to the settlement to
encourage the PDK to comply fully with the terms of the settlement. A
'non-paper' setting out ways in which legitirnate PDK concerns might
be addressed was passd to the PDK and the other Cambodian parties.
The Conference participants adopted a conciliatory approach to
genuine PDK concerns that UNTAC should create a neutral political
environment, without favouring one Party or the other, in which free
and fair elections could be held in the first half of 1993. Similarly, PDK
conc€rns that international aid would be used to suPPort any one

party over another were addressed. Ways were also suggested of
enhancing consultation between LJNTAC and the SNC. However, the
PDK made no direct response to the proposals in the non-paper.

In response to the deadlock, on 21 fuly 1992 the I'JN Security
Council adopted Resolution 766, which referred to the refusal of the
PDK to proceed with the implementation of Phase tr of the settlement,
deplored the continuing violations of the ceasefire and urged all
parties to cease all hostilities forthwith. The Resolution also called on
the UN Secretaqy4eneral to ensure that intemational assistance to
Cambodia only went to those parties who were fulfilling their
obligations under the Paris Agreements.

Throughout August the intemational community (China,

Thailand and |apan in particular), held a series of meetings with PDK
representatives in a further atternPt to draw the PDK back into the
peace process. By the end of August, however, when there was still no
positive response from the PDK, a number of concerned countries
expressed the view that the international community should begin to
examine alternative options for implementing the settlement.

On 13 October 1992, the tJN Security C-ouncil adopted
Resolution 783, which confirmed the timetable for the implementation
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of the peace settlenrent including that elecdons be held no l,ater than
April/May 1993. As well, the Military Component was to create a
secure environment conducive to the preparations for, and subsequent
conduct of the electoral process. The Resolution deplored the PDK's
non<ompliance and demanded that the PDK fulfil its obligations
under the Paris Agreements. Thailand and fapan were invited to
continue their efforts to find solutions to the problem of the PDK's
intraruigence. Further, the Paris International Conference on
Cambodia (PICC) cmhainnen (France and Indonesia) were asked to
undertake consultations and these took place in Beijing on 7€
November 1992. At Beijing the consensus among the maior
international players was that it strould be made clear to the PDK that
their non<ooperation could not expected to be entirely painless.

On 30 November 1992, the LJN Security C-ouncil adopted
Resolution 792, which reiterated that general elections were to go
ahead as scheduled in April/May 1993, in all areas of Cambodia to
which LJNTAC had full and free access as at 31 fanuary 1993. The
Resolution also proposed a number of measures that bore upon the
capacity of the PDK to continue to resist the full implementation of the
settlemeng specifically, tlnt UNTAC establish border checkpoints, and
the supply of petroleum producb to the PDK areas be prevented in
accordance with the military provisions of the Paris Agreemenb. The
Resolution also supported the decision of the SNC to ban the export of
logs from Cambodia from 31 December 1992, and called on LINTAC to
ensure its implementation. It further requested the SNC to consider
similar action on the export of minerals and gems.

China, a key to the successful implementation of the
settlement, abstained from voting on Resolution 792. China
considered the imposition of sanctions and the possible holding of
elections without the Khmer Rouge to be at variance with the Paris
Agreements. The international community had been successful up to
that tfune in maintaining a consensus approach on the implementation
of the settlement, and China's decision not to support Resolution 792
was a break from that consensus. China, however, later reiterated its
commitrrrent to the implementation of the Paris Accords.

With the Khmer Rouge unlikely now to enter Phase I[,
UNTAC had all but abandoned cantonment. From 31 December, the
role for UNTAC's Military Component changed from the cantonment
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process b more active patrollinp movement control and more

iecurityoriented tasks designed to create a s€cure environment for the

elecoral proc€ss.

However, the continuing existence of large and sometimes

undisciplined Cambodian armies, and attempts by some 
-of 

them to
improve their positiorui on the ground, had an adverse effect on the

se&rity situatibn in the country. In December there was a marked
increase in ceasefire violations and attacks against LJNTAC personnel
and helicopters. The PDK embarked uPon a policy of detaining
LJNTAC mititary personnel who encroached into PDKdaimed areas.

As well, therc was an increase in politically motivated acts of
intimidation and attacks against party offices and officials, in addition
to the deliberate killing of ethnic Viebramese.

Although Akashi announced on ?*5 December 1992 measures

for protecting oniaar of political parties, LJNTAC was increasingly

being accused of weakness in the face of political_violence and

critiased for not taking sterner action against the SOC. Criticism of the
Military Component increased sharply in early fanuary, begiryurlg
with Fiun Sen s rnaior address to diplomatic representatives and the
media on 5 fanuary1993. Hun Sen warned that the PDK would seek

to sabotage the elections and called for UNTAC to be given a sbonger

mandate-to take direct military action against the PDK. Sanderson

addressed a number of criticisms on 14 january. Sanderson's constant

position in not wanting to commit troops to intemal security
bperations was that this was outside UNTACs mandate.

'Internal security operations' in reality meant moving to a
Chapter VII mandate, or using force against Cambodians. This would
havi required the UN Sec"rity Council's approval and it was certain

some oithe Core Group, in particular Japan and China, would not
have agreed to an offensive role for the UNTAC Military Component-
Besides, LJNTAC would have needed to be augmented by additional
forces and with uN resources already overstretched it would have

taken time to deploy the additional forces. This would have

lengthened considerably the united Nations' presence in c-ambodia,

for-there was no guarantee that a conventional force would ultimately
defeat the Khmer Rouge guerilla force, or even force its compliance.

The UN operation in the Congo in the 1960s showed how easily a
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peacekeeping force could becorre embroiled in a chaotic internal
situation of extreme complexity.

With the continued refusal of the PDK to comply with the
terms of the Cambodia peace settlement by 31 |anuary 1993,
r€presentatives of the Core Group countries met in New York on 16
February to discuss the next steps in the peace process. A general
consensus emerged on Security Council action and on 8 Mardr the
Security Council unanimously passed Resolution 81O which sought to
move the Cambodian peace process along to elections on ?3-27 May,
without the participationof the PDK.

In his report to the UN Security C-ouncil on 3 May 1993, the
Secretary4eneral conduded that while the elections would clearly not
be taking place in an environment as disarmed and politically neutral
as was envisaged in the Paris Agreements, the United Nations had an
obligation - not least to the 95 per cent of eligible Cambodians who had
registered to vote - to proceed with the election 'with all caution and
prudence, and with the greatest possible concern for the safety of its
own staff and the well-being of Cambodians'.8

The Secretary€eneral added ttut if the holding of free and
fair elections in Cambodia was a test for the United Nations, it was
also a test for the Cambodians themselves. Neither peace nor elections
nor national reconciliation could be imposed by force, nor indeed was
UNTAC mandated or equipped to use force. The Cambodian parties
could not expect the international community to succeed where they
themselves had failed.g

On 15 May 1993, the Secretary4eneral acknowledged that the
elections were likely to be affected by continuing violence, and
reiterated that UNTAC would continue to do its utmost in providing
security measures. LJNTAC would be conducting the most impartial
election that^was possible in conditions that were not susceptible to its
full control.lo

9
10

lourth hogress Report of the Secretary4eneral on the United Nations
Transitional .Authority in Cambodia', United Nations, New York, 3 May l99fJ,
paragraph 140.
ibid., paragaph 138.
'Report of the Secretary4eneral in Pursuance of Parapgaph 6 of Security Coundl
Resolution 810 (1993)', United Nations, New Yorlg 15 May l9/3,paragrafih22.
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Elections

The Constituent Assembly elections were held on 2&28 May
1993, in all areas in which UNTAC had access as at 31 fanuary 1993.

Three of the four Cambodian signatories to the Paris Agreements took
part in the electoral process. Attogethgr there were twenty political

iatties standing candidates, and 4.7 millisn Cambodians had

registered to vote (95 per cent of those eligible).

Whereas LJNTAC had failed to fulfil ib full mandate in regard

to controlling the civil administration, its efforts in organising and
conducting the elections were nn outstanding achievement. This was

largely due to three factors. The first wa9 good_ preparation.

Pre-paiation for the electoral proc€ss beg* with the deployment to

Cambodia in early fanuary 1992 of the Advance Electoral Planning

Unit, which under-took indepth planning throughout cambodia in the

lead-up to uNTACs deployment. The second was_the profesional
staff (including uN volunteers) in the Electoral c-olponent, their

education programme and their ability to educate the cambodians in
democratiipriirciples and to convince them to taLe Part-ln the election.

The third r"'as ttd flexibility of UNTAC's mandate to allow the role of

ttre Miliary c-omponent to be changed on 3l December 1992, from
cantonme..jt, disarmarrrent and demobilisation of the C-ambodian

faction s forces to the Protection of the electoral Proc€ss.

The 43day election campaign saw a high level of SOC

intimidatiorU which ranged from fairly minor incidenb, such as the

ripping down of posters, threats against members and officials of
'op-positiot' parties, to the more serious shootings an! killings'
U'nibrtunatety, ttre atmosphere of fear that pervaded the early weeks of
the campaign eroded the willingness of many Party offrcSls to 8-l out
and carirpalgn. As a result, tf,e Cu*UoAian-Pmple's P"tty,(CPP)11

dominated the campaign period, holding more than 1,050 of the 1500

rallies and meetings. Nevertheless, the campaign, on balance, was

successful, and gave cambodiars an opportunity to listen to the views
of the contending Parties.

The T NTAC Military C-omponent adopted tight security

measures for the electoral Process. Despite PDK threats, the elections

11 The poliucal party of the SOC.
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proceeded with only sorne scattered violence. There was a
tremendous response by the C-ambodian people in their first
country-wide general election in over twenty years, with more than
424 million of registered voters (nearly 90 per cent) turning out to
vote. The very high level of participation in the elections was
indicative of the Cambodians' desire to assume responsibility for the
conduct of their national affairs.

UNTAC achieved its primary objective; namely, organising
and conducting the elections so that the C-ambodian people could
express their collective will in a genuine act of selfdetermination.
Despite sorre isolated irregularities, the overall conduct of the poll was
clearly free and fafu, and was pronounced as sudr by the
Secretary4eneral on 10 June 1993. It was a heartening outcome given
that the electoral process, as noted by the Secretary4eneral, had been
a 'complex mission [heldl under exhaordinarily difficult and often
dangerous conditions'.l2

The two rnapr Cambodian parties to gain the most seats in the
elections were FUNCINPEC and the CPP. Although FLJNCINPEC
won the most seats it did not win a simple rnaiority. These parties,
with the third largest party, the Buddhist Liberal Democratic Party,
formed a coalition interim administration. On 24 September 1993, the
Kingdom of Cambodia was established, the new constitution was
promulgated, the Constituent Assembly became the National
Assembly and Norodom Sihanouk was installed as King.

In addition to organising the holding of free and fair elections,
UNTAC had significant civil administration, police, human rights,
repatriatiory rehabilitation and reconstruction functions as part of a
peacebuilding package designed to secure a lasting end to armed
conflict and a genuine bansition to democracy.

Civil Administration
UNTAC was to exercise'direct conbol'over the five key areas

(foreign affairs, security, informatiory finance and national defence) in
the eighteen-npnth period leading up to and immediately after the
elections. This would be a daunting task in any polity, but was even

12 'Report of the Secetary4eneral on the Conduct and Results of the Elections ln
Cambodia', United Nations, New York, l0 June 7993, p.4.
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mone so in Cambodia, whel€ ther',e were ostensibly four separate
administrative elernenb and police forces to control, little workable
infrastnrcture, and huge languige problems.l3

Without the political will of the Cambodian factions to apply
the Paris Actords, administrative control by I'JNTAC could not be

effective. The non<ompliance of the PDK with the Peace Agreencnts
seerned to signal to the other factions that they could bypass uN rules
with impunity. As FLJNCINPEC and the KPNLF did not have

administrative structures to speak of, and LJNTAC did not have actess

to PDK civil administratiory most of UNTACs attention was focused

on the SOC administration. Unfortunately I'JNTAC did not move
quickly to control and supenrise the politically sensitive areas of the
SOC adminisbation. This provided the PDK with an oPening to
criticise LJNTAC and to make allegations tlnt UNTAC displayed
favouritism towards the SOC.

A maior problem was the lack of indepth planning and

consideration of the concept and requirement of 'direct control' before
the deployment of UNTAC.Ia Months after the deployment of
UNTAC, debates were still going on in the Civil Administration
Component as to what was meant by 'control' and how I'JNTAC
should implenrent its mandate. Because of the fragility of the peace

process, many areas of the Gvil Administration Component werc

reluctant to push the soc too hard for fear it might refuse to cooperab
altogether.

Another problem was that LJNTAC had insufficierrt staff to
take full and effective control over the five key areas. The civilian
component of LJNTAC when fully deployed, numbered 1020, of
whoh 157 were senior administrators. Given the complexity of their
task and the need for them to be spread over the whole country, the
number was too small to exercise the sort of direct control over the
SOC bureaucracy which would satisfy the PDK even in the Ley
sectors. LTNTAC would have needed several thousand officials to
have taken effective control of the civil administration ae envisaged in
its mandate. As well, the UN Secretariat was slow and inefficient in
recruiting and deploying the 157 senior administrators. Five months

13

14

Warner, 'Cambodia: Lessons of LJNTAC for Future Peacekeeping Qpera$ons',
P.r2.
rbid.
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after the deployment of UNTAC, only 120 of the senior administrators,
and about half of the adminishative support stafl had been deployed.

UNTAC's failure to take adequate control of the SOC
administration meant that UNTAC was unable to deal effectively with
cormption and with the continuing SOC intimidation of political
figures from other parties during the election perid. This, and the
decision of the PDK not to comply with key provisions of the Peace
Agreements, including the cantonment, disarmament and
demobilisation process, meant the elections would not be held in a
sbictly neutral political environment.

Civilian Police (CMOL)
UNTAC was also to'supervise and control' the civilian police.

The UN operation in Namibia was the first time that UN police had
been used in a UN peacekeeping operation with the exception of
C1prus, where the police came under the military organisation. In
Namibia the role of CIVPOL was central to the success of that mission.
In C-ambodia, where UNTAC employed 3600 civilian police to
'supervise and conhol' the local police, CIVPOL, with a few
exceptions, was far from successful.ls

CTVIOL was beset with problems, mainly due to the lack of
planning and preparation before deployment. A major problem was
that CIVPOL was deployed in Cambodia without standard operating
procedures. Another problem was the unsuitability of some of the
police. The criteria issued by UN Headquarters for CIVPOL called for
six years of community policing, with driving skills and competency in
French and English. ln far too many cases these criteria were not met
by contributing countries, detracting, sometimes seriously, from the
performance of the police force. As a consequence, operational
difficulties were caused by some CryPOL not being proficient in either
English or French. As well, the different attitudes to policing and
differences in customs of some national contingencies often led to
conflict between contingents over their roles and responsibilities. In
retrospect, UNTAC CIVPOL probably would have operated more

15 ibid-, p.5.
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effectively with a smaller, better qualified force, perhaps 1p00 instead

of 3600.15

Human Rfghtt
Unlike other UNTAC comPonents, which were given

responsibility to supervise and control the existing administration
structures, the police and the military, the Human Rights Component
undertook a broad monitoring functiory particularly of those
institutions and structures linked directly to the protection of human
rights, such as the police, the prisons, the courts and the legal system
generally.

While the Human Rights Component succeeded in increasing
aw.ueness of human rights, it failed to deeply inculcate its message. ln
part this was due to gross understaffing. Initially the component was
to consist of just ten personnel (from a force of 22.0[0) but was
eventually expanded to fifteen in Phnom Penh and twent5rone in the
provinces, although provincial personnel were from civil
administra$ory which led to other problems. Another fundamental
problem was lack of enforcement capacity, brought about mainly by
an unwillingness within TJNTAC to take the necessary tough
measures.

Nevertheless, UNTACs Human Rights Component dosely
monitored the release of hundreds of political prisoners, trained

iudges, police and administratorc in basic human rights principles,
conducted an education campaign throughout the country,
encouraged Cambodia's accession to seven international human rights
instmments, and enacted an interim criminal code that introduced
procedural safeguards. As well, UNTAC nurtured five human rights
organisations with offices in nearly all the provinces and a combined
membership reportedly approaching 50,000. In response to the urgent
problem of political violence, UNTAC appointed a Special Prosecutor

to investigate and prosecute serious human rights offenders.
Unfortunately this effort foundered once the SOC ordered its courts
not to hear such cases,

16 ibid., p.ro.
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The establishment of a UN Crntre for Human Rights and the
appointrnent of Mr Justice Michael Kirby, an Australian, as the UN
Specid Representative on Human Rights in Cambodia are important
measures in the post-UNTAC peace'building efforts.

Repatriation
The repatriation operation was of paramount impoftanc€ to

the success of the overall peace settlement, for it had to be completed
before the elections. After a less-than-auspicious start caused by
unrealistic and overly sophisticated planning (including an offer b
give every returnee two hectares of land and the general failure of a
US$650,000 satellite photo-mapping programnc of Cambodia), the
UNHCR repatriation prograrrune was.rn outstanding success. It was
the first tirne in UNHCRs history that a field operation had been
totally managed from the field, with the delegation of authority and
financial arrangements to Phnom Penh. UNHCR, therefore, was
fledble in planning and better able to respond to changing
situations.lT In a remarkably smooth operatiory more than 355.000
Cambodian refugees were safely repatriated from camps in Thailand
and elsewhere in the region.

Rehabilitation and Reconshuction

LINTAC made only a small dent in the task of improving the
infrastructure of C-ambodia, particularly in the areas of
communications, road and rail. Some of the work completed by
UNTAC (roads, for example) was of a temporary nature aimed at
facilitating the work of IJNTAC, rather than the long-term
development of Cambodia.

In response to the Secretary4eneral's appeal for US$595
million for the rehabilitation of Cambodia, the international
community pledged US$880 million at the Ministerial Conference on
the Rehabilitation and Reconstruction of C-ambodia, in Tokyo on2h22
fune 1992. That meeting adopted the Tokyo Dedaration which, intn
alia, set out the international community's agreement to establish the
International Committee on the Reconstruction of Cambodia 0CORC)

17 ibid., p.12.
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as the international mechanism for coordinating, in consultation with
the elected goverilnent of Cambodia, the rnedium- and long-term
assistance for the reconstruction of Cambodia.

In an environment characterised by armed conllict and a

degree of economic and political disorder, sonre donors, coruciously-or
unionsciously, slowed the pace of their agtiyig in order to assess the

evolution of the political sihration in cambodia. However, at the time
of the first meeting of ICORC in Paris on &9 September 1993, US$714

million of the US$S80 million pledged in Tokyo had been spent. As

well, at the Paris meeting, donors responded to an effective

cambodian presentation of needs by pledging an additional us$119
million.

Condusion
The UN operations in Cambodia underlined two well-known

lessons - the need for better planning and the need for precipitate
deployment. The delays in the deployment of UNTAC were critical in
ttrat ttrey cut into the tight timetable outlined in the Peace Agreements,

and chipped away it UNTAC's credibility in the eyes of the

Cambodian people and the four factions. From the perspective of
Phnom Penh, the delays in deployment seemed mainly to have been

caused by the inability of the uN system to grapple with the size and
complexity of the operation. With a number of other missions
underway or in the planning stages, the old UN rnachinery found it
hard to cope.lE

Moreover, the operation in Cambodia has shown that, to
successfully implement its mandate in dl resPects, any tIN
peacekeeping mission requires the full cooperation of all the parties to
tte connict. The decision of the PDK not to comply with key
provisions of the Paris Agreements, induding the regrouPment,
iantonment, disarming and demobilisation of its forces, affected the
implementation of those Accords, influencing every aspect of the

TJNTAC operation.

1g bid.,p.4
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Despite some setbacks, principally the result of the refusal by
the Khmer Rouge to comply with all the provisions of the Paris
Agreements, the UN-supervised settlement achieved its principal
aims. The Paris Agreements succeeded in removing the Cambodia
conflict as a source of regional tension. Vietnam has entered into rnore
productive relations regionally and internationally. External patrons
have withdrawn material support for the various factions, thereby
removing the capacity of Cambodians to engage in an endless
destructive civil war. The Thai goverrunent has cooperated with
UNTAC in enforcing measures against the Khmer Rouge called for by
the Security C-ouncil, although elements of the Thai military and
business communities still maintain links with the Khrner Rouge. As
well, more than 365,000 displaced C-ambodians on the Thai border
were successfu lly repatriated.

Most importantly, the United Nations has demonsbably
succeeded in giving the Cambodian people the opportunity to exercise
their dernocratic will in a genuine act of selfdetermination, by means
of UN-organised free and fair elections. These achievements far
outweigh in significance the failure of the disarmanrent and
demobilisation process and UNTAC's failure to take effective control
of the key areas of the civil administration.

Much of UNTAC's success was due to the high degree of
fledbility in the rnandate and risk taking in problem solving. This was
evident in the decision by the Security C-ouncil to proceed with the
elections even though the PDK continued to refuse to comply with the
terms of the Paris Accords. To have postponed the elections risked
extending UNTAC's mandate indefinitely at a huge cost to the United
Nations. To have withdrawn, which was at least an outside option for
LJNTAC in mid-1992 when the PDK refused to canton its troops,
would have been to abandon the advances that were being made in
returning Cambodia to the community of nations. The decision to stay
on and try to implement the Agreements as comprehensively as
possible meant that UNTAC had to compromise in a number of
important areas and risked the operation failing altogether, as
happened in Angola. The Secretary€eneral rightly decided to
continue on to the elections even though one party refused to
cooperate.
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The flexibility in implementing the peace settlement was in
part derived from another innovation - the role of the Core Group
iountries (the Permanent Five Members of the Security Council plus

fapan, Australia lndonesia, Thailand, Germany, Canada and India).
The C-ore Group, both in New York and in Phnom Penlu rnaintained a

sense of unity of PurPos€ and commitment within the international
community, and was useful in focusing Pressure and persuasion on
the Cambodian factions to comply with the terms of the Agreerrrents.

In New York, the Core Group's role in assisting and advising the

Secretary4eneral, the UN Secretariat and the Security Council on the
Cambodian peace settlenent was vital.

The successful outcorne in Cambodia was important to the
standing of the United Nations. The UN operation in Cambodia
demonstrated that the United Nations and the international
community were capable of sustaining a very complex operation
which irrcluded not only peacekeeping, but also conllict resolutiory
national reconciliation and nation building; even under extremely
difficult and dangerous conditions. The UN operation in Cambodia
also demonstrated that it was possible for such a complex operation to
be completed within a tight tinc framework.



APPENDIX I

THE POWERS OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL
(CHAPTERS V TO D( OF

THE CHARTER OF THE I,JNTTED NATIONS)

CHAPTER V
II{E SECTJRITY COI,JNCIL

Cotr'cosrflor.I

Article Zl
1. The Security Council shall consist of fifteen Members of the
United Nations. The Republic of China, France, the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, and the United States of America shall be permanent members
of the Security Council. The C-eneral Assembly shall elect ten other
Members of the United Nations to be non-permanent members of the
Security Council, due regard being specially paid, in the first instance
to the qcntribution of Members of the United Nations to the
maintenance of international peace and security and to the other
purposes of the Organization, and also to equitable geographical
distribution.

2. The non-permanent members of the Security Council shall be
elected for a term of two years. ln the first election of the non-
permanent members after the increase of the membership of the
Security Council from eleven to fifteery two of the four additional
members shall be chosen for a term of one year. A retiring member
shall not be eligible for immediate reelection.

3. Each member of the Security Council shall have one
representative.
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FUNCNONSANDPOWERS

Article 24

1. In order to ensure prompt and effective action by the United
Nations, its Members confer on the Security Council Prirnary
responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security,
and agree that in carrylng out its duties under this responsibility the
Security Council acts on their behalf.

2. In discharging these duties the Security Council shall act in
accordance with the Purposes and Principles of the United Nations.
The specific powers granted to the Security Council for the discharge
of these duties are laid down in Chapters VI, VII, V[I, and XII.

3. The Security Council shall submit annual an4 when
necessary, special reports to the General Assembly for ib
consideration.

Article 25

The Members of the United Nations agree to accePt and carry
out the decisions of the Security Council in accordance with the
present Charter.

Article 26

In order to promote the establishment and maintenance of
international peace and security with the least diversion for
armaments of the world's human and economic resources, the Security
Council shall be responsible for formulating, with the assistance of the
Military Staff Committee refened to in Article 47, plans to be

submitted to the Members of the United Nations for the establishrnent
of a system for the regulation of armaments.

VoTING

Article 27

1. Each member of the Security Council shall have one vote.
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2. Decisions of the Sec*ity Council on procedural rnatErs shall
be made by an affirmative vote of nine nrembers.

3. Decisions of the Security Council on dl other matters shall be
made by an affirmative vote of nine members including the concurring
votes of the perrnanent members; provided that, in decisions under
Chapbr VI, and under paragraph 3 of Article 52, a party to a dispute
shall abstain from voting.

PnocEounn

Article 28

1. The Security C-ouncil shall be so organized as to be able to
function continuously. Each member of the Security Council shall for
this purpose be represented at all times at the seat of the Organization.

2. The Security Council shall hold periodic nreetings at which
each of its members may, if it so desires, be represenM by a member
of the government or by some other specially designated
representative.

3. The Security Council may hold rrnetings at such pliaces other
than the seat of the Organization as in ib iudgncnt will best facilitate
its work.

Article 29

The Security Council may establish such subsidiary organs as
it deems necessary for the performance of its functions.

Article 30

The Security Council shall adopt its own rules of procedure,
including the method of selecting its President.

Article 31

Any Member of the United Nations which is not a rnember of
the Security Council may participate, without vote, in the discussion of
any question brought before the Security Council whenever the latter
considers that the interests of that Member are specially affected.
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Article 32

Any Member of the United Nations which is not a rrember of
the Security Council or any state which is not a Member of the United
Nations, ifit is a party to a dispute under consideration by the Security
council, shall be invited to participate, without vote, in the discussion

relating to the dispute. The security council shall lay down such

conditions as it deems iust for the participation of a state which is not a

Member of the United Nations.

CHAPTER \rI
PACIFIC SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

Article 33

1. The parties to any dispute, the continuance of which is likely
to endanger ihe rnaintenance of international peace and security, shall,
first of all, seek a solution by negotiation, enquiqy, mediation,

conciliatiory arbitration, judicial settlement, resort to regiornl agencies

or arrangerrrcnts, or other Peaceful rrcarui of their own choice.

2. The Security Council shall, when it deems necessary' call upon
the parties to settle their dispute by such means.

Article 34

The Security Council may investigate any dispute, or any

situation which might lead to international friction or give rise to a
dispute, in order to determine whether the continuance of the dispute

or iituation is likely to endanger the rnaintenance of international
peace and securitY.

Article 35

1. Any Member of the United Nations may bring any dispute, or
any sitgation of the nature referred to in Artide 34, to the attention of
the Security Council or of the General Assembly.

2. A state which is not a Member of the United Nations rnay

bring to the attention of the Security Council or of the General
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Assembly any dispute to which it is a party if it accepts in advance, for
the purposes of the dispute, the obligations of pacific settlement
provided in the present Charter.

3. The proceedings of the General Assembly in respect of matters
brought to its attention under this Article will be subirt to the
provisions of Articles 11 and 12.

Article 36

1. The Security Council may, at any stage of a dispute of the
nature referred to in Artide 33 or of a situation of like nature,
lecommend appropriate procedures or methods of adjustncnt.

2. The Security C-ouncil should take into consideration any
procedures for the settlement of the dispute which have already been
adopted by the parties.

3. In making recommendations under this Artide the Security
Council shall also take into consideration that legal disputes should as
a general rule be refered by the parties to the International Court of
|ustice in accordance with the provisions of the Statute of the Court.

Article 37

1. Should the parties to a dispute of the nature referred to in
Artide 33 fail to s€ttle it by the rneans indicated in that Artide, they
shall refer it to the Security Council.

2. If the Security Council deems that the crcntinuance of the
dispute is in fact likely to endanger the maintenance of international
peace and security, it shall decide whether to take action under Artide
36 or to recomrnend such terms of settlement as it may consider
appropriate.

Article 38

Without preiudice to the provisions of Articles 33 to 3Z the
Security Council may, if all the parties to any dispute so request, make
recomrnendations to the parties with a view to a pacific settlement of
the dispute.
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CHAPTER\rII
ACTION WTII{ RESPECT TO

THREATS TO THE PEACE, BREACHES OF THE PEACE, AND
ACTS OF AGGRESSION

Article 39

The Security Council shall determine the existence of any

threat to the peace, breach of the Peace, or act of aggression and shall

make recommendations, or decide what rneasures shall be taken in
acrordance with Articles 41 and 42, to maintain or restore international
peace and security.

Article {l
ln order to prevent an aggmvation of the situation, the

Security Council rnay, before rnaking the tecomrnendations or
decidirig upon the measures provided for in Article 39, call upon the
partie -concerned to comply with such provisional rneasures as it
iee^s necessary or desirable. Such provisional rrrcasures shall be

without preiudice to the rights, daims, or position of th9 parties

concert ed. The Security Council shall duly take account of failure to
comply with such provisional measures.

Article 41

The Security Council may decide what measures not involving
the use of armed force are to be employed to give effect to its
decisions, and it rnay call upon the Members of the United Nations to
apply such measures. These may include complete or partial
intbruption of economic relations and of rail, sea, air, postal,
telegtaphic, radio, and other means of communicatiory and the
severance of diplomatic relations.

Article 42

Should the Security C-ouncil consider that measures provided
for in Artide 41 would be inadequate or have proved to be inadequate,
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it rnay take such action by air, sea, or land forces as nury be necessary
to rnaintain or restore international peace and security. Such action
may indude demonstrations, blockade and other operations by air,
se4 or land forces of Members of the United Nations.

Article 43

1. All Members of the United Natioru, in order to contribute to
the maintenance of international peace and security, undertake to
make available to the Sec*ity Council, on its call and in accordance
with a special agreement or agreements, arrned forces, assistance, and
facilities, including righb of passage necessary for the purpose of
maintaining international peace and security.

2. Such agreement or agreements shall govern the numbers and
types of forces, their degree of readiness and general locatiory and the
nature of the facilities and assistance to be provided.

3. The agreement or agreements shall be negotiated as soon as
possible on the initiative of the Security Council. They shall be
conduded between the Security C-ouncil and Members or between the
Security Council and groups of Members and shall be subject to
ratification by the signatory states in accordance with their respective
constifu tional processes.

Article 44

When the Security Council has decided to use force it shall,
before calling upon a Member not represented on it to provide armed
forces in fulfilment of the obligations assumed under Artide 43, invite
that Member, if the Member so desires, to participate in the decisions
of the Security Council concerning the employment of contingents of
that Member's armed force.

Article 45

In order to enable the United Nations to take urgent military
measures, Members shall hold immediately available national air-force
contingents for combined international enforcement action. The
shength and degree of readiness of these contingents and plans for
their combined action shall be determined, within the limits laid down
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in the special agreement or agreements referred to in Artide 43, by the
Security Council with the assistance of the Military Staff C-ommittee.

Artide 46

Plans for the application of armed force shall be made by the
Security Council with the assistance of the Military Staff Committee.

Ardcle 47

1. There shall be established a Military Staff Committee to advise
ancl assist the Security C-ouncil on all questions relating to the Security
Council's military requirements for the maintenance of international
peace and security, the employment and command of forces placed at
its disposal, the regulation of arrnaments, and possible disarrnament.

2. The Military Staff Committee shall consist of the Chieft of Staff
of the permanent members of the Security C-ouncil or their
representatives. Any Member of the United Nations not perrnanently
represented on the Committee shall be invited by the Committee to be
associated with it when the efficient discharge of the C-ommittee's
resporuibilities requires the participation of that Member in its work

3. The Military Staff C-ommittee shall be responsible under the
Security Council for the strategic direction of any armed forces placed
at the disposal of the Security Council. Questions relating to the
command of such forces shall be worked out subsequently.

4. The Military Staff Committee, with the authorization of the
Security Council and after consultation with appropriate regional
agencies, may establish regional subcommittees.

Article 4E

1. 'llre action required b carry out the decisions of the Security
Council for the mainbnance of international peace and security shall
be taken by all the Members of the United Nations or by some of them,
as the Security Council may determine.

2. Such decisions shall be carried out by the Members of the
United Nations directly and through their action in the appropriate
intemational agencies of which theyare members.
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Article 49

The Members of the United Nations shall ioin in affording
mutual assistance in carrying out the measures decided upon by the
Security Council.

Article 50

If preventive or enforcernent rreasures against any state are
taken by the Security Council, any other state, whether a Member of
the United Nations or not, which finds itself confronted with special
economic problems arising from the carrying out of those measures
shall have the right to consult the Security Council with regard to a
solution of those problems.

Article 51

Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right
of individual or collective selfdefense if an armed aftack occuns
against a Member of the United Nations, until the Sec"rity Council has

taken the measures necessary to maintain international peace and
security. Measures taken by Members in the exercise of this right of
selfdefense shall be immediately reported to the Security Council and
shall not in any way affect the authority and responsibility of the
Security Council under the present Charter to take at any time such
action as it deems necessary in order to maintain or restore
international peace and security.

CHAPTER VIII
REGIONAL ARRAI{GEMENTS

Article 52

1. Nothing in the present Charter predudes the existence of
regional arrangerrents or agencies for dealing with such rnatters
relating to the maintenance of international peace and security as .ue
appropriate for regional actior\ provided that such arrangements or
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agencies and their activities are consistent with the Purposes and
Principles of the United Nations.

2. The Members of the United Nations entering into such

arrangements or qonstituting such agencies shall make every effort to
achieve pacific settlement of local disputes through such regional
arrangements or by such regional agencies before referring them to the
Security Council.

3. The Security Council shall encourage the development of
pacific settlement of local dispubs through such r€gtonal
arangements or by such regional agerrcies either on the initiative of
the states concerned or by reference from the Security Council.

4. This Artide in no way impairs the application of Artides 34

and 35.

Article 53

1. The Security Council shall, where appropriate, utilize such
regional aurangements or agencies for enforcement action under its
au-thority. But no enforcenrent action shaU be taken under regional
ilrangements or by regional agencies without the authorization of the

Security Council, with the exception of measures against any enemy
state, as defined in paragraph 2 of this Artide, provided for purcuant
to Article lM or in regional arrangements directed against renewal of
aggressive policy on the part of any such state, until such time as the
Organization may, on rcquest of the Governrrcnts concerned, be

charged with the responsibility for preventing further aggression by
such a state.

2. The brm enemy state as used in paragraph 1 of this Article
applies to any state which during the Second World War has been an
enemy of any signatory of the present Charter.

Article 34

The Security Council shall at all times be kept fully informed
of activitieg undertaken or in contemplation under regional
arangements or by regional agencies for the maintenance of
international peace and security.
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CHAPTER IX
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COOPERATION

Article 55

With a view to the creation of conditions of stability and well-
being which are necess:r$/ for peaceful and friendly relations among
nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self-
determination of peoples, the United Nations shall promote:

a. higher standards of living, fuil employment,
conditions of economic and socid progress
developmeng

b. solutions of international economic, social, health,
related problems; and international cultural
educational cooperation; and

c. universal respect for, and obsenance oC human rights and
fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to
race, sex, language, or religion.

Article 56

All Members pledge themselves to take joint and separate
action in cooperation with the Organization for the achievernent of the
purposes set forth in Article 55.

Article 57

1. The various specialized agencies, established by
intergovernmental agreement and having wide international
responsibilities, as defined in their basic instruments, in economic,
social, culturd, educatiornl, health, and related fields, shall be brought
into relationship with the United Nations in accordance with the
provisions of Article 63.

2. Such agencies thus brought into relationship with the United
Nations are hereinafter referred to as specialized agencies.

and
and

and
and
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Article 58

The Organization shall rnalc recornnrendations for the
coordination of the policies and activities of the specialized agencies.

Article 59

The Organization shall, where appropriaE, initiate
negotiations among the states concerned for the creation of any new
specialized agencies required for the accomplishment of the purposes
set forth in Article 55.

Ardcle 60

Responsibility for the dirharge of the functions of the
Organization set forth in this Chapter shall be vested in the C,eneral
Assembly and, under the authority of the General Assembly, in the
Economic and Social Council, which shall have for this purpose the
powers set forth in Chapter X.
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UN PEACEKEEPING AND OBSERVATION
MISSIONS, 194&1994

United Nations Tmce Supenrision Organisation fl,JNTSO)

Duration: ]une 19t&

Function: To supervise truce in Palestine after Middle East
war of 1948. Subsequently responsible for
observation of 1967 cease'fire in Sinai and Golan
Heights. Currently cooperates with UNDOF and
IJNIFIL

Contributors: Argentina,Australia,Austria,Belgium,Burma,
Canada, Chile, Denmark, Finland, France, Irelan4
Italy, Netherlands, New ZeaLand, Norway,
Swedery USS& United States

Maximum
Strength: 572(7948,

United Nations Military Observer Group in India and Pakistan
(I.'NMOGIP)

Duration January 1949-

Function: To supervise India-Pakistan cease.fire in Jammu
and Kashmir

Contributors: Australia,Belgium,C-anadaChile,Denrnark,
Ecuador, Finland,Italy, Mexico, New Tnaland,
Swedery Uruguay, United States

Maximum
Strength: 102 (1965)
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United Natioru Emergency Force IJNEF I]

Duration: November 7956lunel967

Function: To supervise withdrawal of Anglo-Frendr forces
from Egypt and act as a buffer between Egypt and
Israel in the Suez area

Contributors: Brazil,Canad+ Colombia, Denrnark, Finland,
India, lndonesia, Norway, Swedery Yugoslavia

Maximum
Sbength: ffi73(J95n

United Nations Observer Group in Lebanon fl'rNOGIt)

Duration: JuneDecember 1958

Function: To secure Iebanese borders against infilhation of
mi[tary personnel and weaPoru

Contributors: AfghanistaryArgentina,Burrna,Canada,Ceylory
Chile, Denmark, Ecuador, Finland, India,
lndonesi+ Ireland, Italy, Nepal, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, Peru, Portugal, Thailand

Maximum
Shength: 591

United Natlons Operation in the Congo (ONUC)

Duration: fuly l%&|une 1954

Function: To ensure withdrawal of Belgian forces and assist
in maintenance of law and order - subsequently,
to guarantee teritorial integrity and secure
removal of foreign military personnel

Conbibutors: Argentina, Austria, Brazil, Burma, Canada,
Ceylon, Den mark, Ethiopn, Ghana,Guinea,
India, lndonesia, Iran, Ireland ltaly, Liberia,
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Malaya, Mali/Senegal, Morocco, Netherlands,
Nigeria, Norway, Pakistary Philippines, Sierra
I€one, Sudan, Swedery Tunisi4 UAR, Yugoslavia

Maximum
Strength: 19828 (196,1)

United Nations Security Force in Westlrian (LINSFruNTEA)

Duration: October 1962-April1963

Function: To maintain peac€ in territory for UN Temporaqy
Executive Authority ruNTEA) established by
agreement between Netherlands and Indonesia

Contributors: Pakistan (military observers from Brazil, C"y'otr,
lndia, Ireland, Nigeria and Sweden)

Maximum
Strength: 1500

United Nations Yemen Observation Mission fl,rhIYOM)

Duration: fuly l%$September 1964

Function: To observe and verify disengagement agreement
between Saudi Arabia and United Arab Republic
from Yemen

Contributors: Australia,Canada,Denmark,Ghana,India,Italn
Netherlands, Norway, Pakistan, Swedery
Yugoslavia

Maximum
Strength: 189

United Nations Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus fl,JNFICYP)

Duration: March 1964-

Function: To prevent recurrence of interethnic violence -
following Turkish invasion of 1974, to secure
cease.fire line and provide buffer force



United Nadons India-Pakistan Observation Mission fl,JNIPOM)
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(including civilian police - UNCIVPOL) Australia,
Austria, Canada Denmark, Finland, Ireland, New
Zealand, Swederu United Kingdom

64rr$9f, )

September l96FMarch 1966

To observe India-Pakistan ceasefire following war
of 1965 in areas other thanlammu and Kashmir
(covered by LJNMOGIP)

96

Unlted Nations Emergency Force (UNEF II)

Contsibutors:

Maximum
Sbengttu

Duratioru

Function:

Maximum
Suength:

Duration:

Function:

Contributors:

lvlaximum
Strength:

Duration:

Function:

Contributors:
lvlaximum
Suengttu

Untted Nationg Disengagement Obsener Force fiJNDOF)

October l97}lulyl979

To supervise cease.fire between Israel and EgWt
in Sinai area following 1973 war

Australia, Austria, Canada, Finland, Ghana,
Indonesia, Irelan4 Nepal, Panama, Peru, Poland,
Senegal, Sweden

69730974)

|une 1974-

To supervise cease-fire in Golan Heights area
between Israel and Syria following war of 1973

Austria, Canada, Finland, Iran, Peru, Poland

Approxirnately 1400
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Untted Nations Interim Force in Lebanon fl,JNIfIL)

United Nations Transition Assistance Group (LJNTAG)

Duration:

Function:

Contsibutors:
Maximum
Strength:

Duration:

Function:

Contributors:

Maximum
Shength:

D,rration:

Function:

Contributors:

tvlarch 19&

To confirm withdrawal of Israeli forces from
southern Lebanon and to assist govemrrrent of
l.ebanon in asserting effective authority in the area

Canad+ Fiji, Finland, France, Ghana

Approxirnately 6000

March 1989-

To supervise the transfer of power in Namibia
from South Africa to an independent
administration; to ensure fair and free elections for
this administration

Australia, Banglades[ C-anada, Czechoslovakia,
Denmark, Finland, India, Ireland, Italy, Kenya,
Malaysia, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, PoLand, Sparn,
Sudan, Togo, Venezuela, Yugosl,avia, United
Kingdom

5850 (military personnel and civilian police)

August 198&

To verify cease'fire between Iran and Iraq
following Gulf War

Argentina, Austria, Austria, Bangladesh, C-anada,
Denmark, Finland, Ghana, Hungary, lndia,
Indonesia, Ireland, Italy, Kenya, Malaysia, New

United Nations Iran-Iraq Military Observer Group fl.TMIMOG)
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7*aland,, Nigeria" Nonvay, Peru, Polarul, Senegal,
Swederu Turkey, Uruguay, Yugoslavia, Zambia

lvtaximum
Strengttu 400

United Natioru Good Officeg Mission in Afghanistan and PakiEtarl
fi.TNGOMAP)

Duration: November 198&

Function: To consider alleged violation of cease-fire
agreements and to assist in the resolution of
disputes between the parties

Conhibutors: 50 observers on secondment fromexisting UN
operations

Maximum
Shength: 50

United Nadons Angola Verificadon Mission flJNAVEM I)

Duration: janualy l98HAugust 1991)

Function: To verify the repatriation of Cuban military
personnel fromAngola

Contributors: Ten contributing states under Brazilian
Comrnander

Maximum
Strength: 70

United Nadons haq-Kuwait Observation Mission fi.tNIKOI\O

Duration: April1991-

Function: Surveillance of demilitarised zone between
Kuwaitand lraq

Maximum
Strength: About 600 military and civilian personnel
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United Nations Angola Verification Mission II (UNAVEM II)

Duration: June 1991-April1993

Functions: Monitor caase-fire and observe elections
lvlaximum
Strength: About 550 military and civilian personnel and 400

electoral observers

United Nations ObserverMission in El Salvador (ONUSAL)

Duration: ]uly 191-

Function: Monitor implementation of agr€ements for settling
armed conflict

Maximum
Sbength: Approxirnately 1000 military, police and civilian

personnel

United Nations Mission for the Referendun in Western Sahara
(MINI.'RSO)

Duration: September 1991-

Function: Monitor settlement proposals and rcferendum
Maximum
Strength: About 3000 military and civilian personnel

United Nations Protection Force (in Yugoslavia) fi,JNPROFOR)

Duration: March 1992-

Functions: Facilitate humanitarian assistance, monitor arms
embargo, promote ceasefire

Strength: Originally 23fl}0,but possibly increasing

United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia (tlNTAC)

Duration: March 1992-late 1993
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Function: Conduct elections, promote interim civil
administratio& seture end to hostilities, repatriate
and resettle refugees

Maximum
Suengttu About220OOcivilianandmilitarypersonnel

Untted Natioru Operadon tur Somalla ftJNOSOM)

Duration: Aprn$92-

Function: Humanitarian assistance, national reconciliation,
and monitoring ceasefire

Maximum
SUength: About 5000 UN personnel plus temporary

deployments of US and other troops

Unlted Natioru Operation in Mozambique (ONLIMOZ)

Duration: December 1992-

Function: Monitoring ceasefire and electiory hurnanitarian
assistance

ldaximum
Suength: 7000€000militaryand civilianpersonnel
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GLOSSARY OF UN MISSION ACRONY]US

DOMREP Mission of the Representative of the Secretary-
General in the Dominican Republic
(May 1965€ctober 1966)

MINURSO United Nations Mission for the Referendum in
Western Sahara
(Sepember 1991 b present)
(Australia contributed)

ONUC United Nations Operation in the C-ongo
(uly 196&fune 1964)

ONUCA United Natioru Observer Group in Cenhal
America
(November 1 989-|anuary 1992)

ONUMOZ United Nations Operation in Mozambique
(December 1992 to present)

ONUSAL United Nations Observer Mission in El Salvador
$uly 1991 to present)

UNAMIC United Nations Advance Mission in Cambodia
(October 1991- March 192)

UNAVEM I United Nations Angola Verification Mission
(anuary 1989-|une 191)

IINAVEM II United Nations Angola Verification Mission II
gune 1991 to present)

LrNEF I First United Nations Emergency Force
(November 195GJune 1967)
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LJNEF tr Second United Nations Emergency Force
(October l97}}ulY 1979)

LJNFICYP United Natioru Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus
(March 1964 to present)
(Australia contributed)

t N@MAP United Nations Good Offices Mission in
Afghanistan and Pakistan
(April198&March 1990)

LJNIFIL United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon
(March 7978 to present)

LJNIMOG United Nations lran-Iraq Mi[taryObsewer Group
August l98&February l99l)

LJNIKOM United Nations lraq-Kuwait Observation Mission
(April 1991 to present)

LJNIIOM United Nations lndia-Pakistan Observation
Mission
(September 1 955-March 1966)

TJNMOGIP United Nations Military Observer Group in India
and Pakistan
(anuary 1%9 to present)

LJNOGIL United Nations Observation Group in Lebanon
$une l958-December 1958)

UNOSOM United Nations Operation in Somalia
(April l992to present)
(Australia contributed)

UNPROFOR UniEd Nations Protection Force
(March 7992to present)
(Australia contributed)
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LJNSF United Nations Sec*ity Force in West New
Guinea (West lrian)
(October 1962-April 1963)

LJNTAC United Nations Transitional Authority in
Cambodia
(March 1992to present)
(Australia contributed)

UNTAG United Nations Transition Assistance Group
(April 1989-March 1990)

UNTSO Unitd Nations Truce Supervision Organisation
(fune 1948 to present)
(Australia contributed)

UNIYOM United Nations Yemen Observation Mission
(fuly 196&September 1964)
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STRATEGIC AND DEFENCE STUDIES CENTRE
The aim of the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, which is

located in the Research School of Pacific Studies in the Australian
National University, is to advance the study of strategic problems,
especially those relating to the general region of Asia and the Pacific.
The Centre give particular attention to Australia's strategic
neighbourhood of Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific.
Participation in the Centre's activities is not limited to members of the
University, but includes other interested professional, diplomatic and
parliamentary groups. Research includes military, political, economic,
scientific and technological aspects of strategic developments. Stratery,
for the purpose of the Centre, is defined in the broadest sense of
embracing not only the control and application of military force, but also
the peaceful settlement of disputes which could cause violence.

This is the leading academic body in Australia specialising in
these studies. Centre members give frequent lectures and seminars for
other departrnenb within the ANU and other universities, as well as to
various govemment departments. Regular seminars and conferences on
topics of current importance to the Centre's research are held, and the
t*ir. defence training institutions, the Joint Services Staff College and
the Navy, Army and RAAF Staff Colleges, are heavily dependent upon
SDSC assistance with the strategic studies sections of their courses.
Members of the Centre provide advice and training courses in strategic
affairs to the Department of Defence and the Departrnent of Foreign
Affairs and Trade.

Since its inception in \966, the Centre has supported a number
of Visiting and Research Fellows, who have undertaken a wide variety
of investigations. Recently the emphasis of the Centre's work has been
on problems of security and confidence building in Australia's
neighbourhood; the defence of Australia; arms proliferation and arms
control; poliry advice to the higher levels of the Australian Defence
Departrnent; and the strategic implications of developments in
Southeast Asia, the Indian Ocean and the Southwest Pacific.

The Centre runs a Graduate Programme in SUategic Studies,
which includes both Graduate Diploma and Masters Programmes. It
maintains a comprehensive collection of reference materials on strategic
issues, particularly from the press, learned journals and government
publications. Ib Publications Programme, which includes the C-anberra
Papers on Suategy and Defence and SDSC Working Papers, produces
more than two dozen publications a year on sbategic and defence
issues.
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Since the end of the Cold War in 1989 the United Nations
Security Council has emerged as the primafy forum of diplomatic
crisis management for the society of states. The deployment of
military forces under its aegis, in places like Bosnia and Sornalia, has
increased eight-fold, the peacekeeping and'peace-enforcement' budget
has increased exponentially, and many c)untries, induding Australi4
have assigned forces to UN operations. The list of casualties in UN
forces has also growry as have the criticisms of its military rules of
engagement and bureaucratic methods.

These six studies constitute a guide to both the operations and
the difficulties. Coral Bell provides a brief analysis of the nature of the
crises the United Nations is attempting b manage, and a history of the
fall and rise of UN power since 1945. Gary Klintworth provides a
guide to the legal and political compleities of intervention in the
domestic affairs of member states. C-aptain Russell Swinnerton (RAN)
provides an insider's account of the preparation and management of
Australian forces for UN operations. Norman MacQueen provides a
history of earlier UN peacekeeping efforts, and Shirley Lithgow an
account of the UN's one apparently solid diplomatic success, the
Cambodia operation. The section of the UN Charter detailing the
powers of the Security Council is printed as an appendix. The
monograph as a whole should be very useful to anyone taking a
serious interest in the United Nations, or in contemporary crises.


